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BOOK WITH CONFIDENCE – FINANCIAL SECURITY
Arvonia Coaches Ltd are Members of the Bonded Coach Holiday
Group of The Confederation of Passenger Transport UK Ltd. This
is a Government approved consumer protection scheme. This
ensures that in relation to the Coach Package Holidays described
in this brochure that the client’s monies are protected by a Bond
in the unlikely event of the Members insolvency. Clients are
welcome to inspect the current membership certificate at our

registered office or alternatively go to the BCH website at www.bch-uk.org or
telephone 0207 240 3131 to confirm membership.

JOIN OUR E-SHOT MAIL CLUB
To receive priority notification of all our special offers and
additional tours you need to register with our e-shot club.
Simply visit our website, www.arvonia.co.uk and complete the
online registration form. Once registered, you will receive
regular updates and notification of our latest additional tours

and special offers together with some deals exclusive to e-shot club members.
It’s free and simple and you could pick up some real bargains. Don’t miss out,
register today!

GIFT VOUCHERS
Arvonia Gift Vouchers make an excellent present for
Christmas, birthdays, anniversaries or that
special occasion gift for friends or family.
Available in multiples of £5, £20, £50 and
£100 the vouchers can be put towards the cost
of any Arvonia holiday at any time within two
years of the date of purchase.

GREAT DEALS FOR GROUPS
If 20 or more people travel on the same holiday of 4 days duration or more 
some generous discounts are available. For larger groups, organisations or 
clubs we can create bespoke tours with itineraries and joining points to suit. 
For more information please call 01286 675175 and speak to a member of our
groups department.

3 EASY WAYS TO
BOOK YOUR HOLIDAY

1. Call our friendly and helpful team on 
01286 675175, our professional and efficient
travel consultants are happy to help with any
enquiry you may have.

2. Book your holiday or short break online at
www.arvonia.co.uk with complete
confidence using our secure online facility 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. No phone or postal
charges, it’s really easy and so convenient –
just follow a few simple prompts to navigate
through the process and within minutes you
can easily book your chosen holiday, all from
the comfort of your own home.

3. Call in to our Travel Office in Llanrug
and talk in person to one of our friendly
travel consultants.

Travel Office Opening Times
Monday to Friday 09:00 to 17:00
Saturday 09:00 to 12:30
Closed Sunday & Bank Holidays

Welcome

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk

A very warm welcome to the 2014 holiday selection from Arvonia,
bringing you some of the best of Britain and Europe with some
great inspiring holiday ideas for you to choose from. Whatever
your preference, we hope you will find something to suit, be it the
splendours of Scotland or the delights of the Emerald Isle, a
traditional seaside resort, a city break or the attractions of
Central England. You may prefer to venture abroad and explore
some of Europe’s splendid cities, visit picturesque and historic
towns and villages, relax on a sun-soaked beach, or admire the
magnificent lake and mountain scenery in some of the most
beautiful regions of Europe.

As always we would like to thank our many loyal clients for their
continued support which has helped to make 2013 another very
successful year for our company. May we also extend a very
warm welcome to you if you are going to be joining us for the first
time. We sincerely hope you all enjoy browsing through the
brochure and look forward to welcoming you on board for an
enjoyable holiday with Arvonia.

Croeso cynnes iawn i wyliau Arvonia am 2014, sydd yn cynnwys
gwyliau gwych o gwmpas Prydain ac Ewrop, gyda syniadau
gwerth chweil i chi ddewis ohonynt. Beth bynnag yw'ch dewis,
rydym yn gobeithio y byddwch yn dod o hyd i rywbeth sy'n
addas, pe bai'n ysblander yr Alban neu hyfrydwch yr ynys werdd,
safle glan môr traddodiadol, ymweliad â dinas neu atyniadau
canolbarth Lloegr. Efallai y byddai'n well gennych fentro dramor
a gweld rhai o ddinasoedd gorau Ewrop, ymweld â threfi a
phentrefi hardd a hanesyddol, ymlacio ar draeth haelog, neu
edmygu golygfeydd llyn a mynyddig rhai o rannau prydferthaf y
cyfandir.

Fel bob amser, hoffem ddiolch i'n llawer o gleientiaid ffyddlon
am eu cefnogaeth barhaus sydd wedi helpu i wneud 2013 yn
flwyddyn lwyddiannus iawn i’r cwmni. Hoffwn hefyd estyn
croeso cynnes iawn pe baech am ymuno â ni am y tro cyntaf.
Rydym yn mawr obeithio i chi gyd fwynhau pori drwy'r llyfryn ac
edrychwn ymlaen at eich croesawu am wyliau pleserus gyda
Arvonia.

Croeso
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Great reasons to ‘get away’ with Arvonia

ADDITIONAL HOLIDAY INFORMATION

Information and Bookings 01286 675175
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A FAMILY OWNED WELSH
COMPANY
Arvonia is a totally owned and operated

Welsh company with over 30 years

experience in the planning and operation of

coach holidays and some 60 years

involvement in the travel industry.

LOOK WHAT’S INCLUDED
The prices of the holidays in this brochure

represent fantastic value for money that

simply could not be matched by a self drive

or independent travel holiday. With many

prices held from 2013 and so much

included you need look no further for your

next holiday or short break.

All holiday prices include:

• Luxury air-conditioned coach travel 

• Accommodation in a quality hotel • Full

breakfasts on all holidays and three course

evening meals on most • Included

excursions • Evening entertainment on

many holidays • Services of a professional

driver/ courier.

QUALITY HOTELS
We have a fine selection of quality hotels for

all our holidays that have been chosen by

our experienced product team. All the hotels

featured in this brochure offer high

standards of comfort and service. Our

hotels range from family run properties with

an emphasis on great entertainment and

home style cooking to 4 and 5 star hotels

including independents and major chains

such as Hilton, Marriott, Menzies and De

Vere where the emphasis is on professional

service, luxurious bedrooms and superb

facilities. Whichever may be your preference

you are sure to find commitment to quality,

service and value.

LUXURY COACHES
Sit back, relax and enjoy your travel

experience on board one of our luxury

coaches which all benefit from the latest

developments in technology, providing

ultimate levels of comfort and safety. 

All coaches feature:

• Air Suspension • Automated Climate

Control Systems • CD/DVD & PA Systems

Satellite Navigation • Luxurious Interior

Finish with Reclining Seats, Safety Belts,

Armrests, Footrests, Seat Back Tables and

Glove Nets • Toilet & Washroom Facilities 

• Drinks Refrigerator • Panoramic Double

Glazed & Tinted Windows

HELPING THE ENVIRONMENT 
Coach travel is the greenest form of travel

for holidays and the Arvonia fleet of coaches

are all classified Euro IV or EuroV standard

for low emissions. One coach travelling with

up to 50 passengers on board can mean

around 20 fewer cars on the roads. 

PROFESSIONAL AND
KNOWLEDGEABLE DRIVERS
Your coach driver is a vital element in

making your holiday one to remember and

we are very proud of our excellent drivers

and the fantastic professional and safe

service they offer ensuring that you have

the best possible experience on your

Arvonia holiday. All our drivers have also

now undertaken periodic training courses

and hold a personal CPC (Certificate of

Professional Conduct).

INCLUDED EXCURSIONS
We have planned interesting and exciting

itineraries for all of our holidays and short

breaks, most of which include excursions at

no additional cost. You may like to visit

historical sites, take in some spectacular

scenery, enjoy beautiful gardens or sample

some fantastic towns and cities, whatever

your preference may be you are sure to find

something for you in our 2014 holiday

programme.

FRIENDLY TRAVEL
CONSULTANTS
Our experienced travel consultants are

always on hand to offer help and advice

every step of the way from choosing the

right holiday for you to ensuring that you

have your final travel documents in good

time before your departure and of course

helping with any questions or queries that

you may have in between.

CONVENIENT PICK UP
POINTS
We have a wide selection of convenient pick

up points throughout North Wales and once

on board your holiday coach you will travel

directly to your chosen destination, no need

for any transfers or change over stations.

SIT BACK, RELAX AND
ENJOY!
Taking a coach holiday means you can sit

back in your comfortable coach seat and

enjoy the views of the passing countryside

and landmarks and of course see much

more due to being much higher up from the

road. No airport queues, security checks or

stressful driving, just relax and let someone

else do all the work!

DEPOSITS
(a) £50.00 per person on standard British

and Continental Coach Holidays.

(b) £100.00 per person on all Theatre

Breaks or holidays involving non refundable

admission or event tickets. 

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS
Itineraries, luggage labels and travel tickets

confirming pick-up points and departure

times will be forwarded approximately

seven to ten days before departure. 

LUGGAGE
Please restrict your luggage to one medium

sized suitcase per person, maximum weight

18kg. A separate small bag can also be

taken for overnight hotels or ferries on

continental holidays (if preferred). 

JOINING POINTS
Please ensure that you are at the exact

departure point at least ten minutes before

your scheduled pick up time and that you

are clearly visible to the driver. Feeder
services do operate from certain
departure points and mini buses or
taxis may be used.

MEALS
British Tours: On most British tours

English breakfast is included and a choice

of menu is offered for evening meals with

tea or coffee served afterwards.

European tours: Breakfast is usually

continental style. Dinner menus will

normally offer food associated with the

country in which you are staying. Whilst we

always prefer a choice of menu we regret

that a number of hotels on the continent

may only offer a 3 course set menu. Tea

and coffee are usually charged as extras.

Special Diets: If you require a special

diet please inform us at the time of booking,

this will be notified to the relevant hotel(s).

On certain holidays the hotels used are

tourist class and whilst offering value for

money they may not have the full facilities

to cope with special diets. Any extra costs

incurred in providing special diets must be

paid directly to the hotel.

Tea & Coffee Facilities: Most hotel

bedrooms in the UK now include facilities

for making hot beverages, however it is

very unusual for this facility to be found in

Continental hotels.

SPECIAL REQUESTS
Should you have any special requests,

please ensure they are advised at the time

of booking, we will then forward them to the

relevant hotels and carriers. We regret that

special requests cannot be guaranteed. 

ENTERTAINMENT
Some hotels arrange additional

entertainment that could include music,

dancing, film shows, bingo, etc.

Entertainment offered by hotels is normally

indicated in the hotel description on the

holiday page. The nature and frequency of

the entertainment presented is at the

discretion of the hotel and therefore not

guaranteed and may be withdrawn if there

is insufficient numbers in the hotel.

PORTERAGE
Porterage is generally not included in our

holidays or short breaks but may not be

available at some hotels and when available

may incur an extra charge payable direct to

the hotel.

CARE FOR THE DISABLED
The holidays in this brochure have been

carefully planned to include as much of

interest as possible. Inevitably some holidays

include lengthy periods of travel and some

walking on sightseeing excursions.

Additionally, hotels may have steps to

contend with and may not have lifts. We will

try our best to look after disabled

passengers, however it is important that you

contact us to discuss any requirements you

may have. We can then check the suitability

of your chosen holiday to your particular

disability before making a reservation. We

will accept lightweight wheelchairs or

walking aids up to a maximum weight of

15kg providing that we have been notified in

advance and they can be folded for stowage

in the luggage compartment. 

IMPORTANT: We regret that wheelchairs
over 15 kg in weight or battery powered
scooters cannot be accepted. Drivers

cannot be expected to provide assistance to

passengers that involves any form of carrying

or lifting of a person on or

off the coach.
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April / Ebrill
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

03-06 Winchester 23

04-06 Edinburgh Weekend 16

07-11 Dundee & Fife 31

07-11 West Country 26

11-13 Beamish Festival 14

11-13 Cardiff Flower Show 10

17-21 Loch Lomond 29

18-21 Lincoln & Fens 27

18-20 Cardiff City Break 17

19-21 York City Break 14

21-25 Eastbourne 21

25-27 Dublin Weekend 16

26-27 Harrogate Flower Show 14

26-27 Stratford & Cotswolds 26

28-02 Torquay 19

28-02 Paignton 19

28-02 Weymouth 20

May / Mai
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

03-04 Hampton Court & Windsor 5

05-08 Southport 28

05-09 Sandbanks Dorset 20

05-09 Cardiff City Break 17

05-09 Cornwall & Scilly Isles 18

08-16 Best of Switzerland 48

09-14 Isles of Arran & Gigha 33

10-11 Concorde & Anderton Lift 12

11-15 Loch Lomond 29

12-16 Brighton 22

12-16 Ireland County Clare 34

15-23 Tuscany Viareggio 51

16-18 Cardiff City Break 17

16-18 Northampton & Cambridge 11

19-22 Settle Carlisle Railway 25

19-23 Medieval Brugge 39

19-23 Dunoon 30

19-23 Athlone & Irish Lakeland 36

23-25 Chelsea Flower Show 6

24-25 National Memorial Arboretum 11

25-28 Disneyland Paris 40

26-30 Ireland Bantry Bay 35

26-31 Monschau & the Eifel 40

31-01 Knowsley & Gullivers 13

31-01 Harry Potter Studios 8

June / Mehefin
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

01-02 London Deluxe Weekend 7

01-05 Cardigan Bay 17

01-06 Orkney & Shetland 29

02-06 Dundee & Fife 31

06-08 Drayton Manor 9

07-08 View from the Shard 7

07-08 Ludlow & Worcester 8

08-12 Belfast & Antrim 38

08-15 Magical Swiss Alps 47

09-13 Newquay 18

09-13 Suffolk Coast 24

14-15 Peak District 9

15-19 Norwich 24

15-19 Ireland Kilkenny 34

16-19 Stratford & Cotswolds 26

20-22 London City Break 6

22-27 Scottish Castles 30

22-28 Jersey By Air 38

23-27 Isle of Wight 22

23-27 Eastbourne 21

23-27 Torquay 19

24-02 San Sebastian & Andorra 53

27-29 Glasgow Weekend 16

27-29 Royal Highland Show 15

30-04 Lincoln & Fens 27

30-04 Weymouth 20

July / Gorffenaf
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

04-06 Bristol & Bath 8

05-06 Southport & Lakes 13

06-10 Bournemouth 21

06-10 Honfleur & Normandy 42

06-14 Austria St Anton 44

07-10 Settle Carlisle Railway 25

07-11 Ireland Valley of Kings 37

11-13 Ascot Races 5

11-13 Hampton Court Show 6

12-13 National Memorial Arboretum 11

12-13 Manchester Ship Canal 12

13-17 Steam, Paddle & Wheel 31

14-17 Southport 28

14-18 Cardiff City Break 17

17-24 Lake Annecy 41

18-20 Newcastle Weekend 15

2014 Holiday Diary
July / Gorffenaf (cont)
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

19-20 Stratford & Warwick 11

20-24 Oban Bay 32

21-25 Isle of Man 28

21-25 Garden of England 23

25-01 Scotland’s North West 33

25-27 Cardiff City Break 17

25-27 Legoland & London Eye 7

26-27 Manchester & Liverpool 13

27-01 Eastbourne 21

August / Awst
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

02-08 Isle of Wight 22

03-09 Jersey by Air 38

04-08 Eastbourne 21

04-08 Ireland Co Donegal 37

04-08 Athlone & Irish Lakeland 36

09-10 Buckingham Palace 5

09-10 Shrewsbury Flower Show 10

09-17 Austria Ziller Valley 45

10-14 Suffolk Coast 24

11-15 Dunoon 30

11-14 Stratford & Cotswolds 26

14-17 Winchester 23

15-17 Cardiff City Break 17

15-17 Edinburgh Tattoo 15

16-17 Harry Potter Studios 8

16-17 Southport Flower Show 10

18-21 Downton Abbey & Windsor 25

18-22 Ireland Bantry Bay 35

18-22 Brighton 22

20-28 Spain Salou 52

22-24 Legoland & London Eye 7

23-24 Knowsley & Gullivers 13

24-27 Disneyland Paris 40

25-29 Medieval Brugge 39

25-29 Legends of the Loch 32

29-31 Bristol & Bath 8

29-31 Dublin Weekend 16

29-31 Drayton Manor 9

29-31 London City Break 6

30-31 Peak District Highlights 9

September/ Medi
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

01-05 Ireland Killarney 35

01-05 Eastbourne 21

01-05 Isle of Man 28

05-07 Newcastle Weekend 15

05-07 Ascot Races 5 

06-07 Buckingham Palace 5

06-07 Southport & Lakes 13

07-13 Jersey by Air 38

07-14 Magical Swiss Alps 47

08-12 Dundee & Fife 31

08-12 Newquay 18

08-12 Sandbanks Dorset 20

13-14 Hampton Court 5

13-14 Ludlow Food Festival 9

13-14 Harrogate Flower Show 14

14-18 Ireland Galway Bay 36

14-22 Italian Dolomites 49

15-19 Dunoon 30

19-21 Northampton & Cambridge 11

19-29 Italy Venetian Riviera 50

20-21 Concorde & Anderton Lift 12

22-26 Cardiff City Break 17

26-28 Cardiff City Break 17

27-28 View from the Shard 7

27-28 Malvern Show 12

29-02 Settle Carlisle Railway 25

29-03 Isle of Wight 22

29-03 Cardigan Bay 17

29-03 Torquay 19

October / Hydref
DATE DESTINATION PAGE

03-05 London City Break 6

04-05 Ludlow & Worcester 8

05-09 West Country 26

05-09 Ireland Galway Bay 36

06-10 Eastbourne 21

10-12 Southport 28

10-12 Glasgow Weekend 16

13-17 Paignton 19

13-17 Oban Bay 32

13-17 Weston S Mare 27

19-23 Bournemouth 21

19-30 Spain Costa Del Sol 54

20-29 The Blue Danube 46

24-26 Edinburgh Weekend 16

24-26 Bristol & Bath 8

24-27 Winchester 23

27-31 Cardiff City Break 17

31-02 Cardiff City Break 17

31-03 Cosmopolitan Amsterdam 39

For online bookings visit www.arvonia.co.uk
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Ascot Races
Join us for a great day out at Ascot, one of the
most famous racecourses in the UK
synonymous with quality and excellence. Few
sporting venues that can match the rich
heritage and history of Ascot, the first race
took place back in 1711 and over the past 300
years Royal Ascot has established itself as a
national institution as well as being the
ultimate stage for the best racehorses in the
world.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to the city of
Reading and check in to the four star Hilton
Hotel where we stay for the next two nights. 

DAY TWO: Enjoy a day at famous Royal Ascot
with an exclusive behind the scenes guided
tour. Learn about some of the history and
traditions of the racecourse with visits to the
Parade Ring, the weighing room and the 4th
floor of the Grandstand for some amazing
views. We then have a full afternoon of racing,
so check the form books and be prepared to
place your bets!

DAY THREE: We visit the charming waterfront
town of Marlow with its fine Georgian
buildings, set in a beautiful location on the
banks of the River Thames. We then continue
on home to North Wales.

HILTON READING HHHH

A recently built contemporary hotel situated
on the outskirts of Reading. Facilities
include a restaurant and bar plus a leisure
club with indoor swimming pool, sauna,
steam room and gym. All bedrooms feature
air conditioning, satellite television,
telephone, hairdryer, and tea / coffee
facilities. Lift to all floors.

Buckingham Palace 
& Parliament
A superb weekend break to London with an
included tour of the magnificent State Rooms
in Buckingham Palace, the most iconic royal
building in the country and one of only a few
working royal palaces left in the world. Also
included is a tour of the Houses of Parliament
which offers an exclusive insight into UK
politics and the building's 1,000-year history.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: An early departure for our journey
to London where we have an afternoon guided
tour of the Houses of Parliament, also known
as the Palace of Westminster. Pass through the
Sovereign’s Entrance and the Queen’s Robing
Room before entering the House of Lords and
one of the most recognisable interiors in the
world, the House of Commons. Following our
visit we check in to our hotel then the evening
is free to enjoy the Capital.

DAY TWO: A morning visit to Buckingham
Palace, the official London residence of
Britain's sovereigns since 1837. The Palace
has an incredible 19 state rooms that provide
the setting for ceremonial occasions, official
entertaining and lavish banquets, all
beautifully furnished with treasures from the
Royal Collection including paintings and
classic furniture. Following our visit there will
be some free time in the city before we
commence our homeward journey. 

HILTON LONDON METROPOLE HHHH

Centrally situated just a few minutes walk
from Marble Arch and Oxford Street. All
bedrooms feature air conditioning, satellite
TV, hair dryer, trouser press, iron & board,
and tea & coffee tray. Facilities include two
restaurants plus a swimming pool, sauna,
steam room and fitness centre. Lift to all
floors.

Hampton Court 
& Windsor
Home to the Kings and Queens of Britain since
the time of Henry VIII, Hampton Court Palace
is set in a stunning location on the banks of
the River Thames. Hampton Court's
magnificent buildings, world-famous gardens
and priceless art collections continue to
inspire visitors of all ages. Magnificent Royal
Windsor is home to famous Windsor Castle,
the largest and oldest occupied castle in the
world and one of the official residences of the
Queen.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: An early morning departure for our
journey south to London and our visit to
Hampton Court Palace. Walk in the footsteps
of Tudor courtiers and discover the
magnificent State Apartments and the
wonders of this majestic building and the
stories behind them. Hampton Court gardens
are internationally renowned for being
amongst the most beautiful gardens in the
world and the famous Maze is the most visited
in the country.

DAY TWO: We visit Royal Windsor with its
magnificent castle that has been a Royal
Palace and fortress for over 900 years.
Explore the castle grounds, see the State
Apartments, the Drawings Gallery and St.
George's Chapel, the burial place of kings and
queens including Henry VIII and his third wife
Jane Seymour. Perhaps take a tour on an open
top bus, a carriage ride through Windsor Great
Park, or a cruise on the River Thames. We
depart mid-afternoon and commence our
homeward journey.

HILTON DOUBLETREE HEATHROW HHHH

A modern contemporary hotel situated close
to Heathrow Airport. Facilities include the
Arts Brasserie Bar and restaurant. All
bedrooms are air-conditioned and feature
flat screen TV plus tea and coffee making
facilities. Lift to all floors 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 09 August 2 £149

Saturday 06 September 2 £149

Price includes overnight accommodation with
buffet breakfast, plus admission to
Buckingham Palace and the Houses of
Parliament. Supplement: Single Room: £60

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 11 July 3 £179

Friday 05 September 3 £179

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast, guided racecourse
tour, grandstand ticket, race card, £2 tote bet,
plus 3 drinks vouchers per person (beer or
wine). Supplement: Single room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 03 May 2 £129

Saturday 13 September 2 £129

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast plus admission to
Hampton Court and Windsor Castle.
Supplement: single room £Nil (Limited
availability)
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Hampton Court 
Flower Show
Held annually at the height of summer this is
an event no gardener will want to miss. Set
against the backdrop of one of the great Royal
Palaces, the RHS Hampton Court Flower Show,
with its fabulous show gardens, floral
marquees, and gifts & gadgets, is packed with
ideas and inspiration. The enchanting Palace
and surrounding parklands alongside the River
Thames provide an idyllic setting for the
world's largest annual flower show. 

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to Windsor where
there will be some free time to explore.
Perhaps take a tour on an open top bus, visit
the castle, a stroll in the park, or maybe a boat
trip on the River Thames. We depart late
afternoon and travel on to our hotel at
Heathrow. 

DAY TWO: A full day visit to the spectacular
flower show at Hampton Court. Explore the
numerous show gardens and floral marquees,
see celebrity experts, watch demonstrations
and maybe pick up practical and innovative
ideas from top garden designers.

DAY THREE: We check out this morning and
travel to the historic city of Oxford, famous
the world over for its University and place in
history and home to some of the most famous
buildings in the world. We depart mid
afternoon and continue our journey home to
North Wales.

HILTON LONDON HEATHROW HHHH

The four star Hilton is situated near the new
Heathrow Airport terminal 5. Facilities
include two bars, two restaurants and a
coffee shop, plus aroma steam room, sauna,
fitness room, hydrotherapy pool and spa
treatment rooms. All bedrooms are air-
conditioned and soundproofed and feature
satellite TV, complimentary internet access,
MP3 alarm clock and radio. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to Reading and
check in to the four star Hilton Reading Hotel
where we stay for the next two nights. After
checking in to your room enjoy some time to
relax and maybe make use of the excellent
leisure facilities at the hotel before evening
dinner.

DAY TWO: Following breakfast we travel to
Chelsea to spend the day exploring the
delightful Flower Show. Exhibitors come from
all over the UK and many countries around the
world, their prestigious displays are pure
inspiration, the last word in both traditional
and futuristic garden design with magnificent
floral displays, model gardens and much, much
more.

DAY THREE: We check out this morning and
commence our journey home to North Wales. 

HILTON READING HHHH

A recently built contemporary hotel situated
on the outskirts of Reading. Facilities
include a restaurant and bar plus a leisure
club with indoor swimming pool, sauna,
steam room and gym. All bedrooms feature
air conditioning, satellite television,
telephone, hairdryer, and tea / coffee
facilities. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey
south to London arriving during the afternoon.
The rest of the day is free for you to
commence exploring the city.

DAY TWO: At leisure to enjoy the Capital,
perhaps a visit to the superb museums or
maybe the Tower of London, a sightseeing
tour on an open top bus, a Thames River
Cruise, or a flight on the London Eye giving
you a bird’s eye view of the city. 

DAY THREE: Following breakfast this morning
further free time to visit some of London’s
attractions or maybe browse some of the
exclusive department stores. We depart the
hotel early afternoon and commence our
homeward journey.

HILTON LONDON TOWER BRIDGE HHHH

Hilton Tower Bridge is a modern hotel with a
striking exterior and is ideally situated on
the doorstep of the City. All of the en suite,
air conditioned bedrooms feature satellite
TV, telephone, hairdryer, iron & board, safe
and tea & coffee making facilities. The hotel
has a mini gym and also the Larder
restaurant serving modern European cuisine
and Ruba Bar which provides a stylish
setting in which to enjoy a cocktail. Lift to
all floors

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 23 May 3 £219

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast, plus admission to
the Chelsea Flower Show. 
Supplement: Single room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 11 July 3 £219

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast, plus entrance to
the Flower Show. 
Supplement: Single Room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 20 June 3 £179

Friday 29 August 3 £179

Friday 03 October 3 £179

Price includes two nights accommodation
with buffet breakfast. 
Supplement: Single room £120 

Chelsea Flower Show
One of the UK’s most popular flower shows
when the best in gardening and horticulture
are brought together for one week in May. The
show has been held annually at the Royal
Hospital Chelsea since 1913 with the grounds
of the hospital being transformed into
spectacular show gardens. As well as being
the most famous event in the gardening
calendar, 2013 was an incredibly important
year for the Chelsea Flower Show as the event
celebrated its 100 year anniversary. Come
along and see the latest in garden design
trends, floral demos, and innovations at this
hugely popular event.

London City Break
London is one of the world’s greatest cities
with numerous renowned attractions such as
the "Changing of the Guard", Big Ben & the
Houses of Parliament, St Paul's Cathedral,
Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus and the
Tower of London to name but a few. London’s
theatre’s, museums and art galleries are the
finest in the world and there is no better place
for shopping with famous department stores
of Knightsbridge, Oxford Street and Regent
Street, plus the exclusive designer outlets in
Bond Street.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to London to enjoy
a sumptuous Afternoon Tea served in the
Waldorf’s Homage Grand Salon Restaurant.
Inspired by the grand cafés of Europe, this
fashionable London restaurant has Louis XVI-
style décor, chandeliers, elegant columns,
leather banquets and modern art. We also
experience a Waldorf History Tour when you
will be taken through the rich heritage,
fascinating history and opulent luxury of this
iconic hotel. This evening enjoy a meal in one
of the numerous city restaurants and maybe
sample London’s vibrant nightlife.

DAY TWO: Enjoy some leisure time in the city,
perhaps visit the superb museums, take an
open top bus tour, a Thames river cruise, a ride
on the London Eye or just explore those
famous department stores - the choice is just
endless. We depart mid afternoon for our
homeward journey.

WALDORF HILTON HHHHH

Situated in one of the capital's most
enviable locations, right on the doorstep of
Covent Garden, Theatreland and a great
selection of boutiques, restaurants and bars.
Enjoy your stay in an air-conditioned room
with plasma TV, hairdryer, mini bar, iron &
board, room safe, plus tea / coffee tray. Lift
available apart from the 8th floor.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: An early departure for our journey
south to London and our afternoon visit to
‘The Shard’ The View is situated on floors 68,
69 and 72 of The Shard. At a height of 1,016ft
(310m), it redefines London's skyline and will
be a dynamic symbol of the city, recognisable
throughout the world. On level 72 experience
the elements with part of the building
exposed through the fractures where the
shards of glass come together. Following our
visit we check in to our hotel then the evening
is free to enjoy in the Capital.

DAY TWO: This morning after breakfast there
will be some further free time in the city,
perhaps explore those famous department
stores, a visit to the superb museums or
maybe the Tower of London, a sightseeing bus
tour or a river cruise. We depart mid-afternoon
and commence our homeward journey. 

HILTON LONDON METROPOLE HHHH

Centrally situated just a few minutes walk
from Marble Arch and Oxford Street. All
bedrooms feature air conditioning, satellite
TV, hair dryer, trouser press, iron & board,
and tea & coffee tray. Facilities include two
restaurants plus a swimming pool, sauna,
steam room and fitness centre. Lift to all
floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to the outskirts of
Windsor for check in to the Marriott Heathrow/
Windsor hotel. Some free time then to enjoy
the hotel leisure facilities or a visit to Royal
Windsor.

DAY TWO: We spend the day at Legoland
where everyone will be fascinated by the
LEGO models throughout the park from
comical camels to fearsome fire-breathing
dragons and world landmarks to musical
pirates. In 2014 children will be able to splash
and play in the new DUPLO® Valley, float
through a magical fairy tale landscape,
experience the new Legends of Chima in 4D,
and visit a galaxy of Star Wars stars.

DAY THREE: We drive into central London for a
flight on the London Eye to enjoy some
spectacular views over the capital. Some free
time then before we depart mid-afternoon for
our homeward journey. 

MARRIOTT HEATHROW/ WINDSOR HHHH

Facilities include a restaurant, coffee shop,
cocktail bar and a leisure club with indoor
swimming pool, sauna, steam room and fully
equipped gymnasium. All bedrooms feature
satellite TV, internet connection, telephone,
hairdryer, iron & board, plus tea & coffee
tray. Lift to all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 07 June 2 £139

Saturday 27 September 2 £139

Price includes overnight accommodation with
buffet breakfast, plus admission to ‘The
Shard’. Supplement: Single Room: £60

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 01 June 2 £130

Price includes overnight accommodation with
full English breakfast, afternoon tea and
guided tour of the hotel. 
Supplement: Single room £70 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 25 July 3 Adult           Child
£239      £169

Friday 22 August 3 £239      £169

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast, admission to
Legoland and London Eye flight.
Child rate applicable up to 12 years when
sharing with 2 adults, please note triple &
quad rooms will have 2 double beds.
Supplement: Single Room £40

Legoland & 
The London Eye 
At the fun-filled Legoland Windsor Resort
children can take to the road, soar through the
skies and sail the seas in complete safety.
Over 55 interactive rides, live shows, building
workshops, driving schools and a unique mix
of interactive attractions, all set in 150 acres
of beautiful parkland. 

London Deluxe
Weekend     
Prepare yourself for a spot of indulgence, yes
it’s time to enjoy afternoon tea and stay
overnight in a famous five star London Hotel.
The renowned Waldorf Hilton is one of the
world's most prestigious hotels with an
illustrious history dating back to its opening in
1908. Set in the heart of London’s
Theatreland, close to Covent Garden, the hotel
has attracted a string of stars from all over the
world – but now it’s your turn! 

View From The Shard
A great weekend break to London with an
included visit to the ‘The Shard’, London’s
newest landmark and Western Europe’s tallest
building which opened to the public in
February 2013. The View from The Shard
offers a high tech and multi-sensory
experience with exhilarating 360º views
previously unseen stretching 40 miles across
the city of London.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: An early departure for our journey
south to the Warner Bros. studios at
Leavesden on the outskirts of London, the
very place where it all began and where all the
Harry Potter films were brought to life. Enjoy
an unforgettable three hour tour that will take
you behind the scenes and inside the magical
world of the Harry Potter films, it promises to
be a truly memorable experience. After the
tour we travel on to our overnight hotel at
Heathrow where we have an included evening
meal.

DAY TWO: We travel to the city of Oxford with
time at leisure and an opportunity to seek out
some of the locations used in the making of
the Harry Potter films. We then depart mid-
afternoon and commence our homeward
journey.

HILTON DOUBLETREE HEATHROW HHHH

A modern contemporary hotel situated close
to Heathrow Airport. Facilities include the
Arts Brasserie Bar and restaurant. All
bedrooms are air-conditioned and feature
flat screen TV plus tea and coffee making
facilities. Lift to all floors 

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to the city of
Bristol, arriving in the early afternoon for
check in to the Hilton Garden Inn Hotel. Free
time follows to commence exploring the city
and its attractions, perhaps take a sightseeing
tour or a river cruise, visit the cathedral and
maybe Brunel’s SS Great Britain, explore the
narrow cobbled streets and magnificent
buildings of Bristol's original old town.

DAY TWO: We visit the city of Bath with its
stunning Georgian architecture. Take a stroll
around the lovely flower filled streets, parks
and gardens, see the famous sights such as
the Pump Rooms and Roman Baths, the
beautiful abbey, plus the magnificent Crescent
and the unique Pulteney Bridge.

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure for
exploring in Bristol, we depart early afternoon
and commence our homeward journey.

HILTON GARDEN INN BRISTOL HHHH

The four star Hilton is centrally situated
overlooking Bristol’s Temple Gardens within
walking distance of many attractions. The
hotel boasts a sleek lounge bar, an award-
winning restaurant and a stylish terrace. All
guestrooms feature walk in shower, air-
conditioning, satellite TV, Apple i-Mac
multimedia and entertainment systems,
fridge, hairdryer, safe and tea / coffee
facilities. Lift available.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head south into Worcestershire
and spend the afternoon in the lovely city of
Worcester. The city has a rich history of
culture and architecture and some fascinating
places to visit including the majestic cathedral,
Royal Worcester Porcelain's Museum, the
magnificent 18th century Guildhall and the
beautiful timber framed Greyfriars Merchants
house, dating back to 1480. We depart late
afternoon and continue to our overnight hotel
at Bromsgrove.

DAY TWO: We check out and travel across to
the bustling black & white town of Ludlow.
Explore the delightful medieval streets with
their interesting shops and numerous listed
buildings and some of the major sights such as
the magnificent medieval castle and the 15th
century St Laurence’s Parish Church. We
depart mid- afternoon and commence our
journey home to North Wales.

HILTON BROMSGROVE HHHH

The four star Hilton is situated on the
outskirts of Bromsgrove. Facilities include
the restaurant, coffee shop and the Court
Bar, plus the Living Well Health Club with
swimming pool, gymnasium, sauna, steam
room and spa bath. All bedrooms feature flat
screen satellite TV, iron & board, hairdryer
plus tea/coffee tray. Lifts available. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 04 July 3 £139

Friday 29 August 3 £139

Friday 24 October 3 £139

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: Single Room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 07 June 2 £89

Saturday 04 October 2 £89

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast
Supplement: Single Room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 31 May 2 Adult         Child
£129      £109

Saturday 16 August 2 £129      £109

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast plus admission to the
Warner Bros. Studio Tour. (Child rate applies
up to 15 years when sharing with two
adults). Supplement: Single Room £20

Harry Potter 
Studio Tour
People the world-over have been enchanted
by the Harry Potter films for nearly a decade.
The wonderful special effects and amazing
creatures have made this iconic series beloved
to both young and old and now the doors are
open for everyone at the studio where it first
began. Go behind-the-scenes and see many
things the camera never showed. From
breathtakingly detailed sets to stunning
costumes, props and animatronics, Warner
Bros. Studio Tour London provides a unique
showcase of the extraordinary British artistry,
technology and talent that went into making
the most successful film series of all time.

Maritime Bristol & 
Georgian Bath
In recent years the City of Bristol has become
one of the UK’s top visitor destinations. A
lively city set around an historic harbour with
fascinating architecture, a rich cultural
heritage and award winning attractions. Bath
is regarded as one of the world's most
beautiful cities, designated by UNESCO as a
World Heritage Site this magnificent city
presents iconic attractions and some of the
finest architectural sights in Europe. 

Ludlow & Worcester
The delightful black & white market town of
Ludlow is known as 'The Loveliest Town in
England'. Located in a splendid position high
above the River Teme Ludlow has over 500
listed buildings in the town, an imposing
castle, handsome architecture, plus a nice
historic market place and interesting lanes to
explore. The city of Worcester with its
magnificent cathedral lies on the banks of the
picturesque River Severn at the centre of
England.
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Ludlow Food Festival
The delightful market town of Ludlow is
situated on the River Teme on the Welsh
Marches. Its medieval street pattern survives
almost intact, along with many ancient
properties including the magnificent ruined
castle the parish church and over 500 listed
buildings, mostly medieval or Georgian. Every
September Ludlow's Castle and Gardens plays
host to producers of traditional food and drink
offering their wares for tastings and for sale.
Watch food demonstrations, pick up lots of
recipe ideas and be entertained in many
corners of this atmospheric medieval town. 

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head south into Worcestershire
and spend the afternoon in the lovely city of
Worcester. The city has a rich history of
culture and architecture and some fascinating
places to visit including the majestic cathedral,
Royal Worcester Porcelain's Museum, the
magnificent 18th century Guildhall and the
beautiful timber framed Greyfriars Merchants
house, dating back to 1480. We depart late
afternoon and continue to our overnight hotel
at Bromsgrove.

DAY TWO: We check out and travel across to
the bustling black & white town of Ludlow.
Explore the delightful medieval streets with
their interesting shops and numerous listed
buildings. The Food Festival will be in the castle
& gardens and will feature more than 160 top
quality independent food and drink producers
from the Marches and the England-Wales border
country. We depart mid- afternoon and
commence our journey home to North Wales.

HILTON BROMSGROVE HHHH

The four star Hilton is situated on the
outskirts of Bromsgrove. Facilities include
the restaurant, coffee shop and the Court
Bar, plus swimming pool, gymnasium, sauna,
steam-room and spa bath. All bedrooms
feature satellite TV, iron & board, hairdryer
plus tea/coffee tray. Lift available. 

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head to the picturesque Peak
District and the spa town of Buxton, the
capital of the High Peak. Enjoy the delightful
Pavilion Gardens and magnificent architecture
including the famous ‘Crescent’. We continue
to the pretty little village of Castleton situated
at the head of the Vale of Hope then pass the
Ladybower Reservoir, used by the Dambusters
in WWII to practice low level flying techniques. 

DAY TWO: We travel south to Crich for a visit
to the National Tramway Museum. 
The scene transports you back in time with
cobbled streets and the rumble of passing
trams. Visit the exhibition hall, museum and
workshops and catch a lovingly restored tram
for a ride down the street. We continue to
Matlock Bath for a ride on the cable car up the
Heights of Abraham and enjoy stunning views
of the Derwent Valley.  

COPTHORNE HOTEL SHEFFIELD HHHH

The Copthorne is a recently built luxury
hotel located in the heart of Sheffield.
Facilities include the 1855 restaurant and
bar lounge The stylish boutique style
bedrooms all feature king size beds, air-
conditioning and climate control, internet
access, telephone, plasma TV with satellite
channels, tea & coffee tray, fridge, iron &
board and hairdryer. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to Birmingham and
check in to the Holiday Inn where we will be
staying for the next two nights. Afternoon at
leisure in the city. 

DAY TWO: This morning we head to the
Drayton Manor Theme Park at Tamworth to
enjoy a host of great rides and attractions
including some of the biggest, wettest, and
scariest rides around. For the younger one’s
there is an array of kiddies rides and
attractions including Thomas Land.

DAY THREE: We check out after breakfast and
travel to the West Midlands Safari Park at
Bewdley. Enjoy a four mile drive through safari
to see rare white tigers and the largest pride
of white lions in the UK along with lots more
besides like elephants, giraffe and rhino. As
well as the animal park there are some 28
rides and attractions to enjoy with something
to suit the whole family.

HOLIDAY INN BIRMINGHAM HHH

Located in the heart of Birmingham city
centre, just a 10 minute stroll from the
iconic Bullring Shopping Centre. Facilities
include restaurant bar & lounge area. All
bedrooms feature air conditioning, power
shower, satellite TV, internet access,
telephone and hairdryer. Lift to all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 14 June 2 £99

Saturday 30 August 2 £99

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, plus admission to Crich
Tramway and Matlock cable car.
Supplement: Single room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 13 September 2 £89

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, plus admission to the
festival. Supplement: Single Room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 06 June 3 Adults
£159

Child (4-12)
£99

Child (2-3)
£69

Friday 29 Aug 3 £159 £99 £69

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast, plus admission
charges to Drayton Manor and West Midlands
Safari Park. Supplement: Single Room £30

Peak District
Highlights
Join us for a nice weekend break to Derbyshire
and the picturesque Peak District, established
as Britain’s first National Park in 1951 and
today attracting millions of visitors every
year. Enjoy the rugged and beautiful scenery
together with some great inclusions. We see
the spa town of Buxton and Ladybower
Reservoir, visit the Crich Tramway Museum
and take the cable car to the Heights of
Abraham at Matlock Bath. 

Drayton Manor & 
West Midlands Safari
Park
This ‘Funtastic’ short break offers a great
opportunity to enjoy a weekend with your
family or friends. While we look after all the
arrangements all you have to do is have fun as
we visit two of the UK’s most popular family
attractions - Drayton Manor Theme Park,
Thomas Land & Zoo, plus the West Midlands
Safari Park. 
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Cardiff Flower Show 
The RHS Show Cardiff has been held in the
parklands of Cardiff Castle since 2005 and
now attracts around 20,000 visitors a year
from across the UK. The setting is particularly
appropriate for the first outdoor show of the
RHS season, as the parklands are hugely
significant in horticultural heritage terms and
are acknowledged as one of the finest urban
parks in the UK featuring 48 Champion Trees -
the tallest or broadest and likely to be the
oldest of their kind in the UK.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Our outward journey takes us via
Hereford, Ross on Wye, Monmouth and
Newport, arriving in Cardiff mid-afternoon for
check in to the Marriott Hotel. 

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to enjoy the RHS
Flower Show. Explore the beautiful show
gardens and floral marquees full of impressive
displays. Newly introduced in 2013 was the
RHS Potting Bench where nursery specialists
hold hands-on sessions and visitors can chat
to growers and discover top tips, also at the
new Plant Village people are on hand to
advise and inspire.

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure in
Cardiff, we depart early afternoon for our
homeward journey.

CARDIFF MARRIOTT HHHH

The four star Marriott is located in the heart
of the city within easy walking distance of
all the main attractions and the shopping
centres. Facilities include a swimming pool,
sauna, whirlpool and gymnasium, plus a
French style Brasserie and Chat’s Cafe Bar.
All bedrooms are air-conditioned and feature
the renowned Marriott luxury bedding,
satellite TV, hairdryer, iron & board, plus tea
& coffee making facilities. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: An early departure for our journey
to Shrewsbury where we spend the day at the
Flower Show. Admire the magnificent displays
from numerous exhibitors and enjoy the
spectacular events in the arena which
normally include the show’s musical
programme featuring top-class military bands
and male voice choirs, a motorcycle display
team, falconry displays, show jumping, plus
other speciality acts. We leave the show late
afternoon and continue on to our overnight
hotel at Telford.

DAY TWO: We check out after breakfast and
spend some time in the popular Telford
Shopping Centre or alternatively enjoy a visit
to Ironbridge and step back in time to the
birthplace of the Industrial Revolution. There
is a complex of museums and historic sites
where you can see the world's finest iron
bridge spanning the Severn George and the
fascinating Blists Hill Museum, a unique
recreation of a living, working industrial
community in the 1880's. (Admission fees
payable)

HOLIDAY INN TELFORD HHH

The recently refurbished Holiday Inn is set
in landscaped gardens just five minutes’
walk from the town centre and park.
Facilities include restaurant and bar, plus
swimming pool, sauna, steam room and
gym. All bedrooms are air-conditioned and
feature satellite TV, internet access,
telephone, hairdryer, trouser press and tea /
coffee tray. Lift available.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head to Southport where the
remainder of the day is then free at the
Flower Show. Visit the Grand Floral Marquee
with its award-winning displays, marvel at the
show gardens and water features, maybe talk
with garden designers and experts browse
around the arts and crafts stalls.  

We leave Southport late afternoon and travel
to our hotel at Liverpool. This evening relax
and enjoy an included dinner. 

DAY TWO: After a leisurely breakfast we travel
the short distance in to Liverpool city centre.
Enjoy some free time for shopping in Liverpool
One, visit Albert Dock or maybe take a Mersey
Ferries cruise for a view of this famous city
from the water. We depart for home late
afternoon.

CROWNE PLAZA LIVERPOOL JOHN
LENNON AIRPORT HHHH

A magnificently restored Art Deco building
situated just a short drive from Liverpool
city centre. All the air-conditioned bedrooms
feature satellite TV, telephone, iron & board,
trouser press, hairdryer and tea & coffee
making facilities. The hotel also features a
restaurant and the central club lounge and
bar area. Lift to all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 09 August 2 £109

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast plus admission to the
flower show. Supplement: Single Room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 11 April 3 £155

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast plus admission to
the flower show. 
Supplement: Single Room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 16 August 2 £99

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, plus admission to the
flower show. Supplement: Single Room £20

Shrewsbury Flower
Show 
The Shrewsbury Flower Show has a long and
glorious history and is recognised and admired
as Britain's best two-day summer event. Each
August for more than a century the show has
been held in the picturesque 29-acre Quarry
Park with its magnificent sunken gardens.
More than a million blooms fill the huge
marquees, the culmination of months of hard
work. 

Southport Flower
Show
In August each year the seaside resort of
Southport bursts into bloom as it hosts one of
the UK's best-loved flower shows. Set in
beautiful Victoria Park the Southport flower
show is internationally renowned as the
largest independent show in the country. The
magnificent Grand Floral Marquee houses
hundreds of beautiful displays by professional
exhibitors from all over the country. You
certainly don’t need to be an avid gardener to
enjoy this event, the show has something for
everyone with over 200 stands and events
taking place in the central arena.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Outward journey to the city of
Leicester, one of the oldest cities in England
with a history going back to the Iron Age. To
discover more about this vibrant English
Midlands city perhaps take a sightseeing open
top bus tour or explore the universe at the
National Space Centre and see Roman remains
and dinosaur skeletons at Leicester's many
free museums. Late afternoon we continue on
to the Marriott Hotel on the outskirts of the
city.

DAY TWO: Today we visit the Arboretum, set
in the Staffordshire countryside. It consists of
150 acres of wooded parkland where visitors
can both enjoy and learn about the trees and
their surroundings, and reflect upon their
special symbolism. (A Land Train operates
excursions with a running commentary and
explores the main avenues and memorial
areas around the Arboretum). 

MARRIOTT LEICESTER HHHH

Located a short drive from the city centre.
Facilities include restaurants, the Atrium
Lounge and Tanners Bar, plus leisure
facilities with swimming pool, sauna, steam
room and gym. All bedrooms are air-
conditioned and feature satellite TV,
hairdryer, telephone, safe and refreshment
tray. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to the historic town
of Warwick with its attractive parks and
gardens, a mix of historic buildings to admire
and a wealth of antique and gift shops to
investigate. Warwick's tourist magnet is its
magnificent castle, a splendid fortress
towering over the banks of the River Avon on
a site first fortified by William the Conqueror
in 1068. From here we continue to nearby
Stratford upon Avon where we stay overnight
at the Holiday Inn. 

DAY TWO: After breakfast enjoy some free
time to explore Stratford upon Avon. This
lovely old town with its timber-framed
buildings is steeped in culture and history and
offers a wealth of things to see and do.
Perhaps take a cruise on the river or a
sightseeing tour on an open top bus to see
those famous Shakespearian properties. We
depart mid-afternoon and commence our
homeward journey.

HOLIDAY INN STRATFORD HHHH

The Holiday Inn enjoys a commanding
position in the town centre amidst
landscaped gardens on the banks of the
River Avon. Facilities include the Riverside
Restaurant, Terrace Lounge and Bar, plus
indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna,
solarium and gym. All bedrooms feature air-
conditioning, satellite TV, radio, telephone,
trouser press, hair dryer and tea / coffee
tray. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south for a visit to the
vibrant eight hundred year old county town of
Northampton whose splendid Guildhall is a
gem of Victorian Gothic architecture and its
market square is one of the oldest and largest
in England surrounded by many interesting
buildings, many which date from the 18th &
19th centuries. In the late afternoon we travel
to the Marriott Hotel where we stay for two
nights.

DAY TWO: A full day visit to Cambridge where
the university and its colleges dominate the
centre with atmospheric cobbled courts,
chapels, gardens and bridges. Guided walking
tours are available or perhaps take an open
top bus tour. Take a stroll along the banks of
the river and maybe a ride in a traditional
punt. 

DAY THREE: We check out this morning and
head to the City of Birmingham where there
will be some time to look around and have
lunch, then continue our journey home to
North Wales.

MARRIOTT NORTHAMPTON HHHH

The four star Marriott is located on the
outskirts of Northampton. Facilities include
a bar, restaurant, grill and café bar, plus a
fitness suite with gym, swimming pool and
sauna. All bedrooms feature air-
conditioning, satellite TV, internet access,
iron & board, hairdryer and tea / coffee tray.
Lift available. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 26 April 2 £89

Saturday 19 July 2 £89

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: Single Room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 24 May 2 £95

Saturday 12 July 2 £95

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast. (Admission to the
Arboretum is free however donations are
gratefully accepted). 
Supplement: Single room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 16 May 3 £139

Friday 19 September 3 £139

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: Single room £30

National Memorial
Arboretum
The National Memorial Arboretum is the UK’s
year-round centre of Remembrance; a
spiritually uplifting place which honours the
fallen, recognises service and sacrifice, and
fosters pride in our country. It is a living and
lasting memorial that commemorates and
celebrates those who have given their lives in
the service of their country, all who have
served and those who have suffered as a
result of conflict, plus others who for specific
or appropriate reasons are commemorated on
the site. 

Stratford & Warwick
Known the world over as the birthplace of the
most celebrated playwright, beautiful
Stratford-Upon-Avon, is unsurprisingly one of
Britain's most visited towns. With no less than
five 16th century houses connected with
Shakespeare and his family the town is never
short of tourists and thanks to careful
preservation still boasts some picturesque
timbered buildings  that haven't changed
since Shakespeare's day. 

Northampton 
& Cambridge
The town of Northampton has many
outstanding buildings and features such as
the Victorian Guildhall, the Central Museum
and Art Gallery, the Royal Theatre and the
Victorian Villas. The magnificent city of
Cambridge is one of the most attractive cities
in Britain, located on the picturesque River
Cam and famous the world over as a seat of
learning.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head south into Worcestershire
and spend the afternoon in the lovely city of
Worcester. The city has a rich history of
culture and architecture and some fascinating
places to visit including the majestic cathedral,
Royal Worcester Porcelain's Museum, the
magnificent 18th century Guildhall and the
beautiful timber framed Greyfriars Merchants
house, dating back to 1480. We depart late
afternoon and continue to our overnight hotel
at Bromsgrove.

DAY TWO: We check out this morning and
head to the Three Counties Showground at
Malvern. The Autumn Show is a great
celebration of nature's bounty; inspiring
displays of autumn flowers and seasonal
produce are complemented by excellent
demonstrations, gardening talks, vegetable
displays and cookery presentations. The
Pavilion houses more than 100 nurseries with
superb exhibits and experts on hand to
answer any questions. An impressive range of
stalls also offers extensive shopping
opportunities for those who may be so
inclined. We depart mid- afternoon and
commence our homeward journey. 

HILTON BROMSGROVE HHHH

The four star Hilton is situated on the
outskirts of Bromsgrove. Facilities include
the restaurant, coffee shop and the Court
Bar, plus swimming pool, gymnasium, sauna,
steam-room and spa bath. All bedrooms
feature satellite TV, iron & board, hairdryer
plus tea/coffee tray. Lift available. 

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel to Northwich to see the
amazing Anderton Boat Lift, an incredible
edifice perched on the banks of the River
Weaver like some giant three storey iron
spider. Enjoy a trip on the lift followed by a
cruise on the river. We then head to
Manchester Airport for our Concorde tour and
some time to look around the aviation park.
During the guided tour you will visit the flight
deck, sit in one of the famous leather seats in
the front cabin and learn about some of the
aircraft’s famous passengers. This evening
relax and enjoy an included dinner at the
hotel.

DAY TWO: Following breakfast we travel into
central Manchester. Some free time to explore
the shops or perhaps visit the magnificent
cathedral and some of the excellent museums
such as the Museum of Science and Industry.
We depart late afternoon and commence our
homeward journey.

HILTON MANCHESTER AIRPORT HHHH

Located on the outskirts of Manchester the
Hilton hotel features a fitness centre,
“Lowry’s” restaurant, plus a bar/lounge area.
All bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone,
trouser press, internet access, mini bar plus
tea & coffee making facilities. Lift available. 

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head for Liverpool and board
the Mersey Ferry for our relaxing and
informative journey along the Manchester
Ship Canal. The cruise will take you through
locks and bridges largely unchanged since
their construction over 100 years ago and
show you some of the region’s architectural
sights. Opened in 1894 this is one of the last
major canals to be constructed in Britain, built
to enable sea-going ships to reach
Manchester.  

Our ferry will dock at Salford Quays, home to
the Imperial War Museum and the Lowry Art
gallery. Some free time here for a brief look
around then we continue to the Marriott
Victoria & Albert Hotel for dinner and
overnight stay.

DAY TWO: After breakfast enjoy some free
time in central Manchester for shopping or
exploring. We depart for home in the late
afternoon.

MARRIOTT VICTORIA & ALBERT  HHHH

Set on the banks of the River Irwell near the
city centre. All the en suite bedrooms
feature satellite TV, telephone, iron & board,
plus tea & coffee making facilities. Facilities
include a restaurant and bar, plus a Health
Club with swimming pool, sauna, solarium
and gym. Lift to all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 10 May 2 £119

Saturday 20 September 2 £119

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, Concorde tour, plus the
boat lift and river cruise.
Supplement: Single Room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 27 September 2 £99

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, plus admission to the
show. Supplement: Single Room £20

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 12 July 2 £129

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast and Manchester Ship
Canal Cruise. Supplement: Single Room: £25

Malvern Autumn Show
The Malvern Autumn Show is held every
September at the Three Counties Showground,
a true celebration of food, the countryside,
gardening and nostalgia. Garden and food
lovers alike will find everything they need to
help bring gardens to life and vegetables to
the kitchen table, the event hosts a range of
cookery demonstrations, gardening talks,
vegetable displays, vintage tractors, crafts
and much more.

Concorde & 
The Anderton Boat Lift 
A fascinating weekend break to see two of
transport’s engineering masterpieces. Explore
the world famous supersonic Concorde with a
guided tour of this magnificent aircraft. We
also see the Anderton Boat Lift, a 50 foot
vertical link between two waterways, the
River Weaver and the Trent and Mersey Canal.
Built in 1875, the boat lift was in use until
1983. Restoration started in 2001 and the lift
re-opened in 2002.

Manchester Ship Canal
A nice relaxing weekend break that includes
the very popular Mersey Ferries six-hour
cruise, a truly memorable journey along a 35
mile stretch of canal. It includes a lively
commentary giving a revealing insight into the
facts, the history and the dramas of one of
Britain’s major waterways. The cruise takes in
spectacular scenery leaving its passengers
with an awe-inspiring sense of how its
construction shaped the city of Manchester
and the North West of England.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Depart North Wales and head to
Manchester, arriving during the morning. The
remainder of the day is then free for shopping
or sightseeing then tonight enjoy an included
dinner at the hotel and sample some of the
nightlife in this bustling cosmopolitan city. 

DAY TWO: After breakfast we check out and
board the coach and head for Liverpool. Some
time here at leisure to explore Liverpool ONE
and the high street stores or you may prefer to
do some sightseeing and visit the Albert Dock,
the Beatles Story, one of the many museums,
the city’s cathedrals or maybe a cruise on the
Mersey. We depart late afternoon for our
homeward journey.

RENAISSANCE MANCHESTER HHHH

The four star Renaissance is ideally located
on Deansgate in the heart of Manchester's
entertainment and shopping quarter, just a
short walk from all the major stores such as
Harvey Nichols, Selfridges and the Arndale
Centre. Facilities include a restaurant and
bar, all bedrooms feature air conditioning,
satellite television, telephone, radio, hair
dryer, trouser press, iron & board and tea &
coffee making facilities. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel to Knowsley and take a
drive through the Safari Park to see the
magnificent animals including Lions, Tigers,
Elephants, Rhinos and Giraffes! There will also
be plenty of time to enjoy the other
attractions including the Sea Lion Show,
Amusement Rides, Bug House, the Children’s
Lake Walk and Birds of Prey displays. We
depart late afternoon and travel on to our
hotel for an overnight stay with included
dinner.

DAY TWO: We travel the short distance to
Warrington and the Gulliver’s World Theme
Park where the rest of the day is free to enjoy
the thrills and spills of this family based
attraction boasting some 37 rides and over 60
attractions. We depart late afternoon for our
homeward journey.

CROWNE PLAZA LIVERPOOL JOHN
LENNON AIRPORT HHHH

A restored Art Deco building situated just a
short drive from Liverpool city centre. All
bedrooms feature air conditioning, satellite
television, telephone, iron & board, trouser
press, hairdryer, and tea / coffee facilities.
The hotel also features a restaurant and the
central club lounge and bar area. Lift to all
floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head for Southport where the
afternoon is free to explore, maybe take a
relaxing stroll by Marine Lake and along the
promenade or take the tram to the end of the
pier. Charming Lord Street, with its glass-
canopied shops and the Wayfarer’s Arcade, is
home to a superb range of specialist shops.
We leave Southport late afternoon and travel
to the outskirts of Preston and the Marriott
Hotel for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY TWO: We head to the Lake District
National Park, one of the most beautiful parts
of England renowned for its diverse and
magnificent scenery. We visit the popular
resort of Bowness on Windermere with its art
galleries, craft shops and cafes, an opportunity
to take a relaxing cruise on beautiful Lake
Windermere. From here we travel along the
picturesque shores of the lake and commence
our homeward journey. 

PRESTON MARRIOTT HHHH

Originally a grand Victorian manor house set
in 11 acres of gardens and woodland.
Facilities include a restaurant, bar and
lounge area plus a leisure club with indoor
swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna and
gymnasium. All bedrooms feature air
conditioning, satellite TV, telephone, mini
bar and tea & coffee making facilities. Lift to
all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 26 July 2 £99

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: Single Room £25

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 05 July 2 £89

Saturday 06 September 2 £89

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single Room £30

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 31 May 2 Adult          Child
£109       £79

Saturday 23 August 2 £109       £79

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, plus admission to
Knowsley Safari Park and Gullivers World. 
Child rate applicable up to15 years of age
when sharing with 2 adults.
Supplement: Single Room £20

Manchester &
Liverpool
A great opportunity to spend some time
exploring two of the Northwest’s great cities
on one weekend break. Manchester is
renowned for its exclusive fashion stores and
top-end department stores like Harvey Nichols
and Selfridges along with all the high street
chains and individual traders. Liverpool ONE is
the largest city centre regeneration project in
Europe and has given Liverpool shopping a
whole new dimension, a stunningly designed
centre that is home to more than 160 famous
high street names.

Knowsley Safari Park 
& Gulliver’s World
Enjoy a super value fun filled weekend with
visits to two of the North West’s most popular
family attractions. At Knowsley Safari Park in
Merseyside visitors can see more than 500
mammals on its five-mile safari drive plus
many other attractions and animals. Gulliver’s
World at Warrington is a theme park
specifically for families with children between
2 to 13 years of age.

Southport 
& The Lake District
The charming Victorian resort of Southport is
renowned for its beautiful coastline, lovely
parks and gardens, the large seafront marine
lake, plus miles of golden sands and Britain's
longest pier. Completely refurbished this
fabulous pier features a tram which travels
the mile long journey to the seaward end and
the pier pavilion. You can also enjoy a boat trip
aboard the Southport Belle, a Mississippi style
paddle steamer operating cruises on the lake.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel north to Yorkshire and
visit the delightful market town of Skipton
with its canal basin, tree lined high street and
900 year old castle. Some time here to explore
before we continue on to the city of Bradford
for an overnight stay. 

DAY TWO: We travel to nearby Harrogate and
spend the day at the flower show, an
opportunity for garden lovers to view and
possibly indulge in the many new and exciting
items that feature in the show schedule from
show gardens to live demonstrations, flower
arranging and stunning flower halls, plus a
cookery theatre and nature village. Many
exhibitors usually sell the plants on their
displays on the final afternoon. We depart late
afternoon and commence our homeward
journey. 

HILTON BRADFORD HHHH

The Hilton Bradford hotel is conveniently
located in the city centre. Facilities include
the City3 Restaurant, bar and cocktail
lounge which enjoys views of the City Hall.
All bedrooms feature satellite television,
internet access, telephone, hairdryer, iron
and board, plus tea & coffee making
facilities. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel north to Newcastle
arriving at the hotel during the afternoon.
Some free time then to explore the city,
maybe take an open top bus tour and a walk
across the magnificent Millennium Bridge.

DAY TWO: Today we visit the Beamish great
Northern steam fair. Visiting locomotives are
in steam at the Beamish railway station and
colliery and much more besides. Entrance is
included into Beamish open air museum which
in itself is a wonderful experience. 

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure in
Newcastle, we depart early afternoon and
commence our homeward journey.

HILTON NEWCASTLE GATESHEAD HHHH

The four star Hilton is one of Newcastle’s
premier hotels in an outstanding riverside
location with fantastic views of the River
Tyne and Quayside. Facilities include the
Windows on the Tyne restaurant & bar, plus
the Living Well Health Club with swimming
pool, whirlpool, sauna and fully equipped
gym. All bedrooms are air-conditioned and
feature satellite TV, telephone, hair dryer,
iron & board, trouser press, safe and tea /
coffee tray. Lift to all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 11 April 3 £179

Price includes two night’s accommodation
with dinner and buffet breakfast plus
admission to Beamish and the Steam Fair.
Supplement: Single Room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE
Saturday 26 April
(Spring Show) 2 £89

Saturday 13 September
(Autumn Show) 2 £89

Price includes overnight accommodation with
dinner and breakfast, plus admission to the
flower show. Supplement: Single Room £20

Harrogate Flower
Show
The Harrogate Flower Show takes place twice
a year at the Great Yorkshire Showground,
once in the spring and again in the autumn.
The shows are widely regarded as the UK's
biggest and most prestigious independent
events in the gardening calendar with
fabulous floral displays and all the latest in
horticulture. The attractive Victorian spa town
of Harrogate is not only famous for its floral
displays but also for its tea shops, Turkish
baths and pump rooms, antique shops and the
stylish Montpellier Quarter

Beamish Great North 
Steam Fair
Come along and re-live the golden days of
steam at the Beamish Great North Steam Fair
with vintage vehicles, steam rollers, traction
engines, the magnificent colliery winding
engine and other fabulous machines. Beamish
is a wonderful open air museum where people
can walk back into North East England during
the Georgian, Victorian and Edwardian times.
Enjoy unlimited rides on restored trams and
replica buses, visit exciting attractions
including an authentic town street, colliery
village, working farm, manor house and steam
locomotives. All areas are open during this
Steam Fair Event.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across the Pennines into
Yorkshire and on to the City of York for an
early afternoon check in to the Holiday Inn
Hotel.  

DAY TWO: A full day in York, perhaps take a
sightseeing bus tour or a boat trip on the
River, stroll down Viking streets at the Jorvik
Centre, take a walk on the famous city walls,
explore the "Shambles" with its ancient
leaning buildings, see the excellent Castle
Museum with its Victorian street and the
superb Railway Museum housing a collection
of over 100 locomotives. 

DAY THREE: We commence our homeward
journey calling at the popular market town of
Skipton with its canal basin, tree lined high
street and 900 year old castle.  

HOLIDAY INN YORK HHH

The Holiday Inn is situated next to York
Racecourse with a convenient frequent bus
service to the city centre from outside the
hotel. Facilities include the Junction
Restaurant and an open plan bar & lounge.
All bedrooms are air-conditioned and feature
satellite TV, telephone, hairdryer, iron &
board and tea/ coffee tray.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 13 April 3 £139

Monday 26 May 3 £159

Monday 28 July 3 £179

Monday 13 October 3 £159

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and breakfast. Supplement:
Single Room: £60

Medieval York
Founded nearly 2,000 years ago by the
Romans, the magnificent City of York has long
been one of the most popular holiday
destinations in the country. The walls
surrounding the city are some of the finest
and most complete in England still retaining all
four of their impressive gateways into the
city. Stroll around the delightful old cobbled
streets with their half timbered houses and
marvel at the Gothic masterpiece of York
Minster in whose foundations lay the original
layers of York’s history. 
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel north towards Newcastle
passing Antony Gormley’s iconic Angel of the
North as it welcomes travellers to the area,
arriving at the hotel during the afternoon.
Time to commence exploring or make use of
the superb hotel leisure facilities before
dinner.

DAY TWO: A free day to explore the city
sights, maybe take an open top bus
sightseeing tour or a river cruise, explore
Gateshead Quays and the Baltic Centre with
its five floors of modern art and magnificent
views of the Tyne. The Castle Keep located
within the historic heart of the city is one of
the finest Norman stone castle keeps still
surviving in Britain today.

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure with
an optional visit to the nearby Metro Shopping
Centre. We depart in the early afternoon for
our journey home to North Wales. 

HILTON NEWCASTLE GATESHEAD HHHH

Situated in an outstanding riverside location
with fantastic views of the Tyne and
Quayside. Facilities include the Windows on
the Tyne restaurant & bar, plus swimming
pool, whirlpool, sauna and gym. All
bedrooms are air-conditioned, and feature
satellite TV, telephone, hair dryer, iron &
board, trouser press, safe and tea / coffee
tray. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head north through the Border
Region and on to the city of Glasgow for check
in to the Hilton Glasgow Hotel. Tonight enjoy a
meal in one of the city’s bars or restaurants
and maybe sample some city nightlife!

DAY TWO: We travel across to Ingliston to
spend the day exploring the show. See the
events taking place in the arenas, the
Countryside Area, Forestry Arena, Agri-Trade
Area, Children's Discovery Centre, Outdoor
Living Area, Motor Zone, Equestrian Village,
Renewables Section, Food and Drink Hall,
Shopping Arcade and Handcrafts Pavilion, not
to mention thousands of the UK's finest
cattle, sheep, goats and horses plus
competitions, demonstrations and loads of all-
action features!

DAY THREE: Following breakfast some free
time for a little exploration in Glasgow. We
depart after lunch and commence our
homeward journey.

HILTON GLASGOW HHHHH

A superb five star rated hotel centrally
situated just minutes away from the
shopping and entertainment areas of the
city. This stylish hotel features Minsky’s
Brasserie, Camerons Restaurant and a nice
relaxing bar, plus the Living Well health club
with swimming pool, sauna, steam room and
fitness suite. All the luxury air-conditioned
bedrooms feature flat screen TV, telephone,
hair dryer, trouser press, mini bar and
hospitality tray. Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head north through the Scottish
Border Region and on to the city of Glasgow,
arriving mid-afternoon for check in to the
Radisson Blu Hotel where we stay for two
nights. Dinner included at the hotel tonight.

DAY TWO: We depart for Edinburgh in the
early afternoon where there will be time for
sightseeing or shopping and to have a meal in
one of the city’s numerous restaurants before
making your way to the Castle for the evening
Tattoo performance. At the end of the
performance we return to our hotel in
Glasgow.

DAY THREE: Following breakfast we check out
and head south back through the Border
region and on home to North Wales.

RADISSON BLU HOTEL HHHHH

The five star Radisson Blu Glasgow is
conveniently situated in the centre of the
city. Facilities include the Atrium Bar and
the Collage Restaurant & Bar, plus a health
club with swimming pool, sauna and
gymnasium. All bedrooms feature floor-to-
ceiling windows, walk-in shower, bathrobe
and slippers, tea and coffee provisions, free
wireless internet, room safe and mini bar.
Lift to all floors.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 27 June 3 £199

Price includes two nights accommodation
with buffet breakfast, plus admission to the
show. Supplement: Single room £50 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 11 April 3 £159

Friday 18 July 3 £159

Friday 05 September 3 £159

Price includes two nights accommodation
with dinner and buffet breakfast.
Supplement: Single Room £40

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 15 August 3 £269

Price includes two nights accommodation
with breakfast, dinner on Friday evening, plus
admission to the Tattoo on Saturday evening.
Supplement: Single Room £85

Newcastle Weekend
United by seven bridges across a spectacular
riverscape, Newcastle on the north bank of
the River Tyne and Gateshead on the south
bank form a single, diverse and extremely
vibrant visitor destination. A city that has
something for everyone with world-class
culture, buzzing nightlife, award-winning
dining, inspiring heritage and fantastic
shopping, plus of course the iconic Millennium
Bridge the world’s first and only tilting bridge,
linking Newcastle and Gateshead.

Royal Highland Show
The Royal Highland Show without doubt is
Scotland's leading outdoor event and one of
the most popular events in the UK attracting
visitors from all over the world and
showcasing all that's best in farming, food and
countryside. It offers a never ending array of
new machinery and demonstrations ranging
from Land Rovers to flower arranging, displays
of Arts & Crafts, arenas full of show jumping
and rare breeds. 

Edinburgh Military
Tattoo 
The Edinburgh Military Tattoo was first
performed in 1950 as the Army’s contribution
to the Edinburgh Music Festival. Today, with
its unique blend of music, ceremony,
entertainment and theatre, set against the
backdrop of Edinburgh Castle, it is without
doubt one of the world’s greatest shows. A
glittering cast of performers from all points of
the compass, showcase a breath-taking array
of military and civilian performances steeped
in heritage. Famous music, action and colour
including massed pipes, drums, military bands,
display teams and dancers make this a truly
amazing event.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel north through the Border
Region to the City of Edinburgh and the Hilton
Doubletree Hotel where we stay for the next 
two nights. 

DAY TWO: At leisure to explore the city with
its many attractions. Immerse yourself in the
city’s history with visits to the iconic
attractions such as Edinburgh Castle and
Hollyrood Palace, the official Royal residence
in Scotland, See the Scottish Parliament
Building with its unique design and spend
some time ambling round the Old Town
enjoying the vibrant atmosphere, perhaps
some shopping on Princes Street or maybe
meet the pandas at Edinburgh Zoo. 

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure in
the city. We depart after lunch for our journey
home to North Wales.

HILTON DOUBLETREE EDINBURGH HHHH

Ideally situated in the centre of the city this
hotel with its stunning domed roof is a
listed 1892 building set within walking
distance of many of Edinburgh’s famous
attractions. Facilities include Bread Street
Brasserie and the Monboddo Bar, plus a
fitness room. All the air-conditioned
bedrooms feature satellite TV, internet
access, luxury bedding, iron & board,
hairdryer, mini-fridge and tea / coffee
making facilities.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head north through the Border
Region into Scotland and on to the five star
Glasgow Hilton where we stay for the next 
two nights.

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to explore the city
where galleries and museums are in
abundance with a choice of over 20 including
the renowned Burrell Collection and most with
free admission. Explore the Waterfront and
perhaps take a river trip or a city sightseeing
tour bus. No visit would be complete without
experiencing the city's shopping with high
street stores, designer labels, and speciality
outlets to explore and the cafe culture around
the Italian Centre, Merchant Square and the
Buchanan Galleries.

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure in
the city to relax or explore some more. We
depart after lunch and commence our
homeward journey.

HILTON GLASGOW HHHHH

A superb five star rated hotel centrally
situated just minutes away from the
shopping and entertainment areas of the
city. This stylish hotel features Minsky’s
Brasserie, Camerons Restaurants and a nice
relaxing bar, plus the Living Well health club
with swimming pool, sauna, steam room and
fitness suite. All of the luxury air-
conditioned bedrooms feature flat screen
TV, telephone, hair dryer, trouser press, mini
bar and hospitality tray. Lift available.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to
Holyhead for the mid-morning Stena HSS ferry
sailing to Dun Laoghaire. On arrival we then
drive into central Dublin for check in to the
Camden Court Hotel. The afternoon and
evening is then free to commence exploring
Dublin with its numerous attractions and
fascinating architecture.

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to explore some of
the city sights such as the famous Bewley’s
Coffee House, the Guinness Storehouse,
Trinity College, Phoenix Park and Dublin Castle
and the National Museum and Gallery. The
open top tour buses are a great way to
explore allowing you to hop on and off at all
the main attractions.

DAY THREE: A further morning at leisure in
Dublin. We depart early afternoon and drive to
Dun Laoghaire for the return HSS sailing to
Holyhead and home to North Wales.

CAMDEN COURT HOTEL HHH

One of the most popular hotels in Dublin,
located in the heart of the city.  Facilities
include the Iveagh restaurant and the
popular Central Bar, plus a leisure complex
with swimming pool, gym, jacuzzi, sauna
and steam room. All bedrooms feature
satellite TV, complimentary wifi, iron &
board, hairdryer, and tea/coffee tray.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 27 June 3 £169

Friday 10 October 3 £169

Price includes two nights accommodation
with buffet breakfast. 
Supplement: Single Room £50

DATES DAYS PRICE

Thursday 04 April 3 £159

Friday 24 October 3 £159

Price includes two nights accommodation
with breakfast. Supplement: single room £70

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 25 April 3 £239

Friday 29 August 3 £249

Price includes two nights accommodation
with full Irish breakfast, plus return Irish Sea
crossings. Supplements: Single room £65

Edinburgh Weekend
Scotland's capital city is one of the most
popular and cultural destinations in Europe, a
beautiful and wonderfully atmospheric city
packed with fine architecture and brimming
with history, plus a delightful contrast
between the narrow medieval streets of the
Old Town and the elegant Georgian
architecture of the New Town. Dominating the
city is the magnificent Edinburgh Castle, a
1000 year-old ancient fortress built on a
volcanic crag that is the most visited
attraction in Scotland. 

Glasgow Weekend
The City of Glasgow is one of the most
cosmopolitan short break destinations in
Europe, reborn as a centre of style and vitality
set against a backdrop of outstanding
Victorian architecture. Glasgow boasts world
famous art collections, the best shopping in
the United Kingdom outside of London and
the most vibrant and exciting nightlife in
Scotland. Savour the splendour of Scotland's
best known architect Charles Rennie
Mackintosh, whose style adorns many unique
attractions throughout the city.

Dublin Weekend
Enjoy a weekend break to the Irish Capital,
one of Europe’s top city break destinations
with so much to offer and a unique sense of
energy and excitement. A perfect destination
at any time of the year for shopping,
sightseeing, or just relaxing in the traditional
old pubs where the friendly atmosphere
always makes you welcome. Walk around the
streets of this cosmopolitan city and you’ll see
the diversity, one of Ireland’s most attractive
cities, combining the traditional with the
modern.
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We spend the morning exploring Cardigan town, then we take a short

drive to the charming conservation village of Cenarth, a renowned
beauty spot with delightful waterfalls, pools and a salmon leap, a 200
year old bridge, a 17th century flour mill and the National Coracle
Centre and museum, an ancient form of water transport.

• We travel along the Pembrokeshire Coast to visit St Davids with its
magnificent 12th century cathedral, the smallest city in Britain and
the birthplace of the patron saint of Wales. On then to Haverfordwest,
the attractive and ancient county town of Pembrokeshire dominated
by the Western Cleddau River that runs through its centre and the
Haverfordwest Castle brooding high above the town.  

• Enjoy a drive through the Preseli Mountains to see the Llys-y-Fran
Reservoir, a 212 acre man-made lake and game fishery which supplies
most of Pembrokeshire’s drinking water. We continue to the popular
resort of Tenby, a town steeped in ancient history surrounded by its
imposing 13th Century stone walls. 

CLIFF HOTEL & SPA HHH

The renowned Cliff Hotel is located
at Gwbert on Sea on the outskirts of
Cardigan, set in 30 acres of headland
and enjoying spectacular views over
Cardigan Bay and the Pembrokeshire
Heritage Coastline. Facilities include
the restaurant and bar, plus the Cliff

Hotel Spa with a 20ft salt water hydro spa, steam room, jacuzzi,
sauna, heated loungers, a state of the art gym, plus spa treatment
rooms and the hotel’s own 9 hole golf course All bedrooms feature
satellite TV, telephone, hairdryer and tea/coffee tray. Lift available.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED (5 DAY TOURS ONLY)
• A full day commencing with a visit to picturesque Mumbles with its

fine Victorian Pier, then on to the city of Swansea. Located on
majestic Swansea Bay and known as the ‘City by the Sea,’ Swansea is
Wales' second largest city boasting an award winning Marina and
Maritime Quarter which is home to the National Waterfront Museum.  

• Half day visit to St. Fagans, one of Europe's foremost open-air
museums and Wales's most popular heritage attraction. Over forty
original buildings from different historical periods have been re-
erected in the 100 acre parkland. 

HILTON CARDIFF HHHHH

The luxurious five star Cardiff Hilton is conveniently situated in the
heart of the Capital. Facilities include a restaurant and two bar areas
plus a leisure club with swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna, steam room
and gym. All bedrooms feature air conditioning, satellite TV,
telephone, iron and board, trouser press, hairdryer and tea & coffee
making facilities. Lifts to all floors.

HOLIDAY INN CITY CENTRE  HHH

Situated next to Cardiff's Millennium Stadium and ideally placed for
exploring the Capital's attractions. Facilities include the Junction
Restaurant and bar plus the Callaghans Sports Bar. All bedrooms
feature air-conditioning, satellite TV, free WiFi, telephone, trouser
press, iron & board, plus tea / coffee tray. Lift to all floors.
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Cardiff City Break
The vibrant, cosmopolitan capital of Wales has an abundance of
attractions, culture and leisure facilities including its fairy-tale castle 
and the famous Millennium Stadium, plus acres of lush parkland and
first class shopping opportunities. The attractive Cardiff Bay
waterfront area with its old wharfs, new piers and glass fronted
restaurants is home to the impressive Welsh Assembly buildings and
the iconic Welsh Millennium Centre. 

Cardigan Bay 
Discover this delightful corner of Wales that boasts a spectacular
landscape of rugged cliffs, beautiful award-winning beaches, lovely
wooded estuaries and picturesque inland hills. A sanctuary for wildlife
that receives regular visits from Bottlenose Dolphins, porpoises and
seals attracted by the warm waters of the Gulf Stream. The ancient
market town of Cardigan set on the River Teifi estuary was formerly a
busy shipbuilding port and was the home of the first Welsh Eisteddfod.
The main focal point and unmistakable land-mark of the town is the
19th century Guildhall, built in Gothic architectural style with the Town
Clock perched high above it. 

DATES DAYS HOLIDAY INN HILTON

Friday 18 April 3 N/A £139

Monday 05 May 5 £249 £349*

Friday 16 May 3 N/A £139

Monday 14 July 5 £249 £349*

Friday 25 July 3 N/A £139

Friday 15 August 3 N/A £139

Monday 22 September 5 £249 £349*

Friday 26 September 3 N/A £139

Monday 27 October 5 £249 £349*

Friday 31 October 3 N/A £139

Price includes two or four nights accommodation with buffet breakfast.
*Dinner also included at the Hilton on four night tours. Supplement per
person per night : Single Room Holiday Inn £15  Hilton £30.
**Additional departure available on Friday 11 April with accommodation
at the Cardiff Marriott Hotel. (£145). Separate details available

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 01 June 5 £289

Monday 29 September 5 £279

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single Room £nil (limited availability)
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
A visit to the beautiful town of St. Ives, surrounded by magnificent
coastal scenery and regarded as a haven for artists. Explore the maze
of narrow cobbled streets and alleyways bursting with galleries, craft
shops and artist's studios. Amongst the attractions are the Barbara
Hepworth Museum and Sculpture Garden where admission has been
included. Admire sculptures by one of the country's leading 20th
century artists exhibited in tranquil gardens.

• We travel to Penzance Quay and board the Scillonian III for our day
trip to the Isles of Scilly. Enjoy an informative commentary as you sail
past Newlyn, Mousehole, and Wolf Rock Lighthouse, catching a
breathtaking first glimpse of the islands with their sparkling white
sands, ancient cairns, crumbling castles, and azure sea as you
approach. Enjoy some time in St. Mary's, the largest island and the
hub of island life. 

• We have an included visit to delightful Trebah Gardens at nearby
Mawnan Smith. Discover the magic of this beautiful Cornish valley
garden, explore under canopies bursting with exotic blooms and
follow vibrant tunnels of colour that cascade down to the garden’s
own secluded beach on the Helford River.

MERCHANTS MANOR HOTEL HHH

The 3 Star Merchants Manor is a
country house hotel situated just
ten minutes walk from the centre of
Falmouth and surrounded by award-
winning sub-tropical gardens.
Facilities include the Brasserie
Restaurant where all food served is

homemade, plus a bar, swimming pool, sauna and mini-gym. All
bedrooms feature satellite TV, free Wi-Fi, room safe, hair dryer, iron
and board, tea / coffee tray, bottled water and luxury toiletries. The
hotel does not have a lift but ground floor rooms are available.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A visit to the historic city of Truro with its lovely Georgian town

houses and elegant cobbled streets and alleyways to explore, plus the
stunning cathedral with its three soaring spires that dominate the
skyline. We continue on to the Roseland Peninsula and the principal
village of St Mawes with its quaint harbour and whitewashed houses,
situated at the southern end of the peninsula overlooked by the
clover leaf shaped St Mawes Castle.

• A short day visit to the popular town of St Ives, situated at the
western end of the Cornish Peninsula overlooking a spectacular
crescent of golden sand beaches. Also known as an artist’s and
photographer’s paradise St Ives has enchanting narrow streets and
lanes to explore with grey-stone fisherman’s cottages and a lovely
picturesque harbour. 

FISTRAL BEACH HOTEL HHHH

This excellent four star hotel has
one of the most enviable positions
in Newquay with fabulous views of
the Atlantic rollers breaking against
the shore. Following recent major
refurbishment the hotel has been
upgraded to four star standard with

facilities that include swimming pool, sauna, steam room, fitness
suite and the Fistral Spa, plus restaurant, bar and ballroom where
regular entertainment is featured. All bedrooms have satellite TV,
free wi-fi, telephone and tea / coffee facilities. 
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Newquay
From its origins as a small fishing village Newquay has become the
premier resort on Cornwall’s rugged northern coastline, famous for its
magnificent beaches and those huge Atlantic rollers that make it one of
Europe’s finest surfing venues, in fact there are no less than eight
different beaches within walking distance of the town centre. Other
attractions include the Blue Reef Aquarium with more than thirty
naturally themed displays showing the amazing life from beneath the
oceans! Trenance Park is nice for that relaxing stroll with its lakes,
fountains and landscaped gardens and Newquay is also a bustling town
with a pedestrian shopping area featuring many high street names
alongside the usual seaside stores.

Cornwall & The Isles of Scilly
Heralded as the 'Jewel of the Cornish Riviera', Falmouth is one of the
most popular resorts on Cornwall's South Coast. A charming old port
with a rich history and a year round mild climate that allows sub-
tropical plants to flourish in the parks and gardens. Falmouth also
boasts the world’s third largest natural harbour, overlooked by
Pendennis Castle, plus delightful narrow cobbled streets with olde-
worlde inns and historical buildings. On the delightful Isles of Scilly the
skies seem bigger, the horizon further away and the landscape broader.
Escape from the hustle and bustle of modern life and tune into nature
as you enjoy white sand beaches and acres of natural landscape. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 05 May 5 £535

Price includes four nights’ accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
day sailing to the Isles of Scilly, plus admission to the Barbara
Hepworth Museum and Trebah Gardens. 
Supplement: Single room £nil (limited availability)

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 09 June 5 £299

Monday 08 September 5 £299

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single room £60
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A full day travelling via the historic town of Totnes and the Dart

Valley to visit Buckfast Abbey, then on to the famous city of
Plymouth with its renowned maritime heritage. Attractions include
the famous Hoe with its memorials and statue of Sir Francis Drake,
plus the Citadel, the Elizabethan Barbican with its quaint old narrow
cobbled streets and the Plymouth Aquarium. Boat trips are available
from the Mayflower Steps into the River Tamar to view the naval
dockyards and warships.

• A short day tour which will take us via the South Hams to visit the
lovely quaint old port of Dartmouth. Famous for its Naval College
Dartmouth is a lovely riverside town with inviting narrow streets to
explore featuring boutique shops and art galleries, delightful cobbled
quaysides, colourful gardens plus the fascinating timber framed
Butterwalk with its ancient black & white timbered buildings.
(Optional River Dart cruise also available)

PALACE HOTEL HHH

Once the home of the Singer Sewing
Machine family this hotel is in a
superb location on Paignton Green,
opposite the seafront and beach and
just a short level stroll from the
town centre. All bedrooms are
equipped with colour television,

telephone and tea / coffee tray. Facilities include a restaurant, bar
and lounge area, plus a health club with swimming pool, spa bath,
gymnasium and beauty treatment centre. Lift available to most
floors.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
We take a drive across the serene Dartmoor National Park which covers
an area of 368 square miles, the largest and wildest area of open
country in Southern England. We stop at Princetown, the highest
village on Dartmoor and home to the famous prison, then continue on
to the city of Plymouth with its renowned maritime heritage.
Attractions include the famous Hoe with its memorials and statue of Sir
Francis Drake, plus the Citadel, the Elizabethan Barbican with its quaint
narrow cobbled streets and the Mayflower steps from where you can
take a boat trips to see the naval dockyards and warships. 

• A short day excursion travelling via the South Devon coastline
through Shaldon and Teignmouth to Dawlish, renowned for its black
swans that can be seen swimming on the Brook. We continue to to
the elegant resort of Sidmouth, described as the quintessential
English seaside resort and winner of a gold award in the Britain in
Bloom competition. This lovely unspoilt resort with its fine Regency
architecture, elegant promenade and red sandstone cliffs overlooks
the waters of Lyme Bay on a stretch of designated World Heritage
coastline.  

TOORAK HOTEL HHH

The three star Toorak Hotel is part
of the impressive TLH Leisure resort
in the heart of Torquay, comprising
of four hotels. Facilities include
restaurant and bar, comfortable
lounges, sun terraces and attractive
gardens. The complex itself has a

host of facilities for guests to enjoy, including indoor and outdoor
pools, fitness and spa area, snooker, bowling and tennis courts. There
is also a programme of great evening entertainment in the Starlight
Lounge & Bar with live music, cabaret, dancing and floorshows. All
bedrooms feature satellite TV, radio, telephone and tea/coffee-
making facilities. A lift serves most rooms.
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Torquay
One of Britain’s most famous resorts situated at the heart of a
magnificent coastline. Fashionable since Victorian times and often
referred to as the 'English Riviera' Torbay is blessed with a mild climate,
sparkling blue waters, blue-flag beaches and beautiful gardens for that
relaxing stroll. The resort has a distinct Mediterranean feel created by
its palm tree lined promenade, hotels and villas perched high on the
surrounding hillsides, waterfront boutiques and cafes, plus some
fabulous yachts and boats moored in the bustling harbour and marina.

Paignton
Nestling in the centre of the English Riviera between two rugged
headlands lies the popular traditional sea-side resort of Paignton,
situated between the neighbouring resorts of Torquay and Brixham.
The town enjoys a lovely year round mild climate and has a long flat
promenade for those relaxing strolls. There is a traditional pier and
quaint harbour-side, picturesque parks and gardens plus a good
selection of shops, all combining to make Paignton a very popular
holiday destination. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 28 April 5 £265

Monday 13 October 5 £285

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single room £nil (limited availability)

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 28 April 5 £259

Monday 23 June 5 £279

Monday 29 September 5 £279

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single room £nil (limited availability) 
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We take a drive along the coast road passing the unique Abbotsbury

Swannery, then on via West Bay and Lyme Regis to Seaton with its
historic tramway. We then continue to the resort of Sidmouth, known
as the ‘Jewel of the Jurassic Coast’ this lovely unspoilt resort with its
fine Regency architecture, elegant promenade and red sandstone
cliffs overlooks the waters of Lyme Bay.

• A morning visit to Dorchester and its popular market, a town
associated with the famous writer and poet Thomas Hardy who lived
there and featured the area in many of his novels. On then to historic
Shaftesbury, one of the oldest and highest towns in England with
superb views of the surrounding countryside, a collection of fine
historical buildings and its delightful cobbled ‘Gold Hill’, made famous
by a bread advertisement.

PRINCE REGENT HOTEL HHH

An attractive seafront hotel nestling
on Weymouth's historic promenade
with glorious views across the bay
to the Dorset coastline, conveniently
located just a few minute’s walk
from the town centre. All the en
suite bedrooms feature colour

television, telephone, hair dryer, plus tea & coffee making facilities.
Other facilities include a restaurant, bar and lounge area. A lift is
available but does not serve the lower ground or top floor. 

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We take a drive via Wareham to the Isle of Purbeck where we see the

quaint thatched village of Corfe Castle with its two main streets of
buildings constructed almost completely with local Purbeck limestone,
all overlooked by its dramatic castle ruins. On then to the resort of
Swanage, a traditional Victorian seaside town described as the gem
of the Dorset Coast, set at the heart of Purbeck and built around a
beautiful bay. We return to Sandbanks via the ferry from Shell Bay. 

• We have a morning visit to the town of Dorchester and its very
popular Wednesday market, Dorchester is also the county town of
Dorset and is renowned as the home of the famous novelist and poet
Thomas Hardy and also the infamous ‘Hanging Judge Jeffreys’. We
then continue on to spend the afternoon in the popular resort of
Weymouth with its delightful harbour and waterfront, an impressive
long arc of golden sands and a wonderful sweep of Georgian sea-
front houses. 

• We spend some time exploring Poole Quay and its attractions with an
included sightseeing cruise around the five islands of Poole Harbour.

SANDBANKS HOTEL HHHH

The four star Sandbanks Hotel is
situated in one of England’s most
exclusive locations with direct
access to Sandbanks beach. The
hotel enjoys spectacular views of
Brownsea Island and the Purbecks,
Old Harry Rocks, Bournemouth Bay,

Poole Harbour and across to the Isle of Wight. Facilities include the
Seaview Restaurant, the Sandbanks & Terrace Bars, plus indoor
swimming pool, steam room, sauna, mini-gym and treatment rooms.
All bedrooms feature satellite TV, free wifi, trouser press, hairdryer
and tea/coffee tray. (Lift available but does not service the 3rd floor).
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Weymouth
The classic seaside resort of Weymouth boasts an impressive long arc
of golden sands, blue waters and a wonderful sweep of Georgian sea-
front houses. The town’s bustling harbour is regarded as one of the
most picturesque in Europe, steeped in history the 17th Century
Waterfront is home to some of Dorset’s finest pubs, restaurants and
architecture. Other attractions include the sea life centre, Nothe Fort,
the award winning Greenhill Gardens plus the Brewers Quay, a
redeveloped Victorian brewery with family attractions and speciality
craft and antique shops. 

Sandbanks
Enjoy a relaxing stay at delightful Sandbanks on the Dorset Coast.
Sandbanks is a small sandy peninsula that has become known 
as ‘Millionaire’s Row’, located near Poole Harbour and home to some of
the most expensive and exclusive houses in the UK, many of which 
are owned by celebrities and sports personalities. The peninsula is
little more than a kilometre square jutting out across the mouth of
Poole Harbour, one of the largest and most scenic natural harbours in
the world.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 28 April 5 £229

Monday 30 June 5 £269

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: (per room per night): Sea View £15
Single Room £nil (Limited availability)

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 05 May 5 £299

Monday 08 September 5 £299

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
plus a Poole Harbour cruise. Supplements per person:  Single Room £40
/ Harbour View with balcony £30 / Sea View with balcony £60
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A full day excursion to Portsmouth, known as the Great Waterfront

City and the flagship of maritime England whose attractions include
the Historic Dockyard with those famous ships HMS Victory, the Mary
Rose and HMS Warrior. The new Spinnaker Tower located on the
Waterfront is a 170 metre tall visitor attraction where you can ‘walk
on air’ and enjoy breathtaking views over the South Coast.

• A short day to the magnificent medieval city of Salisbury who’s
superb range of attractions include historic streets and alleyways,
charming half-timbered buildings and characterful shopping streets,
not to mention the UK's finest medieval cathedral boasting the tallest
spire in Britain and Europe's oldest working clock. It stands in the
largest medieval close in Britain where you will also find award-
winning museums. We return via the New Forest with stops at
Lyndhurst, the forest’s capital and at Burley, a delightful traditional
village with picturesque thatched cottages and ponies roaming freely.

MARRIOTT HIGHCLIFF HHHH

One of Bournemouth’s finest hotels
benefiting from a recent £4.5 million
renovation, situated in a superb cliff-
top location with spectacular sea
views. Facilities include the Grill
Restaurant, library and conservatory,
lounge and bar, plus indoor

swimming pool, sauna, gymnasium and spa treatment rooms. All
bedrooms are air-conditioned and feature Marriott’s renowned luxury
bedding, separate bath/shower, LCD TV, hair dryer, trouser press, iron
& board, safe, plus tea & coffee tray. Lift to all floors. 

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A visit to the coastal resort of Brighton with its many attractions

which include the Royal Pavilion, a spectacular seaside palace of the
Prince Regent, an extraordinary oriental building housing some
impressive artworks. Stroll along the beachfront and the Palace Pier,
see the lovely parks and gardens and perhaps take a ride on England’s
oldest electric railway to the marina. Explore the Brighton Lanes'
historic quarter, a maze of twisting alleyways offering an
extraordinary mix of specialist shops. 

• A half day to Royal Tunbridge Wells with its delightful colonnaded
walkway known as The Pantiles, home to a variety of specialist and
antique shops, plus open-air cafés. The Chalybeate Spring at the end
of the Pantiles still flows and visitors can sample the water served in
the traditional manner by a costumed 'Dipper' 

• A coastal drive to the lovely Cinque port of Rye, a fortified hilltop
town that was once surrounded by the sea. On then to picturesque
Tenterden, with its broad tree lined High Street, regarded as one of
the most charming towns in the South East. (6 day tour only).

CAVENDISH HOTELHHHH

A lovely Victorian style hotel situated on Eastbourne's Grand Parade.
Facilities include restaurant, bar and residents lounge, plus the
Pebbles Spa with sauna, steam room, Monsoon Shower and
Sanctuary. All bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone and
refreshment tray. Lift to all floors.

LANGHAM HOTEL HHH

Situated on the seafront with spectacular views across the bay.
Facilities include a bar, restaurant, cosy lounge and terrace. All
bedrooms feature telephone, TV, internet access, hairdryer, plus tea
& coffee tray. Lift to all floors.
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Bournemouth 
The popular resort of Bournemouth has been attracting visitors ever
since its birth in the 19th century and today it is as much of a tourist
attraction as ever. Essentially Victorian in character, it is justly
described as the Garden City of the South with over 2000 acres of
superb parks and gardens. There are plenty of attractions including the
fascinating Russell-Cotes Art Gallery & Museum, plus seven miles of
glorious seafront and golden sands and at its centre is the superb pier
which as well as offering stunning views across the bay it also boasts a
wide and varied selection of attractions, entertainments, retail outlets,
and even its own theatre.

Eastbourne  
The unspoilt and elegant seaside resort of Eastbourne nestles under
the Sussex Downs enjoying an excellent mild climate all year round.
The resort is nice and flat for that relaxing stroll and is distinguished by
its lovely wide promenade where you can sit and admire Eastbourne's
exquisite Carpet Gardens for which the resort is well renowned. 
The town centre has a good variety of shops to explore plus the
magnificent Victorian Pier, museums, cinemas, as well as concerts that
are played on the attractive Edwardian bandstand in the main season.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 06 July 5 £319

Sunday 19 October 5 £319

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: Single Room £90

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 21 April (Cav) 5 £279

Monday 23 June (Lang) 5 £289

Sunday 27 July (Cav) 6 £419

Monday 04 August (Lang) 5 £309

Monday 01 September (Cav) 6 £419

Monday 06 October (Cav) 5 £279

Price includes 4/5 nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplements per person per night: Single Room £nil (limited
availability) Sea View Room £10 (Cavendish)  /  £7.50 (Langham)  
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We visit the lovely city of Chichester, one of the most stylish cities on

the south coast. The broad streets are home to Roman Villas, historic
houses and numerous listed buildings, plus the magnificent cathedral
that has stood at the centre of the city for over 900 years. On then to
Arundel, a charming market town steeped in history with medieval
architecture, quaint narrow lanes and cobbled streets to explore. The
magnificent hilltop Castle is one of the great treasure houses of
England that has been home to the Dukes of Norfolk & their
ancestors for over 850 years.

• A short day tour visiting historic Lewes, the county town of East
Sussex dominated by its 1000 year old Norman castle and renowned
for its Saxon Lanes known as the Twittens. We continue on to Royal
Tunbridge Wells with its delightful colonnaded walkway known as the
Pantiles, home to a variety of specialist and antique shops, plus open-
air cafés. The Chalybeate Spring at the end of the Pantiles still flows
and visitors can sample the water served in the traditional manner by
a costumed 'Dipper' 

HILTON BRIGHTON METROPOLE HHHH

Situated in a prime position on the
seafront, this elegant Victorian hotel
combines charming Victorian
elegance with modern convenience
and is one of Brighton’s main
landmarks. Facilities include the
Waterhouse restaurant, Bar 106,

plus a lounge and terrace which all have lovely sea views, plus a
health club with swimming pool, spa bath, sauna, steam room and
fitness suite. All bedrooms are air-conditioned with satellite TV,
internet access, hairdryer, iron & board, tea & coffee tray and mini-
bar. Lift available.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A full day travelling along the island’s west coast via Ventnor and

Brighstone to Alum Bay to see the unusual multi coloured cliffs and
some fine views of the Needles, the Island’s famous landmark. We
then visit the resort of Yarmouth, a picturesque fishing and sailing
port with its delightful harbour and marina. We return via Brighstone
Downs and stop at Godshill, the quintessential English village with its
delightful thatched cottages, medieval church and model village.

• A short day excursion which will take us along the east coast road to
Bembridge, home of the Island’s last surviving windmill, then on to
Ryde, the island’s largest town with an elegant esplanade, attractive
Georgian and Victorian buildings, plus its half mile long pier. 

• A half day excursion visiting Newport, the island's capital town with
its fine Jacobean and Georgian houses that line the River Medina.
Within the porticoed town hall is the Museum of Island History which
tells the story of the Island's past from the time of the dinosaurs to
the present day. Newport Harbour, just a short walk from the town
centre, is home to a number of craft studios. (7day tour only).

TROUVILLE HOTEL HHH

The Trouville is centrally situated
directly opposite the beach in the
centre of Sandown’s seafront with
panoramic views over the sweep of
Sandown Bay. Facilities include a
restaurant, bar and lounge, a large
ballroom where nightly

entertainment is featured, plus an indoor leisure facility with 4 lanes
of short mat bowls. All bedrooms (except singles) have a sea view
and feature flat screen TV, telephone, hairdryer and hospitality tray. 
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Isle of Wight    
Just a short ferry ride across Solent Water lies the Isle of Wight, an
island with a diverse range of landscapes and miles of unspoilt
coastlines with over half its land mass designated as An Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty and often referred to as 'England in
Miniature'. The Island has been a popular holiday destination since
Victorian times and delightful Sandown is probably the best-loved
resort on the island. Located in the centre of Sandown Bay Sandown
has a bustling centre and attractions that include its golden sand beach
and broad esplanades, Sandown Pier, the Isle of Wight Zoo and
Dinosaur Isle.

Regency Brighton
Since the Prince Regent first visited Brighton back in 1783 his
fantastic Royal Pavilion, with its Indian domes and Chinese style
interior has been universally acclaimed as one of the most exotically
beautiful buildings in the British Isles. Some of the finest examples of
Regency architecture in England can be seen in the beautiful squares
and terraces of Brighton. Enjoy a stroll along the promenade and on the
Palace Pier, maybe take a ride on the historic Volks Electric Railway to
the Marina and explore the ‘Lanes’ historic quarter, a maze of narrow
alleyways lined with antique shops, boutiques, elegant arcades and
former fishermen’s cottages.  

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 12 May 5 £309

Monday 18 August 5 £309

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement per person: Single Room £80

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 23 June 5 £299

Saturday 02 August 7 £459

Monday 29 September 5 £299

Price includes 4 or 6 nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
plus return ferry crossings. Supplements per person: Single Room £nil,
single with side sea view £12.50 per night 
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We take a drive along the north Kent coast travelling via Faversham to

Whitstable, famous for its Oysters, then via Herne Bay to the resort of
Margate. From here we head to the ancient walled city of Canterbury
with its magnificent cathedral that dominates the city skyline, a place
of pilgrimage for centuries and the home of English Christianity.
Explore the labyrinth of medieval streets and maybe visit the
‘Canterbury Tales' audio-visual experience. 

• Enjoy an included ride on ‘the world’s smallest public railway’
travelling from New Romney to Hythe, Dymchurch and Dungeness
where our coach will be waiting. From here we will visit the ancient
Cinque Port of Rye, a fortified hilltop town that was once surrounded
by the sea. We return to Maidstone through the beautiful Kent
countryside via Tenterden, Biddenden and Pluckley, the setting for
TV’s ‘Darling Buds of May’. 

• A visit to Leeds Castle, described as ‘the loveliest castle in the world’,
beautifully positioned on two small islands in the midst of a lake and
surrounded by 500 acres of parklands. The castle has been home to
Royalty, lords and ladies for over 1000 years. See the magnificent
architecture, sumptuous interiors and family treasures, plus the
aviaries, black swans, peacocks and falconry displays. From here we
head in to central Maidstone for an included sightseeing cruise on the
delightful River Medway.

MERCURE MAIDSTONE GREAT DANES HOTEL HHHH

A modern four star hotel set in 20
acres of grounds next to Leeds
Castle. Facilities include the Arts
Brassiere Restaurant and bar, indoor
swimming pool, sauna, steam room,
spa bath, fully equipped gym, tennis
courts and a private fishing lake. All

bedrooms feature satellite TV, complimentary internet access,
hairdryer, plus tea/coffee making facilities. The hotel has a lift to all
floors except rooms located in the Old Manor House wing.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• Enjoy a visit to the Waterfront city of Portsmouth, renowned as the

flagship of maritime England and home to a fascinating mix of history
and heritage. The historic dockyard is home to the HMS Victory, the
Royal Navy’s most famous warship and the world’s oldest
commissioned ship, a proud memorial to Vice Admiral Lord Horatio
Nelson. Also in the dockyard you’ll find HMS Warrior and the Mary
Rose, the pride of Henry VIII dramatically raised from the seabed in
1982 and now in a new museum. Another recently opened attraction
is the Spinnaker Tower, a 170 metre tall visitor attraction where you
can ‘walk on air’ and enjoy breath-taking views over the South Coast.

• Half day to the medieval city of Salisbury with its abundance of
historical buildings. Explore the historic streets and alleyways with
their charming half-timbered buildings and the magnificent  medieval
cathedral boasting the tallest spire in Britain, Europe’s oldest working
clock and the world’s best-preserved Magna Carta, standing in the
largest medieval close in Britain.

NORTON PARK HOTEL HHHH

The 4 star Norton Park Hotel is set
within 54 acres of grounds on the
outskirts of Winchester. Facilities
include the Scene Restaurant, lounge
and bar, plus full spa and leisure
facilities with swimming pool,
treatment rooms, sauna, steam room

and spa bath. All bedrooms are contemporary in style and feature air
conditioning, satellite TV, free internet, hairdryer and tea/coffee
making facilities. 
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Historic Winchester
Winchester was England's ancient capital for 500 years, steeped in
history and packed with historic buildings. In Saxon times, Winchester
was a major ecclesiastical centre, the capital of England and an
important royal residence. Today the city retains more of its medieval
character and buildings than virtually any other town in the United
Kingdom. Winchester Cathedral with its medieval paintings and
spectacular architecture is one of the main attractions along with
Winchester College. The Great Hall, which is all that survives of
Winchester’s Castle, is also worth a visit where the famous round table,
which is traditionally associated with King Arthur, hangs on the west
wall where it has stayed for the past 600 years.

Garden of England 
The county of Kent in south east England is steeped in history and
heritage and is world renowned as the ‘Garden of England’. It is said
that this stems back to the time of Henry VIII who was responsible for
many orchards being established in Kent whose blossoms still
contribute to the garden-like aspect of the county today. To discover
this delightful region we will be staying in Maidstone, the county town
of Kent surrounded by lovely countryside with the Kent Downs to the
north and River Medway to the south.  

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 21 July 5 £329

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
single railway journey admission to Leeds Castle and River Medway
Cruise. Supplement Single Room £nil (limited availability)

DATES DAYS PRICE

Thursday 03 April 4 £239

Thursday 14 August 4 £239

Friday 24 October 4 £239

Price includes three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single Room £75
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• Return coach transfer from the hotel to central Colchester where you

can spend the day exploring the historic sites and attractions of
Britain’s oldest town.  

• We explore the delightful scenery and locations that inspired John
Constable including his birthplace at East Bergholt plus the town of
Dedham, one of the most attractive villages in the area. We also see
the little hamlet of Flatford Mill, a favourite landscape subject
pictured in his most famous painting ‘The Hay Wain’,  

• A visit to the medieval market town of Bury St Edmunds, a delightful
Suffolk town that boasts a rich and varied Georgian heritage with
museums, specialist shops, the cathedral and Abbey Gardens. On then
to the picturesque Tudor village of Lavenham with its profusion of
half-timbered medieval cottages, beloved by photographers and
referred to as ‘the most complete medieval town in Britain’, a tribute
to its fine collection of medieval and Tudor architecture.

CROWNE PLAZA COLCHESTER HHHH

Set in 320 acres of countryside on
the outskirts of Colchester the
recently refurbished Crowne Plaza
boasts two 18-hole golf courses.
Facilities include two restaurants
and a bar, plus a health club and spa
with indoor pool, sauna, steam room,

spa bath, and gym. There are a range of treatments available at the
spa and there is also a hair salon. All the air-conditioned bedrooms
feature satellite TV, safe, plus tea & coffee tray. Lift to all floors.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We drive to historic Aylsham with its Georgian market place and

numerous listed buildings. We then commence a nine mile trip
through the picturesque Bure Valley stopping at some of Norfolk's
quaint villages before arriving at Wroxham, the capital of The Norfolk
Broads. After lunch we take to the water for a cruise on the delightful
Norfolk Broads, a network of rivers and channels which combine to
create a unique area of lock-free waterways.

• We have a full day visit to the charming city of Norwich, the most
complete medieval city in England with its splendid 12th century
castle and unique Norman Cathedral which boasts the second tallest
spire in the country.  Much of the original city walls can still be seen
along with merchant houses and quaint cobblestone lanes with half-
timbered buildings.

• We head to the Norfolk Coast and visit Cromer, a charming resort that
first found favour with holidaymakers in the early 19th century.
Explore the narrow twisting streets and the pier with its 500 seat
theatre. We continue to nearby Sheringham and take our seats on the
historic North Norfolk Railway for a ride through some delightful
countryside to the Georgian Town of Holt.

DE VERE DUNSTON HALL HHHH

Set amidst 150 acres of landscaped
grounds this delightful Elizabethan-
style mansion was originally built in
1859 and has been lovingly restored
to its former glory. The public areas
include an elegantly decorated
traditional bar and lounge, the La

Fontaine Restaurant and a Brasserie grill. All bedrooms feature
satellite TV, telephone, hairdryer and hospitality tray. Leisure
facilities include indoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, sauna, steam room.
Lift available.
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Suffolk & Constable Country
Discover the lovely countryside and beautiful picturesque villages that
are often referred to as ’Constable Country’, an area that inspired the
famous painter John Constable and featured in many of his paintings.
Roman Colchester is Britain’s oldest town and features an array of
historical sites and attractions, such as the oldest Roman town walls,
Britain's only known Roman chariot-racing circus, the foundations of
the Temple of Claudius, and the earliest Christian church in the country.
The town also has interesting lanes with specialist shops to explore, as
well as the beautiful Castle Park complete with riverside walks and
glorious floral displays. 

Romantic Journeys of Norfolk 
We drive to historic Aylsham with its Georgian market place and
numerous listed buildings. We then commence a nine mile trip through
the picturesque Bure Valley stopping at some of Norfolk's quaint
villages before arriving at Wroxham, the capital of The Norfolk Broads.
After lunch we take to the water for a cruise on the delightful Norfolk
Broads, a network of rivers and channels which combine to create a
unique area of lock-free waterways. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 09 June 5 £259

Sunday 10 August 5 £259

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single room £60 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 15 June 5 £339

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
two historic train rides and Norfolk Broads cruise. 
Supplement: Single room £60
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south via the picturesque Cotswolds and spend
some time in Stow-on-the-Wold, then continue on to the Hilton Hotel at
Basingstoke where we stay for the next three nights.  

DAY TWO: A morning visit to the delightful riverside town of Henley on
Thames, then on to Highclere Castle, the home of the Earl & Countess
of Carnarvon. See where 'Downton Abbey's star-studded cast acted out
the fortunes of the fictional aristocratic Crawley family and their
servants, wander through the rooms as the knowledgeable guides
reveal the house's many treasures. Explore the vast grounds designed
by Capability Brown and see the Egyptian Exhibition.

DAY THREE: A visit the Royal Borough of Windsor with its magnificent
castle that has been a Royal Palace and fortress for over 900 years. An
opportunity to explore the castle grounds, see the State Apartments,
the Drawings Gallery and St. George's Chapel, the burial place of kings
and queens. Perhaps take a sightseeing tour on an open top bus, a
carriage ride through Windsor Great Park, explore the delightful Royal
Landscape Gardens or take a relaxing cruise on the River Thames.

DAY FOUR: We commence our homeward journey stopping off briefly
to see the little Oxfordshire village of Bampton where many outdoor
scenes of the fictional village of Downton were filmed. Admire the well-
preserved village with its charming main-street and historical buildings,
some of which date back to the 12th century.

HILTON BASINGSTOKE HHHH

Facilities at the four star Hilton
Basingstoke include lounge and bar,
the Conservatory Restaurant and a
fully equipped gymnasium. All
bedrooms feature satellite TV,
internet access, telephone, iron &
board, hairdryer and tea & coffee

making facilities.  Please note the hotel does not have a lift but all
bedrooms are on the ground or first floor.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We drive to Settle and board our train for the spectacular journey to

Carlisle. Enjoy the ride as we pass through tunnels and cross
spectacular viaducts, the most famous being the Ribblehead Viaduct
with its 24 arches. On most trains the Friends of the Settle-Carlisle
Line provide volunteer on train guides who will highlight points of
interest along the line and answer passengers questions. On arrival in
Carlisle there will be some free time to have lunch and a brief look
around, perhaps visit the castle which overlooks the city and was
once home to Mary Queen of Scots. We re-board the train mid-
afternoon and return to Settle.

• We head to the delightful English Lakes National Park where we have
a steam train ride from Haverthwaite to Lakeside, then a cruise on
Lake Windermere, the largest and most famous lake in the National
Park. We arrive in Bowness on Windermere and disembark then some
free time to explore and enjoy the wonderful setting. We continue on
to Victorian Ambleside with its much photographed Bridge House,
then stop briefly in Grasmere, the burial place of the world famous
poet William Wordsworth and his wife Mary.

PRESTON MARRIOTT HHHH

Originally a grand Victorian manor
house set in 11 acres of gardens and
woodland. Facilities include a
restaurant, bar and lounge area plus
a leisure club with indoor swimming
pool, jacuzzi, sauna and gymnasium.
All bedrooms feature air conditioning

and the renowned Marriott luxury bedding, satellite TV, telephone,
mini bar and tea & coffee making facilities. Lift to all floors.
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Downton Abbey & Royal Windsor
A superb opportunity for avid Downton Abbey fans to visit the setting
of this hugely popular TV show at the majestic Highclere Castle, one of
England's most impressive inhabited residences, known as the home of
the Earl of Grantham and his aristocratic family. Highclere is used for
both exterior and interior filming of this costume drama and you will be
able to follow in the footsteps of the cast, explore the beautiful
grounds and uncover the castle's fascinating history and its links to
ancient Eygpt. 

English Lakes & 
The Settle - Carlisle Railway
Join us for a nice four day break that includes the beauty of the English
Lakes National Park with its towering mountains and shimmering lakes,
together with a steam train ride and a lake cruise, plus the delightful
Cumbrian Countryside and a journey on the famous Settle - Carlisle
Railway where the landscape is arguably the most scenic of any railway
line in England.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 18 August 4 £229

Price includes three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
plus admission to Highclere Castle, gardens and exhibition. 
Supplement: Single Room £60

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 19 May 4 £249

Monday 07 July 4 £249

Monday 29 September 4 £249

Price includes three nights’ accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
return journey on the Settle – Carlisle Railway, steam train ride from
Haverthwaite to Lakeside and cruise from Lakeside to Bowness. 
Supplement: Single Room £75
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel south to the historic town of Warwick with its
attractive parks and gardens, historic buildings and its famous
attraction the magnificent Warwick Castle, regarded as one of the
greatest castles in Britain. From here we continue to Stratford upon
Avon for check in to the Holiday Inn where we stay for the next three
nights.

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to explore Stratford upon Avon. This lovely
old town with its timber-framed buildings is steeped in culture and
history and offers a wealth of things to see and do. Perhaps take a
relaxing cruise on the river, a sightseeing tour on an open top bus and
visit some of those famous Shakespearian properties.

DAY THREE: We spend a day in the picturesque Cotswolds, a delightful
landscape of rolling hills and lovely honey-stoned villages. We visit
Moreton in Marsh with its many elegant eighteenth century inns and
houses, then on to Stow on the Wold with its vast market square,
ancient cross and town stocks. Finally we see delightful Bourton on the
Water with its model village and railway, known as the ‘Venice of the
Cotswolds’ with its numerous bridges that cross the River Windrush. 

DAY FOUR: We check out this morning and commence our homeward
journey to North Wales.

HOLIDAY INN STRATFORD HHHH

The luxurious Holiday Inn enjoys a
commanding position amidst five
acres of landscaped gardens on the
banks of the River Avon, in the very
heart of Stratford. Facilities include
the Riverside Restaurant and the
Terrace Lounge and Bar, plus the

Club Motivation with indoor swimming pool, Jacuzzi, sauna, solarium
and fully equipped gymnasium. All bedrooms feature air-conditioning,
satellite TV, radio, telephone, trouser press, hair dryer and tea /
coffee tray. Lift to all floors.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A relaxing afternoon cruise through the idyllic Grand Western Canal

Country Park by horse drawn barge. The cruise takes 2.5 hours and
travels for 11 miles to the Somerset border where there is a short
break to see a Brunel designed aqueduct. During the journey you will
hear some tales about the canal and experience a minute's silence to
take in the true peace and tranquillity. 

• We head to Bishops Lydeard and take our seats on one of the
carriages on the West Somerset Railway. Enjoy a ride on Britain's
longest historic steam railway as you travel 20 miles through the
Quantock Hills and picturesque Somerset coast and countryside to
arrive in the seaside resort of Minehead. Some time at leisure in
Minehead then we board the coach for a journey across the Exmoor
National Park back to Tiverton.  

• A morning visit to the city of Exeter whose attractions include the
magnificent St Peter’s Cathedral with its twin Norman Towers, plus
the Historic Quayside and underground passages that date back to
the 14th century. In the afternoon we travel to the old port of
Topsham and board a riverboat for a cruise along the delightful River
Exe to the resort of Exmouth.

TIVERTON HOTEL HHH

A popular hotel located on the
outskirts of Tiverton, set within two
and a half acres of mature gardens.
Facilities include the Gallery
Restaurant and a large open plan bar.
All bedrooms feature satellite TV,
free wifi, telephone, iron & board,

plus tea and coffee tray. The hotel does not have a lift but ground
floor rooms are available. 
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West Country Sail & Steam 
Enjoy the peace and tranquillity of a trip on a horse drawn barge on the
Tiverton Canal, a ride on the West Somerset Steam Railway and a boat
trip on the delightful River Exe. We will be staying in Tiverton, the
largest town in Mid Devon occupying a strategic position on two rivers.
Tiverton was once a flourishing textile town and has many fine historic
buildings including the Jacobean Great House, the Parish Church of St.
Peter and the 900 year old Tiverton Castle, a royal fortress
commissioned in 1106 by Henry I.

Stratford & The Cotswolds
Delightful Stratford-upon-Avon, a famous market town with more than
800 years of history, set in the beautiful rural Warwickshire
countryside. Known the world over as the birthplace of the most
celebrated playwright Stratford is one of Britain's most visited towns
with no less than five 16th century houses connected with
Shakespeare and his family. The town is always busy with tourists, and
thanks to careful preservation still boasts some lovely picturesque
timbered buildings and streets that haven't changed much since
Shakespeare's day. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 16 June 4 £239

Monday 11 August 4 £239

Price includes three nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement: Single Room £60

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 07 April 5 £339

Sunday 05 October 5 £339

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
horse drawn canal trip, single journey on the West Somerset Railway,
plus a cruise on the River Exe. Supplement: Single Room £80
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We take a drive through the Mendip Hills to see the famous limestone

Cheddar Gorge, the largest gorge in England with 450ft high cliffs
creating its impressive natural beauty. From here we continue on to
visit Wells, England’s smallest city with its truly medieval character, see
the historic centre, the magnificent cathedral and the unique moated
Bishop's Palace. Finally we visit Glastonbury, a place of legends and
mystery associated with King Arthur and the Holy Grail, an ancient
market town with attractions that include the awe-inspiring Abbey
ruins and the dramatic Glastonbury Tor, a place of Christian pilgrimage
since the Middle Ages. A walk to the summit is rewarded by stunning
views in all directions.

• We head to Bishops Lydeard to take our seats on the West Somerset
Railway, a country branch line of the old Great Western Railway. Enjoy
an included ride which takes you through ten unique stations and
travels some 20 miles through the Quantock Hills and picturesque
Somerset coast and countryside to arrive in the seaside resort of
Minehead, sitting on the edge of the Exmoor National Park enjoying
fine views across the Bristol Channel to Wales. Some free time here to
explore then we board the coach and travel back to Weston Super Mare.  

SMITHS HOTEL HHH

A nice family run three star hotel
occupying a prime position on the sea
front, with panoramic views of the
bay. All the attractively furnished
bedrooms are en suite with tea &
coffee making facilities, hairdryer,
satellite TV, telephone and trouser

press. Facilities include the restaurant, a Victorian themed terrace,
the Waterfront Bar, plus the Pier View lounge where entertainment
is provided every night. Lift to all floors.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We spend a day in the delightful city of Lincoln. The historic heart of

the city with its cobbled streets lies within the Bailgate area where
you’ll find the magnificent triple towered Cathedral. Lincoln Castle
originally built by William the Conqueror is one of the finest remaining
Norman Castles in the country, used as a castle, a prison and a court
for over 900 years. To view the city from another angle perhaps visit
the Brayford Waterfront and take a sightseeing canal cruise.

• We drive through the Lincolnshire countryside to the market town of
Boston, dominated by its 14th century church, known as ‘The Boston
Stump’. With its incredible 272ft high tower, this is the largest parish
church in England. Boston is also home to the Maud Foster Windmill,
built in 1819 and still working daily. From here we continue to
Spalding, located at the centre of the Britain’s flower industry.
Georgian terraces front the tree-lined River Welland which runs
through the centre of the town.

• We visit Stamford, a delightful Georgian stone town with a superb
selection of 17th and 18th century houses and medieval buildings.
The town boasts over 600 listed buildings including six churches, all
standing within a square mile. Stamford was also used as the
backdrop for the recent Hollywood remake of Jane Austin’s "Pride and
Prejudice". (5 day tour only)

BELTON WOODS HOTEL HHHH

A beautifully appointed hotel set in 475 acres of tranquil countryside
at Grantham. Facilities include three golf courses, spa treatment
rooms, gymnasium and swimming pool. All the luxurious bedrooms
feature satellite TV, hairdryer, trouser press, iron & board, plus
hospitality tray. Lift available.

DOUBLETREE BY HILTON LINCOLN HHHH

The Hilton hotel enjoys a great central location overlooking the
Brayford Marina in the heart of the medieval city. Facilities include a
rooftop restaurant and bar offering excellent views across the city,
plus a lounge and fitness centre. All bedrooms are air conditioned and
feature satellite TV, internet access, hairdryer, iron & board,
telephone, room safe and tea / coffee making facilities.  Lift available.
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Lincoln & The Fens
Savour the delights of tranquil Lincolnshire, a land where gentle
landscapes meet meandering rivers and ancient church spires pierce
the skyline. A major part of Lincolnshire are the Fens which have a
character and beauty of their own, criss-crossed by miles of peaceful
waterways. Approach the city from any direction and you cant fail to
see the magnificent silhouette of the cathedral stretching to the skies,
brooding over 2000 years of history.

Weston Super Mare  
The popular holiday resort of Weston Super Mare is nicely situated in a
sheltered bay at the foot of the Mendip Hills. From humble beginnings
as an18th century fishing village Weston Super Mare has become one
of Britain’s premier seaside holiday resorts boasting fine golden sands
and a long grand pier. There is an excellent shopping centre to explore,
plus a long sweeping promenade and colourful gardens to take a
relaxing stroll and enjoy the views across to the Welsh Hills. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 13 October 5 £299

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
plus a single journey on the West Somerset Railway. Supplement:
Single Room £nil (limited availability)

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 18 April - Easter (Hilton) 4 £229

Monday 30 June (Belton Woods) 5 £329

Price includes three/four nights accommodation with dinner and
breakfast. Supplement: Single Room £105 (Belton)  £90 (Hilton)
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EXCURSION INCLUDED
(4 DAY TOURS ONLY)

• We head to the Fylde Coast and the delightful resort of Lytham St
Anne’s with its lovely promenade and gardens, fine beaches and its
Windmill. We then drive along the Blackpool Promenade and on to the
historic city of Lancaster whose attractions include the 18th century
Shire Hall, the Priory & Parish Church plus the magnificent Lancaster
Castle. Steeped in almost 1000 years of history including the trials of
the Pendle Witches the castle is regarded as one the most important
historic monuments in the North West. 

RAMADA PLAZA SOUTHPORT HHHH

A recently built four star hotel
located at the heart of the
waterfront development on the
promenade, enjoying superb views
over the Marine Lake. Facilities
include a fitness suite, the Marine
Brasserie Restaurant, plus a bar and

relaxing lounge area. All the luxurious en suite bedrooms feature air
conditioning, LCD television, internet access, safe, iron & board,
hairdryer, mini bar, plus tea & coffee tray. Marine Lake suites are
available at a supplement featuring floor-to-ceiling curved windows
and balconies and offering panoramic views of the coast. Lift to all
floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Travel to Heysham where we board the Steam Packet ferry
for an afternoon sailing to Douglas on the Isle of Man. On arrival we
make the short journey along the promenade to the Sefton Hotel
where we stay for the next four nights.

DAY TWO: At leisure to relax and explore Douglas, perhaps take a ride
on a horse drawn tram or the Victorian railway to the summit of
Snaefell Mountain.

DAY THREE: A full day tour which firstly takes us to Laxey where we
see the Lady Isabella, a famous water wheel reputed to be the largest
surviving water wheel in the world. From here we head to the harbour
town of Ramsey, then after lunch we continue to the historic fishing
port of Peel, famous for its Castle and those delicious Manx kippers. 

DAY FOUR: Another full day tour that takes us to the south of the
island. Gain some fascinating insights into Manx traditions at the
Cregneash Village Folk Museum and visit Calf Sound at the southern tip
of the island before continuing to Castletown, the island’s former
capital.

DAY FIVE: Following breakfast this morning we board our ferry for the
return crossing to Heysham and then continue our journey home to 
North Wales. 

SEFTON HOTEL HHHH

The four star Sefton Hotel is
perfectly situated in a prime location
on the promenade. The hotel is a
sympathetic mixture of a fine
restored Victorian hotel and a new
extension set round a unique indoor
atrium water garden. Facilities

include a breakfast room, the Sir Normans Bar and the award winning
Gallery Restaurant. All bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone,
internet access, hair dryer, iron and board, trouser press, safe and tea
/ coffee facilities. Lift to all floors.
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Floral Southport 
The charming Victorian resort of Southport is renowned for its
beautiful coastline, lovely parks and gardens, plus miles of golden
sands and Britain's longest pier. Completely refurbished this fabulous
pier features a tram which travels the mile long journey to the seaward
end where there is a pavilion. You can also enjoy a leisurely paced
cruise aboard the Southport Belle, a Mississippi style paddle steamer
operating cruises on the Marine Lake, one of the largest manmade
lakes in England. Leafy tree-lined Lord Street with its Victorian Arcades
is one of the country’s finest shopping boulevards, flanked by shops on
one side and gardens and fountains on the other, which forms the
heart of this unspoiled, traditional seaside town, the best known resort
on the Lancashire coast.

Isle of Man
In the heart of the Irish Sea off the north west coast of England lies the
Isle of Man, a unique self-governing kingdom with its own parliament,
renowned for its relaxed pace of life. The island offers a wealth of
attractions including the Victorian railway systems and the world’s
largest working water wheel. Enjoy the fabulous scenery with
enchanting glens, uncrowded beaches, medieval castles and beautiful
parks and gardens. Our holiday base is the resort of Douglas, the
capital of the island. A lively town with a magnificent bay and
promenade, colourful gardens, plus the award winning Manx museum
and those famous old horse drawn open trams.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 05 May 4 £205

Monday 14 July 4 £205

Friday 10 October 3 £135

Price includes two / three nights accommodation with breakfast
Supplements per person per night: Single Room £20 / Evening dinner
£15 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 21 July 5 £399

Monday 01 September 5 £399

Price includes four nights accommodation with English breakfast, plus
return ferry crossings. Supplement: Sole occupancy of double room
£180
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We drive into the beautiful Trossachs, a delightful area of lochs and

mountains that is known as ‘Scotland in Miniature’. We stop at the
popular little town of Aberfoyle, then continue on via Loch Katrine to
Callander, a bustling tourist town situated on the River Teith, often
described as the gateway to the Highlands. In the afternoon we visit
Stirling, the site of Scotland’s great battles of independence. Some
free time here to maybe visit the castle and see the Wallace
Monument, and explore the old town with its 19th century jail.

• We visit the city of Glasgow, renowned for its outstanding Victorian
architecture. Savour the splendour of Scotland's best known architect
Charles Rennie Mackintosh, whose style adorns many unique
attractions throughout the city. Galleries and museums are in
abundance here with a choice of over 20 including the renowned
Burrell Collection and most with free admission. Explore the city’s
Waterfront and perhaps take a river trip or a city sightseeing tour on
an open top bus.

• We call at the Loch Lomond Shores Visitor Centre where there will be
an opportunity to take a cruise on the loch, regarded as the Queen of
the Scottish Lochs. Measuring some 23 miles long and five miles
across it is the single largest expanse of fresh water in Great Britain.
We then continue along the shores of the loch to the picturesque
village of Luss, the location for the TV drama ‘Take the High Road’.  

WINNOCK HOTEL HHH

This charming old family run hotel
takes centre stage on the green in
the conservation village of Drymen.
Sensitively extended and
refurbished it retains its traditional
bars and log fires and offers a warm
and friendly atmosphere. All

bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone and tea / coffee tray.
Please note there is no lift but ground floor rooms are available.
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Loch Lomond 
Following many successful previous visits we are pleased include this
super value all-inclusive break once again to the excellent Winnock
Hotel, an 18th century former Scottish Coaching Inn located in the
delightful village of Drymen. Enjoy the captivating scenery around Loch
Lomond, plus the magnificent landscapes of the Trossachs National
Park, a place renowned for its beauty and tranquillity with some of the
finest scenery in Scotland.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Thursday 17 April 5 £285

Sunday 11 May 5 £315

Price includes four nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner,
unlimited tea/coffee, three packed lunches, a glass of wine with dinner,
free bar each night for 3 hours (house brands), plus entertainment
every night. Supplement: single room £65 

All
Inclusive

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head north through the Scottish Borders and on to
Pitlochry for an overnight stay at the Fishers Hotel.

DAY TWO: Continue through the Highlands via Inverness and Dornoch
to the far north of Scotland and the resort of Thurso where we stay
overnight at the Royal Hotel.

DAY THREE: Some time to explore Thurso before we travel to nearby
Scrabster for our sailing to Orkney, passing Britain’s highest cliffs
including the ‘Old Man of Hoy’. On arrival in Stromness we meet our
guide and commence exploring the beautiful coastline with visits to
the Neolithic village of Skara Brae, Skaill House Mansion, and the
ornate Italian Chapel. We head for Kirkwall and see Scapa Flow, one of
Britain's most historic stretches of water where numerous warships
were scuttled. This evening enjoy dinner in a local restaurant then we
board our ferry for an overnight crossing to Shetland. 

DAY FOUR: Breakfast on board at Lerwick then we board the coach for
a guided tour of this fascinating island group with visits to the Jarlshof
archaeological site and Scalloway Castle, as well as Gotts Farm to see
Shetland’s famous Ponies. We return to the ship for an overnight sailing
to Aberdeen with an included dinner on board. 

DAY FIVE: Following breakfast we disembark and travel south to the
delightful village of Drymen for overnight stay at the Winnock Hotel.

DAY SIX: We continue back through the Border Region and on home to
North Wales. 

NORTHLINK FERRIES
Northlink’s vessels were purpose built
for the island routes and offer high
standards of comfort and safety. On
board you will find well-appointed
lounges, bars and restaurants, plus a
shop and a cinema. Cabin
accommodation is provided with twin

berths (no bunks) power shower and toilet.  

Orkney & Shetland Adventure
Join us on this mini-cruise adventure to Scotland’s spectacular Northern
Isles and sail away to lands steeped in history, archaeology, culture,
wildlife and stunning scenery. People have landed there as early as
3000 BC, the most famous of all being the Vikings and all around you
can find historical treasures. Both Orkney and Shetland have their own
identity, Orkney being very green and fertile while Shetland has a more
rugged cliff and sea loch scenery. In summer the islands have virtually
no darkness, just a few hours of surreal twilight known locally as the
‘Simmer Dim’. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 01 June 6 £659

Price includes three nights hotel accommodation with dinner and
breakfast, two nights on board ship with one dinner and two
breakfasts, one dinner at a local restaurant on Orkney, plus admission
charges to sites on Orkney & Shetland. 
Supplement per person: Single room and cabin £160
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A morning visit to Stirling to explore the old town and enjoy an

included visit to Stirling Castle and gardens, The Castle's long,
turbulent history is associated with great figures from Scotland’s past
such as William Wallace & Mary Queen of Scots. From here we head to
the beautiful Trossachs for lunch at Loch Katrine, then a storytelling
cruise on board the historic steamship Sir Walter Scott. We return via
the spectacular Dukes Pass and Aberfoyle.

• A visit to the vibrant city of Edinburgh where highlights include the
historic Royal Mile and the Palace of Holyrood House, plus of course
the world famous medieval castle which dominates the city from its
great rock, Admission to the castle is included to see the highlights
such as The Great Hall, The Royal Palace, The Stone of Destiny and
The Crown Jewels. Some free time follows to explore the city, perhaps
take a sightseeing tour on an open top bus.

• We drive to Wemyss Bay for a ferry ride across the Firth of Clyde to
the Isle of Bute. Here we visit the principal town of Rothesay with its
splendid Victorian frontage and glorious esplanade gardens. Next we
visit Mount Stuart House & Gardens, described as an architectural
masterpiece and Britain's most astounding Victorian Gothic mansion.
From here relax and enjoy the views as we continue around the
coastline and our return ferry to the mainland.

WINNOCK HOTEL HHH

This charming old family run hotel
takes centre stage on the green in
the conservation village of Drymen.
Sensitively extended and
refurbished it retains its traditional
bars and log fires and offers a warm
and friendly atmosphere. All

bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone and tea / coffee tray.
Please note there is no lift but ground floor rooms are available.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We take a lovely scenic drive through the Argyll Forest Park and along

the shores of magnificent Loch Eck, then continue around the tip of
Loch Fyne to Inveraray, one of Scotland's most beautiful historic
towns. Attractions include the Gothic style Inveraray Castle, the ‘Arctic
Penguin’, a three masted schooner dating from 1911 plus the
Inveraray Jail Living Museum, one of Scotland’s top attractions with
costumed characters and sounds and smells that bring the old
courtroom and former county prison back to life. We return via
Ardentinny and the shores of Loch Long.

• Enjoy a day of spectacular scenery travelling through the hills
towards Glendaruel, then on to Colintraive and a short ferry ride
across to the Isle of Bute. Here we visit the principal town of
Rothesay with its splendid Victorian frontage, the glorious esplanade
gardens and the 800 year old ruins of Rothesay Castle. Next we visit
Mount Stuart House & Gardens, described as an architectural
masterpiece and Britain's most astounding Victorian Gothic mansion.
From here relax and enjoy the views as we continue around the
coastline of this lovely island and our return ferry to the mainland.

ESPLANADE HOTEL HHH

A family owned and run hotel
situated on Dunoon’s traffic free
west bay promenade with superb
views over the Clyde. There is a sun
terrace above the hotel gardens plus
the restaurant and bar with
entertainment provided on most

evenings including a traditional Scottish evening of Pipers and
highland dancers. The hotel bar is also renowned for its selection of
some 120 Scottish malt whiskies. All bedrooms are en suite with
television, telephone and tea/coffee tray. A lift serves most rooms. 
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Dunoon & The Isle of Bute    
Known as the ‘Gateway to the Highlands’, the popular resort of Dunoon
lies in a delightful picturesque setting on the Cowal Peninsula,
regarded as one of the finest scenic locations in Scotland. Surrounded
by the rolling hills and woodlands of the Argyll Forest Park Dunoon is
located on the western shores of the Firth of Clyde, where Loch Long
and Holy Loch join the sea. There are two fine bays, some lovely
gardens, a nice long promenade for that relaxing stroll, plus the
Victorian Pier with its wonderful panoramic views across the Firth of
Clyde. 

Scottish Castles & Gardens
A new Scottish tour with an interesting itinerary and inclusions based
at the excellent Winnock Hotel, an 18th century former Scottish
Coaching Inn located in the delightful village of Drymen, Enjoy visits to
Stirling and its castle, a cruise on Loch Katrine on board a historic
steamship, a visit to Edinburgh and its magnificent castle, plus a ferry
crossing to the Isle of Bute to see Mount Stuart House & Gardens.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 22 June 5 £375

Price includes four nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner,
admission to the castles and Mount Stuart, lunch & cruise at Loch
Katrine, ferry crossing to the Isle of Bute, plus nightly entertainment.  
Supplement: single room £65 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 19 May 5 £269

Monday 11 August 5 £319

Monday 15 September 5 £299

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
two return ferry crossings and admission to Mount Stuart House.
Supplements per person: Single Room £32, Sea View Room £32,
Premier Sea View Room £52
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We visit the picturesque old harbour town of Arbroath surrounded by

stunning sandstone cliffs that stretch out on either side of the town.
The town's most famous product is the Arbroath Smokie, line-caught
haddock, smoke-cured over smouldering oak chips, still made here
today in a number of family-run smokehouses around the harbour. We
continue to the seaport and market town of Montrose with its
pleasant old centre, located on the edge of a tidal lagoon known as
the Basin, a nature reserve and haven for wildfowl and wading birds.
Finally we see the ancient market town of Brechin with its cathedral
and classic 11th century Round Tower.

• Another full day excursion takes us across the Tay Bridge to the
delightful resort of St Andrews with its famous golf course. The
University, founded in 1410, dominates the centre of town with its
elegant, ivy-clad buildings and delightful quadrangles and gardens.
Explore the medieval centre with its narrow alleys and cobbled
streets, the cathedral ruins and the 16th century castle which is now
a visitor centre. We continue along the Fife Coast to Kirkcaldy. Known
as the 'Lang Toun', Kirkcaldy is the largest town in Fife stretching in a
wide sweeping arc along the north of the Firth of Forth. 

DOUBLETREE BY HILTON DUNDEE HHHH

Set among six acres of beautiful
landscaped gardens the Hilton
Doubletree hotel enjoys a quiet
suburban location, a short drive from
Dundee city centre. Facilities include
The Maze conservatory style
restaurant, lounge and bar, plus a

swimming pool, sauna, steam bath and fitness room. All bedrooms
feature satellite TV, free wifi, hairdryer, iron & board plus tea / coffee
tray. The hotel does not have a lift but all rooms are on the ground or
first floor.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We head to the Science Museum in Glasgow, the boarding point for

the Waverley Paddle Steamer, the last sea going Paddle Steamer in
the world, built on the Clyde in 1947 and now magnificently restored
with towering funnels, timber decks and gleaming varnish and brass.
Enjoy a nostalgic sail along the Clyde taking in the scenery and the
sounds of the Waverley’s magnificent 2100 horsepower steam
engine, open to full public view. On return to Glasgow there will be
free time for sightseeing.

• We drive to Bo’ness to take our seats for a nostalgic steam train ride
on the Bo’ness & Kinneil Railway. On arrival at the station there will
be some time to visit the Railway museum which is the largest in
Scotland. Our journey then begins which will take us along the
southern shore of the Firth of Forth from Bo’ness to Manuel and
return with reserved seats in the dining car and traditional afternoon
tea served during the journey.

• We head to Falkirk to see one of Scotland’s top attractions and
experience a boat trip with a difference. Opened in 2002 the Falkirk
Wheel is a superb feat of engineering and a fascinating experience, a
unique rotating boat lift built to link the Union Canal with the Forth
and Clyde Canal some 35 metres above. Following our visit here we
drive on to the city of Edinburgh where the afternoon is free for
shopping or sightseeing. 

WINNOCK HOTEL HHH

This charming old family run hotel
takes centre stage on the green in
the conservation village of Drymen.
Sensitively extended and
refurbished it retains its traditional
bars and log fires and offers a warm
and friendly atmosphere. All

bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone and tea / coffee tray.
Please note there is no lift but ground floor rooms are available.
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Scottish Steam, Paddles & 
The Wheel
Scotland has a wealth of fascinating visitor attractions and on this 
new Scottish tour we are pleased to offer you the chance to experience
three of them. We steam our way ahead on the Bo’ness & Kinneil 
historic railway, paddle our way along the Clyde on the Waverley Paddle
Steamer and experience the world’s first and only rotating boat lift -
the Falkirk Wheel. 

Dundee & The Kingdom of Fife
Find yourself in the midst of beautiful unspoilt scenery, where rugged
coastlines brace themselves against the North Sea, and gentle rolling
foothills run into the Cairngorms' eastern edge. At the mouth of the
River Tay lies Dundee, a city that proudly remembers its seafaring and
industrial heritage. Amongst the many attractions are the award
winning Verdant Works, step back into a time capsule of yester-year
and discover how the people of Dundee lived, worked and played over
100 years ago, then follow in the footsteps of Captain Scott and Ernest
Shackleton aboard the RRS Discovery.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 07 April 5 £279

Monday 02 June 5 £299

Monday 08 September 5 £299

Price includes 4 nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast.
Supplement: Single room £105

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 13 July 5 £379

Price includes four nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner, a
Clyde cruise on the Waverley Paddle Steamer and a steam train journey
with afternoon tea. Supplement: single room £65 
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EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• A full day excursion travelling via Loch Linnhe to visit the resort of

Fort William, nestling beneath the mighty Ben Nevis Mountain. Here
there will also be an opportunity to take a ride in a cable car up into
the Nevis Range for some spectacular views. From here we continue
on to Glencoe, the most famous glen in Scotland with some of the
finest scenery in the central Highlands. Enjoy a visit to the award
winning Glencoe Visitor Centre.

• A short day excursion which will take us to the shores of Loch Fyne
where we visit  Inveraray, one of Scotland's most beautiful historic
towns. Attractions here include the Gothic style Inveraray Castle, the
‘Arctic Penguin’, a three masted schooner dating from 1911, plus the
Inveraray Jail Living Museum, one of Scotland’s top attractions with
costumed characters and sounds and smells that bring the old
courtroom and former county prison back to life.

OPTIONAL EXCURSION
• A visit to the Isle of Mull, travelling by ferry from Oban to Craignure.

Enjoy a lovely scenic drive across the Isle of Mull, travelling through
Glen More and along the shores of picturesque Loch Scridain to
Fionnphort. From here we take a short ferry crossing on to the Holy
Island of Iona, a historic place of pilgrimage with its Abbey,
Benedictine Nunnery and the Reilig Oran - the burial place of Kings. 

COLUMBA HOTEL HHH

The Columba is situated in a prime spot
on the esplanade beside the north pier
and overlooking Oban Bay. Facilities
include the Alba Restaurant, the Harbour
Bar, the Pier Café and spacious lounge
areas. All bedrooms feature flat screen TV,
free Wi-Fi access, telephone, hairdryer,
iron & board, plus tea/coffee making

facilities. Lift to all floors.

EXCURSIONS INCLUDED
• We take a drive into the beautiful Trossachs and call at the Aberfoyle

Woollen Mill, then on via the spectacular Dukes Pass to Loch Katrine.
An included lunch here followed by a story-telling cruise aboard the
historic steamship SS Sir Walter Scott. We then drive on via Loch
Lubnaig to Killin to view the beautiful Falls of Dochart, located at the
western end of Loch Tay. 

• We head to Falkirk to see one of Scotland’s top attractions and
experience a boat trip with a difference. Opened in 2002 the Falkirk
Wheel is a superb feat of engineering and a fascinating experience, a
unique rotating boat lift built to link the Union Canal with the Forth
and Clyde Canal some 35 metres above. Following our visit here we
drive on to the city of Edinburgh where the afternoon is free for
shopping or sightseeing. Dinner tonight will be followed by a display
of historic Scottish weaponry.

• A morning visit to the local Glengoyne distillery to see the whisky
making process and maybe a wee taste, then we drive on to Loch
Fyne and the historic town of Inveraray. Attractions here include the
Gothic style castle, the ‘Arctic Penguin three masted schooner dating
from 1911 plus the Inveraray Jail Living Museum, one of Scotland’s
top attractions with costumed characters and sounds and smells that
bring the old courtroom and former county prison back to life.  

WINNOCK HOTEL HHH

This charming old family run hotel
takes centre stage on the green in
the conservation village of Drymen.
Sensitively extended and
refurbished it retains its traditional
bars and log fires and offers a warm
and friendly atmosphere. All

bedrooms feature satellite TV, telephone and tea / coffee tray.
Please note there is no lift but ground floor rooms are available.
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Oban Bay
Known as the ‘Gateway to the Islands’ Oban is, without doubt, one of
Scotland’s most popular holiday resorts situated in a lovely sheltered
bay in the Western Highlands where the views of the mountains, lochs
and islands have captivated artists, authors, composers and poets for
centuries. This picturesque town with its villas and hotels lining the
esplanade and harbour owes its popularity to the Victorians, Oban also
had the Royal seal of approval from Queen Victoria who called it ‘one of
the finest spots we have seen’. Attractions include the Caithness Glass
showrooms, Oban Distillery, the World in Miniature Exhibition, McCaig's
Tower, plus some interesting shops to explore. 

Legends of The Lochs
Another new addition to the Scottish programme is this interesting
scenic tour based at the ever popular Winnock Hotel, an 18th century
former Scottish Coaching Inn located in the delightful village of
Drymen. Enjoy the startling landscape, wild glens and sparkling lochs of
the Trossachs region. Highlights of this holiday will include a loch
cruise, the Falls of Dochart, the Falkirk Wheel, a whisky distillery and a
weaponry display 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 20 July 5 £359

Monday 13 October 5 £259

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast. 
Supplement:  Single Room £60

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 25 August 5 £379

Price includes four nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner,
lunch and cruise on Loch Katrine, a ride on the Falkirk Wheel plus a
distillery tour. Supplement: single room £65 
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel north through the Border Region and on to the
Abington Hotel at Abington for overnight stay.

DAY TWO: Today the magic begins as we head north along the shores
of Loch Lomond, and on via Glencoe and Loch Linnhe to Fort William.
From here we continue along Loch Lochy, Loch Garry and Loch Cluanie
and see famous Eilean Donan Castle, then on to the Balmacara Hotel
where we stay for two nights.

DAY THREE: To the dramatic Isle of Skye, the most famous of all
Scottish Islands .We head to Portree the island’s capital and across to
historical Dunvegan Castle and gardens, the stronghold of the Macleod
clan. We return along the coast road, with views of the Cuillens, the
most impressive mountain range in the UK. 

DAY FOUR: Today we travel along the shoreline of beautiful Loch
Maree to Gairloch and Inverewe Gardens, then on to Ullapool for an
overnight stay at the Caledonian Hotel.

DAY FIVE: Our tour continues into Caithness & Sutherland, a part of
Scotland that few people have seen. An area of extraordinary beauty
with miles of cliffs and sheer rocky headlands, sheltered bays and
deserted white sand beaches. We stop off in Durness, the UK’s most
north westerly town, then on via Loch Eribol and Tongue to Thurso and
the Pentland Hotel where we stay for two nights. 

DAY SIX: Today we pass the Queen Mothers Scottish residence, the
Castle of Mey, en route to John O’ Groats. We then board a ferry and
cruise to Orkney where we have tour of the main sites by local coach
and guide. Highlights of the tour will include Scara Brae, the Churchill
Barriers, Scapa Flow, Ring of Brodgar, The Standing Stones, the Italian
Chapel and the islands capital Kirkwall with its 12th century cathedral. 

DAY SEVEN: We commence our southerly journey and call at the Highland
capital of Inverness, then on through Perthshire, passing Pitlochry and
Perth to Stirling for an overnight stay at the King Robert Hotel.

DAY EIGHT: We travel back through the Border Region and home to 
North Wales.
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Scotland’s North West Passage 
A great new summer holiday taking you on a journey of discovery to
the North West of Scotland. Sit back and relax as the beauty of the
Highlands unfolds before you. See Loch Lomond and eerie Glencoe, 
the dramatic Isle of Skye, Ullapool and beautiful Loch Maree, the
breath-taking scenery of Sutherland & Caithness, plus a cruise from
John O’ Groats to the Orkneys for a tour of the main sites. Come along
and witness a way of life in the far north that has seen little change
in generations.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 25 July 8 £599

Price includes seven nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
entrance to Dunvegan Castle and cruise to Orkney with guided tour.
Supplement: Single room £100

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We head north via the Border Region to Ardrossan where we
board an afternoon ferry and cross to the Isle of Arran. We stay for the
next two nights at the Kinloch Hotel in Blackwaterfoot.

DAY TWO: We take a drive around the north of the island with its granite
peaks and deep valleys to reach Brodick, the island’s capital. Here we
visit Brodick Castle & Gardens, a grand Scottish baronial-style castle
renowned for its impressive collections of period furniture, silverware,
porcelain and paintings. We return via the south coast of the island with
its fantastic seascapes and heather-clad moorlands.

DAY THREE: We leave Arran today taking the short ferry crossing over
to the Mull of Kintyre, made famous by a Paul McCartney song. From
here another short ferry crossing to the Isle of Gigha, with its lovely
beaches, a host of wildlife and a population of just over 100. It is the
most southerly of the Hebridean Islands just seven miles long by one
mile wide. We then visit the famous Achamore Gardens and have an
included lunch at the Gigha Hotel.  On leaving the island we head north
along the coast to Inveraray and the Argyll Hotel where we stay for the
next three nights.

DAY FOUR: A day at leisure in Inveraray, one of Scotland's most
beautiful historic towns. Attractions include the Duke of Argyll’s
magnificent Gothic style castle, the ‘Arctic Penguin’ Schooner dating
from 1911, plus the Inveraray Jail Living Museum where costumed
characters and bring the former county prison back to life.

DAY FIVE: We travel via Loch Awe and the Pass of Brander to visit the
popular seaside resort of Oban, situated in a lovely sheltered bay
where the views of the mountains, lochs and islands have captivated
artists for centuries. We then continue south for a visit to Arduaine
Gardens, a wonderful coastal garden with 20 acres of outstanding
plants, and views across the sea to the Isles of Shuna and Luing. 

DAY SIX: We travel back along the shores of Loch Lomond, then on
through the Border Region and home to North Wales.

Arran, Gigha & Gardens of Argyll
A new ‘island hopping’ holiday to Scotland which will explore two
intriguing and very different islands. The Isle of Arran, often referred to
as “Scotland in Miniature” has an unrivalled range of landscapes, covering
the whole spectrum of Scottish scenery. Gigha is reputed to be the
smallest and most beautiful of the Hebridean Islands. A two-centre
holiday combining the unique island lifestyles together with the beautiful
gardens and magical landscapes that make Argyll so picturesque. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 09 May 6 £425

Price includes five nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
four ferry crossings, admission to Brodick Castle, Achamore Gardens,
Arduaine Gardens and lunch at Gigha. Supplement: Single room £50
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our ferry crossing
to Dun Laoghaire, then continue via Portlaoise and Nenagh to Adare
where we stay for four nights.

DAY TWO: A morning visit to the spectacular Cliffs of Moher towering
above the powerful Atlantic waves. Explore the pathways and viewing
platforms for some amazing views of the Cliffs and Galway Bay. From
here a scenic coastal drive to Killimer and a ferry across the Shannon
Estuary to Tarbert. Next we visit the Foynes Flying Boat Museum,
featuring a range of exhibits including a full size replica flying boat.

DAY THREE: We visit the historic market town of Ennis, stroll through
the winding medieval streets and visit the Clare Museum which
features 6,000 years of history. In the afternoon we continue to
Bunratty Castle & Folk Park. The castle was built in 1425 and restored
to its original splendour in 1954, admire the furnishings, tapestries and
works of art and stroll through the delightful grounds. The Folk Park
brings the 19th Century to life with some 30 buildings in a ‘living’
village with costumed characters. 

DAY FOUR: We head into County Kerry and visit delightful Killarney.
Amongst the many attractions are Ross Castle, Muckross House &
Gardens and the Folklife Museum. A great way to explore some of the
highlights is by jaunting car, a unique local horse-drawn carriage that
takes you through the narrow streets and bye-ways, or perhaps take a
relaxing cruise on the Killarney Lakes.

DAY FIVE: We return to Dun Laoghaire for the afternoon sailing to
Holyhead and home to North Wales.

WOODLANDS HOUSE HOTEL HHH

The four star Fitzgerald’s Woodlands
House Hotel is set in a countryside
location on the outskirts of Adare.
Facilities include restaurant, bar and
bistro plus the award winning Revas
Spa with 20 metre pool and
extensive facilities. All bedrooms

feature satellite TV, hairdryer and tea/coffee making facilities. The
hotel does not have a lift but ground floor rooms are available.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our ferry crossing
to Ireland, then continue on via the Wicklow Mountains to Kilkenny for
check in to the Kilkenny Ormonde Hotel where we stay for four nights.

DAY TWO: This morning we have a guided tour of the magnificent
Kilkenny Castle which dominates the city, then take a tour of the town
and its historic buildings followed by free time to explore the narrow
medieval alleyways and interesting shops.

DAY THREE: Today we head south to the Viking City of Waterford,
Ireland’s oldest city which tells its fascinating story at the Waterford
Museum of Treasures, three magnificent interactive and high-tec
museums chronicling over one thousand years of history. A visit is also
included to the new House of Waterford Crystal where a factory tour is
included to see exquisite pieces of crystal created before tour very
eyes. The afternoon is free in Waterford.

DAY FOUR: We head north today into County Kildare, the agricultural
heartland of Ireland and centre of its valuable horse racing industry.
Kildare Town is home to the Irish National Stud where we will take a
fascinating tour and have an opportunity to wander through the lovely
Japanese Garden, regarded as one of the best in Europe. Finally we visit
the Newbridge Silverware Showrooms where they have been designing
and producing quality giftware and tableware for over 70 years.

DAY FIVE: We leave Kilkenny and drive back to Dun Laoghaire for our
afternoon ferry crossing to Holyhead and home to North Wales.

KILKENNY ORMONDE HOTEL HHHH

The Kilkenny Ormonde is one of the
Kilkenny’s premier four star city
centre hotels. Facilities include the
Castle Lounge, Savour Restaurant
and O'Reilly's traditional Irish bar,
plus a 21m swimming pool, sauna,
jacuzzi, steam room and spa

treatments. All bedrooms feature satellite TV, internet access,
hairdryer, telephone, iron & board plus tea/coffee making facilities.
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Medieval Kilkenny
A tour to the south east corner of the Emerald Isle that features an
interesting itinerary with lots of visits included. Our holiday base is the
lovely city of Kilkenny, Ireland’s most historic and compact city with
origins dating back more than 1500 years. A city rich in medieval
heritage which is evident in the treasure trove of historical buildings
and landmarks such as St. Canice’s Cathedral, the imposing Butler
Castle and the medieval abbeys.

Contrasts of County Clare
County Clare is one of Ireland’s premier tourism counties, boasting a
wealth of exceptional scenic delights. With the rugged charm of the
wave-lashed Atlantic coastline Clare is a largely unspoilt area on the
west coast of the Emerald Isle with a unique landscape, pristine
beaches, rich green countryside and sleepy villages displaying their
colourful shop-fronts. To explore the delights of Clare we stay at the
highly recommended Woodlands Hotel, located on the outskirts of
Adare.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 12 May 5 £369

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
admission to Cliffs of Moher, Clare Museum, Foynes Museum, Bunratty
Castle with tea & scones, plus return Irish Sea crossings. 
Supplement: Single Room £65

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 15 June 5 £385

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
Kilkenny Castle & City tour guide, all entrance charges and return Irish
Sea crossings. Supplement: Single Room £65
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our Irish Sea
crossing to Dun Laoghaire. On arrival we continue via Portlaoise and
Cahir into County Cork and on to the Maritime Hotel at Bantry Bay
where we stay for the next four nights.

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to explore Bantry. An opportunity to visit
Bantry House and Gardens, the ancestral home of the Earls of Bantry,
one of Ireland's most attractive Great Houses full of treasures collected
from all parts of the world. 

DAY THREE: A day of spectacular scenery as we tour the Beara
Peninsula which links Glengariff in Co Cork with Kenmare in Co. Kerry.
See the stunning peaks of the Caha Mountains contrasting with the
rugged indented coastline, plus beautiful beaches and colourful
villages. We visit Castletownbere, the principal town on the peninsula
with a large natural harbour, home to one of Ireland’s largest fishing
fleets. 

DAY FOUR: Today we visit the pretty little towns of Skibbereen and
Baltimore, then drive on to Mizen Head at the extreme south-western
tip of Ireland. See the award winning Maritime Museum and Heritage
Attraction set in a spectacular location high above the swirling Atlantic
Ocean. Visitors can cross the suspension bridge to visit the Mizen
Signal Station however please note there are a lot steps.

DAY FIVE: We travel back to Dun Laoghaire for the return Irish Sea
crossing to Holyhead and on home to North Wales.

MARITIME HOTEL HHHH

The four star Maritime hotel is nicely
located in the centre of Bantry
overlooking picturesque Bantry Bay.
Facilities include the Ocean
Restaurant and Maritime Bar, plus a
swimming pool, sauna, steam room,
jacuzzi and gymnasium. All

bedrooms feature satellite TV, internet access, iron and board,
hairdryer, room safe and tea / coffee making facilities. Lift to all
floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our Irish Sea
crossing, then continue via Portlaoise and Limerick to Killarney for
check in to your chosen hotel. 

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to relax and explore this bustling little town,
maybe take a cruise on the lake, visit Muckross House, Ross Castle or
perhaps a ‘jaunting car’ ride.

DAY THREE: We tour the spectacular ‘Ring of Kerry’, regarded as the
most beautiful and renowned day tour in Ireland. We follow the coast
road around the Iveragh Peninsula and through constantly changing
vistas of beautiful seascapes, mountains, beaches and cliffs.

DAY FOUR: Another day of scenic delight as we tour the ‘Dingle
Peninsula’. We travel around Tralee Bay to Dingle, a thriving colourful
fishing port backed by the Brandon Mountains. On then around Slea
Head whose unsurpassed beauty was the setting for the epic film
‘Ryan’s Daughter’.

DAY FIVE: We travel back to the ferry port for our return sailing to
Holyhead and on home to North Wales.

GLENEAGLE HOTEL HHH

Enjoy top class cabaret and entertainment every night at this
excellent hotel, situated in landscaped gardens on the outskirts of
Killarney. Facilities include two restaurants, a ballroom, OD’s
Chestnut Tree Bar, residents bar, gift shop, hair and beauty salon,
plus superb leisure facilities. All bedrooms are en-suite with colour
TV, radio and telephone. Lift available to most floors.

BREHON HOTEL HHHH

From the stylish lobby, the chic designer bar, to the softly lit
restaurant, the Brehon is very impressive. Facilities include the
luxurious Angsana Spa equipped with state of the art facilities. 
Each bedroom features individual climate control, satellite TV, trouser
press, iron & board, plus a luxurious marble bathroom with bathrobe
& slippers. Lift to all floors.
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Killarney & The Ring of Kerry
Situated in Ireland’s picturesque south west corner the Killarney
National Park has a delightful blend of mountains, lakes, and waterfalls
that combine to make it one of the Emerald Isle’s principal tourist
destinations. Killarney town is a world renowned tourist centre, where
‘jarveys’ take their horse drawn ‘jaunting cars’ through the narrow
streets and byways, as they have done since Victorian times. Amongst
the many attractions are Ross Castle, Muckross House & Gardens, the
Folklife Museum and walking trails along the lakeshore.

Bantry Bay 
Picturesque West County Cork, an area of the glorious Emerald Isle
renowned for its rugged mountain scenery, craggy coastlines, stunning
beaches, lush river valleys, mystical lakes and colourful coastal villages.
In the heart of the county lies the town of Bantry, a busy little market
town and fishing port with brightly decorated houses and streets, plus
a nice town square and promenade, all in a wonderful setting
overlooking Bantry Bay.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 26 May 5 £369

Monday 18 August 5 £399

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
plus return Irish Sea crossings. Supplement: single room £85

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 28 July 5 Gleneagle      Brehon
£379       £409

Monday 01 September 5 £379       £409

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
plus return Irish Sea crossings. 
Supplement: Single room Gleneagle £85  /   Brehon £110
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for the ferry to
Dublin, then continue west via Athlone to Galway and the Galway Bay
Hotel.

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to explore the ‘City of Tribes’ and its ancient
monuments such as St. Nicholas’ Church, Lynch’s Castle, the Spanish
Arch and the Claddagh which pay testament to Galway’s maritime
history. You may wish to join us on an optional sightseeing cruise along
the majestic River Corrib and onto Lake Corrib passing castles and
various sites of historical interest.

DAY THREE: We take a drive along Galway Bay to the fishing village of
Kinvara, then into the Burren Region, home to much of Ireland's flora &
numerous ancient monuments. We call at the Burren Centre in
picturesque Kilfenora, next we see the 200 metre high Cliffs of Moher
and enjoy stunning views over the Atlantic Ocean and the Aran Islands.
We return to Galway via the Coast Road and Leprechaun Head.

DAY FOUR: Today we head into Connemara and see the 14th century
Ross Errily Friary then on to the village of Cong located on the shores
of Lough Corrib, the largest lake in the Republic of Ireland. Cong is also
famous as the location for the 1950s classic movie, 'The Quiet Man'. We
continue through the valley of Connemara to visit Kylemore Abbey &
Gardens then return to Galway via Maam Cross and Oughterard. 

DAY FIVE: We return to Dublin for the afternoon ferry crossing back to
Holyhead and home to North Wales.

GALWAY BAY HOTEL HHHH

An award winning four star hotel
situated overlooking Galway Bay on
the Salthills promenade, a five
minute drive from Galway city
centre. Facilities include the Lobster
Pot Restaurant, Harvest Café, the
An Scadan Caoc Bar and the Sea

View Lounge, plus a 15 metre swimming pool and fully equipped
gym. All bedrooms feature satellite TV, complimentary internet
access, trouser press, hairdryer, iron and board, plus tea/coffee tray.
Lift to all floors.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our Irish Sea
crossing to Dun Laoghaire, then continue west to Athlone and the
Hodson Bay Hotel where we stay for four nights.

DAY TWO: A morning at leisure to relax with the option of taking a boat
trip on Lough Ree, departing directly from the hotel. We then spend the
afternoon in Athlone, perhaps visit the castle which re-opened its
doors in 2012 following a multi-million euro renovation to transform it
into a state-of-the-art visitor experience. You could also enjoy an Irish
coffee in Sean’s Bar, reputed to be the oldest pub in Ireland. 

DAY THREE: We take a scenic drive via the shores of Lough Boderg to
Carrick on Shannon, then on through Lough Key Forest Park to Boyle
with its town clock and the magnificent restored ruins of the Cistercian
Abbey founded in 1161. Tonight enjoy some cheese and wine tasting
prior to dinner.

DAY FOUR: We visit the Ballinahown Eco-Craft village, then on to the
Clonmacnoise Ancient Monastic Site with its round towers, church ruins
and elaborate Celtic crosses. We continue via Shannon Harbour to Birr
Castle to view the magnificent formal gardens and see Ireland’s
Historic Science Centre and the amazing 72 inch Great Telescope,
designed and built in1840. Tonight there will be an opportunity for
some whiskey tasting prior to dinner.

DAY FIVE: We return to Dun Laoghaire for our afternoon ferry crossing
back to Holyhead and home.

HODSON BAY HOTEL HHHH

Set in a stunning location on the shores of
Lough Ree, a few kilometres from the
centre of Athlone. Facilities include two
restaurants and the Waterfront Bar, plus
swimming pool, sauna, steam room and
spa treatments. All bedrooms feature
satellite TV, free wi-fi, telephone,
hairdryer and tea/coffee tray.
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Galway Bay
Known as the ‘City of Tribes’, Galway is one of Ireland’s oldest cities,
located on the rugged western coast. A thriving, cultural city which
along with being a popular seaside destination with beautiful beaches
and a long promenade, it also has a buzzing cosmopolitan city centre
that is a delight to explore with its labyrinth of old cobbled streets and
‘olde-worlde’ atmosphere. It is also the gateway to Connemara, a wild
and dramatic region that is regarded as the real emerald of Ireland. 

Athlone & Irish Lakeland  
A new tour to Ireland’s picturesque Lakeland region, based in the
historic walled town of Athlone, the geographical centre of the Emerald
Isle. Athlone is renowned for its location on the banks of the River
Shannon which flows through the town centre, the longest river in
Ireland flowing through 13 counties. Lough Ree just north of the town
is one of the largest lakes on the Shannon and Lakelands Region. The
town is also home to several historic landmarks, most notably Athlone
Castle which dates from 1210.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 14 September 5 £399

Sunday 05 October 5 £399

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
plus return Irish Sea crossings. (Please note admission charges are not
included) Supplement: Single Room £80 / Superior Room (on request)
£80

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 19 May 5 £359

Monday 04 August 5 £379

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
cheese & wine and whiskey tasting plus return Irish Sea crossings.
Supplement: Single Room £85
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our ferry crossing
to Dublin, then continue on to north west Ireland and the Abbey Hotel
in Donegal town. 

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to explore historic Donegal, perhaps pay a
visit to the castle built in the 15th Century, visit the craft village and
see the artists and craftsmen in their workshops, maybe take a
sightseeing cruise on the Donegal Bay Waterbus.

DAY THREE: We drive along the rugged Atlantic Coast to the fishing
port of Killybegs, then on to see the magnificent Slieve League Cliffs
and Visitor Centre. This dramatic natural feature is one of the highest
sea cliffs in Europe rising almost 2000ft from the swirling Atlantic
Ocean below. From here we continue on to Ardara, famous for its tweed
and knitwear,

DAY FOUR: We travel to Ballyshannon, reputed to be the oldest town in
Ireland, then visit the famous Belleek Pottery, producers of fine Parian
China. From here we continue along the picturesque shores of Lough
Erne to the island town of Enniskillen, located between Upper and
lower Lough Erne. 

DAY FIVE: We check out this morning and travel back to Dublin for the
afternoon ferry sailing to Holyhead and home to North Wales.

ABBEY HOTEL HHH

Ideally located on ‘The Diamond’ in
the centre of Donegal. Facilities
include the Market House restaurant
and the unique split-level Eas Dun
Bar. All the en suite bedrooms
feature satellite TV, internet access,
telephone, iron & board, hairdryer

and tea / coffee tray. Guests are also welcome to use the leisure
facilities at the sister hotel next door which include swimming pool,
sauna, steam room and gym.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our Irish Sea
crossing to Dun Laoghaire, then continue north to Dundalk and the
Ballymascanlon Hotel where we stay for the next four nights.

DAY TWO: We travel north to the city of Belfast for a guided tour of all
the famous sights and landmarks including Queens University, the
Renaissance City Hall, the political wall murals, plus the magnificent
Stormont Estate and Parliament Buildings. Following our tour you may
wish to visit the newly opened Titanic Museum, an iconic building
where you can re-live the entire Titanic story from its birth in Belfast
and that fateful maiden voyage, to its discovery on the seabed. 

DAY THREE: Today we head into the Boyne Valley region, the cradle of
Irish history and civilization. We call at the Battle of the Boyne Visitor
Centre which tells the story of the famous battle between King William
III and King James II. Next we visit the medieval town of Drogheda with
its mix of old and new then our final visit is to Brú na Bóinne
(Newgrange) a complex of Neolithic mounds, chamber tombs, standing
stones, and other prehistoric enclosures. Admission to the sites is by
shuttle bus from the visitor centre.

DAY FOUR: A morning visit to Navan Centre and Fort, one of Irelands
most famous and important archaeological sites. Next we spend some
time exploring the historic city of Armagh, then drive on to ‘The Argory’
an Irish Gentry House built in 1820 regarded as a National Trust gem.

DAY FIVE: We check out and head south to Dun Laoghaire for our
return sailing to Holyhead and home to North Wales.  

BALLYMASCANLON HOTEL HHHH

This highly recommended four star
family run hotel is set within
wonderful gardens and steeped in
history dating back to 833AD.
Facilities include restaurant & bar,
golf course, swimming pool, spa
bath, sauna, steam room and an

outdoor hot tub. All bedrooms feature satellite TV, free wi-fi internet,
iron and board, tea/coffee making facilities and room safe. 
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County Donegal
Explore the magical countryside of County Donegal, an area of north-
west Ireland that seems to be unaffected by the passage of time,
where old customs still survive and the Irish language can often be
heard. Donegal is a county of contrasting landscapes with enchanting
glens, fine beaches, shimmering lakes and dramatic mountains that has
long been an inspiration for many artists and writers. We stay in the
centre of Donegal Town, set around an historic market square known as
The Diamond.

Valley of The Kings & Belfast
A great new tour to the Emerald Isle where we explore some of
Ireland’s most mystical and historic locations in the Boyne Valley, home
of ancient burial grounds, battlefields and Celtic myths and legends.
See the ancient burial chamber at Newgrange, older than Stonehenge
and the Egyptian pyramids and regarded as the most important ritual
site in Ireland with its passage tombs constructed 3200 BC. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 04 August 5 £299

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
plus return Irish Sea Crossings. Supplement: Single Room £60

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 07 July 5 £349

Price includes four nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner,
return Irish Sea crossings, plus  Belfast guide (Does not include any
admission charges) Supplement: Single Room: £65
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel across Anglesey to Holyhead for our Irish Sea
crossing to Dun Laoghaire, and then continue north to Carrickfergus
and the Clarion Hotel where we stay for the next four nights.

DAY TWO: We travel into Belfast for a guided tour of the city sights and
famous landmarks including Queens University, the Renaissance City
Hall, the political wall murals, plus the magnificent Stormont Estate and
Parliament Buildings. The remainder of the day is at leisure to explore,
maybe visit the newly opened Titanic Museum.

DAY THREE: Today we see some of the finest scenery in the country
with a spectacular drive along the Antrim Coast passing through the
nine Glens of Antrim. We see the unique Giant’s Causeway, an
extraordinary geological site with an area of interlocking basalt
columns formed as a result of an ancient volcanic eruption. We continue
on then to visit Portrush, the premier seaside resort in Northern
Ireland.

DAY FOUR: We head to Downpatrick where St Patrick is reputed to be
buried in the cathedral grounds, then on to the seaside town of
Newcastle. From here we drive through the delightful scenery of the
Mourne Mountains passing Rostrevor and Warrenpoint, then on back to
Carrickfergus. 

DAY FIVE: We check out and head south to Dun Laoghaire for our
return sailing to Holyhead and home to North Wales.  

CLARION CARRICKFERGUS HHH

The 3 star Clarion Hotel is located at
Carrickfergus on the Antrim Coast, a 15
minute drive from Belfast city centre.
Facilities include The Red Pepper
Restaurant, the Lobby Bar and a quiet
lounge. All bedrooms feature air
conditioning, satellite TV, telephone,

hairdryer and tea/coffee facilities.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel to Manchester Airport for the outward flight to
Jersey. On arrival at St Helier you will be met by you resort
representative and transferred to your chosen hotel. 

DAYS TWO TO SIX: At leisure to explore and enjoy this wonderful
island. During your stay your representative will be pleased to reserve
seats on any excursions that you may wish to join. A wide choice of full
and half day tours are available on Jersey, plus you can take a day trip
to Guernsey or to the sleepy island of Sark where there are no cars, just
bicycles and horse drawn carts.

DAY SEVEN: We return to the airport for the flight back to Manchester
and transfer back to North Wales.

AMBASSADEUR HOTEL - ST CLEMENT HHH

Enjoying a fabulous sea front location just a mile from St Helier this
hotel overlooks the sands of St Clement’s Bay and is within walking
distance or a few minutes bus ride from the centre of St Helier.
Facilities include a resident’s lounge, restaurant and cocktail bar, plus
a sun terrace and outdoor swimming pool. All bedrooms are en suite
with TV, telephone and hospitality tray. Wi-Fi is available in all public
areas, entertainment on some evenings. Lift to all floors.

MONTEREY HOTEL HHH

Located on the outskirts of St Helier within walking distance of the
town centre. Facilities include outdoor and indoor swimming pools,
steam room and mini gym, lounges, restaurant and bar. All bedrooms
feature satellite TV, free wi-fi, hairdryer, telephone and tea / coffee
tray. Lift available, 
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Included
drinks

Jersey By Air 
The largest of the Channel Islands Jersey is situated on the edge of the
Gulf Stream just a few miles off the coast of France. The Island enjoys a
pleasant warm climate with the best sunshine record in the British Isles
and is conveniently just a short flight away. There are some 45 miles of
coastline with sweeping bays in the south giving way to dramatic cliffs
in the north, offering spectacular scenery plus an abundance of
historical sights. St Helier has plenty to interest with museums,
galleries, lovely parks and gardens, plus the absence of VAT is a distinct
bonus when it comes to exploring the shopping precinct. 

Belfast & The Antrim Coast 
Enjoy a true taste of Northern Ireland and discover the unspoilt beauty
of this delightful region that has so much to offer. Steeped in history,
tradition, folklore and unique charm the vibrant city of Belfast with its
distinctive landmarks is now revitalised and has joined the ranks of
Europe’s most popular visitor destinations. The stunning Antrim Coast
Road with its famous Giants Causeway is regarded as one of the finest
scenic drives in Ireland offering stunning glimpses of Northern Ireland
at its most serene.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 08 June 5 £389

Price includes four nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner,
unlimited free drinks between 6-9 pm each evening (selected drinks),
services of a Belfast tour guide, admission to the Giants Causeway
Visitor Centre and return Irish Sea crossings. Supplement: Single Room:
£50

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 22 June 7 Ambassadeur      Monterey
£599            £619

Sunday 03 August 7 £649            £669

Sunday 07 September 7 £599            £639

Price includes Transfers to and from Manchester Airport, return flights
to Jersey with local hotel transfers, six nights accommodation with
dinner and breakfast. Supplements (per person).
Ambassadeur - Single Room £8 per night / Sea View £7 per night 
Monterey – Single Room (on request)  
Arvonia Coaches Ltd act as retail agents for Destination Specialists -
ATOL protected 9503
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure to Folkestone for our journey through the
Eurotunnel to France. On arrival we continue on to Belgium and the
Martins Hotel in the delightful city of Brugge. This evening relax and
enjoy a meal in one of the many excellent restaurants and bistros
located around the historic centre.

DAY TWO: A day at leisure to discover the delights of this wonderful
medieval city. Perhaps take a horse-drawn carriage ride to discover the
maze of picturesque cobbled streets and their irresistible chocolate
shops and lace parlours, or maybe a boat ride along the canals.

DAY THREE: We take a drive through the Flanders countryside to visit
Ypres, famous due to the devastation suffered during WWI. The town
however has been restored to its former glory and there is much to see.
Pay a visit to the magnificent Cloth Hall and ‘In Flanders Fields
Museum’ see the Menin Gate, the location of the daily ‘Last Post
Ceremony’, and stroll through the streets and around the market square.
2014 will be especially memorable due to the anniversary of WW1. 

DAY FOUR: A further day at leisure in Brugge or join us for an optional
half day excursion to Ostend with its miles of fine beaches, a bustling
harbour and marina, plus some delightful parks and gardens.

DAY FIVE: We check and return to the Eurotunnel terminal at Calais for
our journey back to Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

MARTINS HOTEL HHH

The Martins Hotel is in an excellent
central location just behind the city’s
belfry. Facilities include the Martins
Bar and Arthies Restaurant offering
speciality beers on tap and authentic
Brugois cuisine from snacks to jewels
of Flemish gastronomy. All the air-
conditioned bedrooms feature
satellite TV, rich deep colours, silk

taffeta curtains, leather headboards and brocade bedspreads
combined with minimalist furniture in light oak. Lift available.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We depart in the early hours and travel south to Folkestone
for a morning journey through the Eurotunnel to France. We arrive in
Calais then continue our journey through Belgium into Holland and on
to the Ramada Apollo Hotel at Amsterdam. This evening it’s time to
commence exploring and maybe enjoy a meal in one of the city’s
numerous restaurants or bars and sample the vibrant Amsterdam
nightlife.  

DAY TWO: A full day at leisure to enjoy the city’s attractions, perhaps
take a cruise on the canals, a visit to a Diamond Centre, Anne Frank’s
House, and the famous Rijksmuseum, now re-opened after ten years of
rebuilding, renovation and restoration. Sightseeing tour buses are a
great way to explore allowing you to hop on and off at all the main
attractions.

DAY THREE: A further day at leisure in Amsterdam or join us for a visit
to the picturesque fishing village of Volendam, then on to delightful
Zaanse Schans. Situated on the banks of the River Zaan, Zaanse
Schans has characteristic wooden houses, pretty gardens, hump-backed
bridges, unique historic windmills and some charming craft workshops
where you can admire some of the traditional Dutch crafts such as
clogs, pewter and cheese-making.

DAY FOUR: We leave Amsterdam this morning and travel to Calais for 
our afternoon Eurotunnel journey back to Folkestone and on home to 
North Wales.

RAMADA APOLLO HOTEL HHHH

A newly built hotel opened in 2011
located in the heart of Rembrandt Park just
a short tram ride away from Dam Square in
the city centre. The largest Ramada Hotel
in Europe with 446 rooms, facilities include
a sauna and fitness room, two restaurants,
plus the Skybar on the 17th floor offering
fantastic views across the city. All
bedrooms feature flat screen TV,
telephone and hairdryer.
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Cosmopolitan Amsterdam 
The vibrant and cosmopolitan city of Amsterdam is one of Europe's
cultural treasures with its cobbled streets and delightful gabled
houses, those famous canals, thousands of bikes and that renowned
and exciting nightlife. The city offers an abundance of places to see
and visit including the Van Gogh Museum, the Rijksmuseum, the
haunting Anne Frank's House, the Diamond Centre, canal cruises and
the main focal point of the city - the magnificent Dam Square,
dominated by the ornate façade of the Royal Palace.  

Medieval Brugge 
This beautiful Flemish gem is undoubtedly one of the prettiest and
most perfectly preserved medieval cities in Europe whose prosperity
reached a peak in the 13th & 14th centuries. A very attractive city
filled with canals and a maze of atmospheric cobbled streets, medieval
town-houses and architectural masterpieces like the Gothic-style Town
Hall and the magnificent 13th Century Belfry where the ascent to its
summit is rewarded with magnificent panoramic views. Brugge is also
particularly attractive at night when many of the buildings are floodlit.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 19 May 5 £399

Monday 25 August 5 £399

Price includes four nights accommodation with buffet style breakfast,
plus return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single Room £205

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 31 October 4 £279

Price includes three nights accommodation with hot & cold buffet
breakfast, welcome drink on arrival, plus return Eurotunnel journeys.
Supplement per person: Single Room £95
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We travel to Hull where we board a P&O cruise-ferry for an
overnight sailing to Rotterdam. These ships have extensive facilities
including restaurants, casinos, bars and lounges with live entertainment. 

DAY TWO: We drive through Belgium into Germany and the Carat Hotel
where we stay for the next three nights. Afternoon at leisure to explore
this delightful village, perhaps take a stroll to the 13th century castle
that overlooks the town, or visit some of the interesting museums such
as the Red House to see how the wealthy merchants lived. 

DAY THREE: A visit to the historic city of Aachen with its stunning
architectural masterpieces including the Gothic Cathedral. Later we
cross the border into Holland to visit the beautiful medieval town of
Valkenburg with its ancient walls and buildings and its famous caves
hewn into the rocks creating a magical atmosphere.

DAY FOUR: We drive through the Eifel National Park to visit the spa
town of Bad Munstereifel, a delightful medieval town with preserved
walls and lovingly restored half-timbered buildings. We continue to the
city of Cologne with its vast riverside promenade, impressive squares
and a magnificent cathedral.

DAY FIVE: We travel back to Holland and visit the beautifully preserved
historic city of Delft, famous around the world for its Blue Porcelain.
Perhaps take a canal boat ride in the traffic free inner city. Continue to
Rotterdam for our return overnight sailing to Hull.

DAY SIX: We disembark and commence our journey back to North
Wales, arriving home during the afternoon.  

CARAT HOTEL HHHH

Situated in a quiet location by a pretty
stream just 300m from the centre of
Monschau. Facilities include a bar and
restaurant, swimming pool, sauna and
a bowling alley. All bedrooms feature
satellite TV, telephone and hairdryer.
Lift available.

ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure to Folkestone for a journey through the
Eurotunnel to Calais, then on to Disneyland Paris where we stay for the 
next three nights at the Hotel Cheyenne, ideally located directly on site 
at Disneyland.

DAYS TWO & THREE: Two full days at leisure to enjoy all the
razzmatazz, atmosphere and magic of Disneyland. Your included pass
allows you unlimited access to the Disneyland Park and Walt Disney
Studios Park. In the buzzing Disney Village you’ll find a wide choice of
dining options and live entertainment venues. A free shuttle bus
service operates from the hotel to the theme-parks and Disney Village
allowing you complete freedom to come and go as you please.

DAY FOUR: We return to Calais for our Eurotunnel journey back to
Folkestone and home to North Wales.

DISNEY’S HOTEL CHEYENNE 
Set in an authentic old western
town the Hotel Cheyenne is
conveniently located on site at
Disneyland. The hotel architecture is
typical of the frontier towns of the
Great American West. Facilities in
the hotel include the Chuck Wagon

Café which is a Western themed buffet restaurant, plus the Red
Garter Saloon Bar and the Nevada games arcade. All the bedrooms
have one double bed and a set of bunk beds, a bathroom, telephone
and TV with international channels.
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Monschau & The Eifel Hills 
The delightful German town of Monschau is described as a real hidden
gem, one of the country’s most picturesque towns, located in the
volcanic Eifel Hills. A fairy tale historical old town with a delightful
hilltop castle, cosy cafés, welcoming taverns, old cobbled streets,
winding alleyways and some wonderfully preserved half-timbered
houses and distinctive buildings.

Disneyland® Resort Paris   
Let the magic begin - enjoy the superb parades and shows, thrilling
rides and attractions of the five distinctive lands. Explore Main Street
U.S.A,® Fantasyland, Frontierland, Adventureland and Discoveryland. Go
wild in the West, join the pirates on the high seas, travel back in time or
fast-forward into the future – the question is where to start! Right next
door to Disneyland Park you can discover the magical world of cinema
and television at Walt Disney Studios Park - 4 cinemagical studio lots
featuring thrilling attractions and spectacular shows. Meet your
favourite Disney Characters, take the Studio Tram Tour and see an
action ‘Stunt Show Spectacular’ 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 26 May 6 £379

Price includes return overnight sailings between Hull and Rotterdam
with accommodation in two berth en suite inner cabins, plus three
nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast in Monschau. (Meals
not included on board ship). Supplements per person: Single room &
Cabin £85 / Cabin with lower beds £10 / Cabin with window £15. Buffet
style breakfast and dinner on board ship in the Carvery Restaurant £48

DATES DAYS 4 ADULTS 3 ADULTS 2 ADULTS 1 ADULTS CHILD

Sunday 25 May 4 £299 £319 £359 £479 £199

Sunday 24 Aug 4 £299 £319 £359 £479 £199

Price includes three nights accommodation with hot & cold buffet
breakfast, 2 day admission pass plus return Eurotunnel journeys. 
Child rate applicable from 3-11 years when sharing with 2 adults.
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to France. On arrival in Calais we join the
French Auto-routes and continue on to our overnight hotel in the
Champagne city of Reims. 

DAY TWO: We continue south via Troyes and Dijon to Macon, then
towards the mountains of the Savoy Alps and the delightful resort of
Annecy where we stay for the next five nights.

DAY THREE: At leisure to relax and explore the delights of Annecy,
regarded as one of the most highly acclaimed resorts in the French
Alps. With its bridges, canals and medieval atmosphere Annecy is
reminiscent of Venice. Explore the lovely Old Town with its attractive
buildings and interesting walkways, then perhaps take a relaxing cruise
on the lake. 

DAY FOUR: Today we drive through the spectacular scenery of the
Savoy Alps and visit the resort of Chamonix, lying at the foot of the

towering Mont Blanc, the highest peak in the Alps. Here there will be
an opportunity to take a ride on the cog-wheel train to Montenvers to
see the Mer de Glace, France's largest glacier. From here it is also
possible to visit the spectacular Ice Caves. You may wish to take a ride
on the Aiguille du Midi Cable Car that climbs to the top station at a
height of 3842m from where the views are really spectacular. 

DAY FIVE: A full day excursion to the beautiful lakeside city of Geneva,
a city that enjoys one of the most attractive settings in Europe.
Highlights here include the waterfront with its lovely parks and
promenades, Saint Peter’s Cathedral, the famous Flower Clock in the
English Garden and the Jet d'Eau which creates the world's tallest water
plume. You can also spend some time exploring the quaint cobbled
streets of the charming old town. From here we continue to the
delightful French medieval village of Yvoire where you can enjoy a
stroll through the narrow streets and admire the lovely flower-decked
olde-worlde buildings. 

DAY SIX: A further day at leisure to relax and explore in Annecy

DAY SEVEN: We say farewell to Annecy this morning and head north
back through France for another overnight stay at Reims.

DAY EIGHT: We continue to Calais for our Eurotunnel journey back to
Folkestone and home to North Wales. 

HOTEL CARLTON HHH

The three star Best Western Hotel Carlton is
ideally located in the heart of Annecy, close
to the cathedral and the castle as well as
beautiful Lake Annecy and its surrounding
mountains. The hotel is completely air-
conditioned and sound-proofed and features
a restaurant, bar and lounge area to relax in.
The modern, comfortable bedrooms have
satellite TV, internet access, telephone,
minibar and hairdryer. Lift available.

Lake Annecy & The French Alps  
French Alpine scenery at its best, snow capped mountain peaks, serene lakes, rivers and gorges all perfecting a truly 
stunning landscape. Lake Annecy is considered to be the purest in Europe and its position, surrounded by the mountains of the 
Haute Savoie, is certainly one of the most beautiful.  Annecy is also known as ‘The Venice of the Alps’ because of its many canals, 
a delightful town who’s charm comes not only from its lake, but also from the parks & gardens, promenades, bridges bedecked with flowers, 
and the fascinating old town with its medieval houses and delightful chateau.  

Information and Bookings 01286 675175

DATES DAYS PRICE

Thursday 17 July 8 £659

Price includes seven nights accommodation with buffet breakfast, plus
return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single Room £290
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais. We then continue on to Normandy
and the Le M Hotel at Honfleur where we stay for the next four nights.  

DAY TWO: A morning at leisure to explore the delights of Honfleur.
Take a stroll around the quaint old narrow streets, perhaps visit some of
the museums and galleries and the church of St Catherine which was
built entirely from wood by local ships carpenters. In the afternoon we
visit Deauville, a glamorous seaside resort regarded as the Queen of
Normandy and home to a racecourse, harbour & marina and a Grand
Casino.

DAY THREE: Today we visit the beautifully preserved city of Rouen,
Normandy’s capital and the site of Joan of Arc’s demise. Discover the
delightful historical centre with its half timbered houses and
architectural treasures such as the Notre Dame Cathedral, St Ouen
abbey, the Palais de Justice and the Gros Horloge, the famous clock in
the centre of the city.

DAY FOUR: A visit to the ancient city of Caen, founded by William the
Conqueror in the 11th century. Attractions include the beautiful abbeys
and the magnificent castle with its art collection. On then to medieval
Bayeux where the famous Tapestry is displayed in the William the
Conqueror Museum. We return via Arromanches and the D-Day Landing
Beaches.

DAY FIVE: We leave Normandy and head back to Calais for a return
journey through the Eurotunnel and on home to North Wales.

LE M HOTEL HHH

This modern three star hotel is
located approximately 10 minutes’
walk from the harbour in Honfleur.
Facilities include a large bar &
restaurant area plus a pretty garden
to sit and relax with a drink. All
bedrooms feature satellite TV,
telephone and hairdryer. The hotel
does not have a lift but ground floor

rooms are available.

Honfleur & The Normandy Coast 
Honfleur is one of Normandy's most picturesque and well-preserved ports, set on the estuary of the River Seine in the 
Calvados region. Writers and artists have always been attracted to Honfleur, its light and ambience making it a favourite with 
many painters. The centre of attraction is the Vieux Bassin with its boats, quays and tall slate fronted waterside houses, plus the lively
old streets lined with timber and stone houses. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 06 July 5 £435

Price includes four nights accommodation with dinner and buffet
breakfast, plus return Eurotunnel journeys. 
Supplement: Single Room £170
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We depart in the early hours and travel south to Folkestone
for a morning Eurotunnel journey to Calais in France. We then travel
south along the French auto-routes to Dijon for an overnight stay. 

DAY TWO: This morning we continue our southbound journey passing
Lyon and Marseilles to arrive in the Côte d‘Azur and spend five nights at
the Croisette Beach Hotel in the beautiful resort of Cannes.  

DAY THREE: A day at leisure to relax and explore the resort, famous
the world over for the glitz and glamour of its annual Film Festival held
each May. Stroll along the delightful palm-lined Boulevard de La
Croisette, explore the charming old town of Le Suquet with its labyrinth
of quaint streets and the bustling town centre with its designer shops.

DAY FOUR: Enjoy some spectacular scenery as we travel along the
Corniche Coast Road to visit world famous Monaco, a tiny principality
perched on a cliff-top with Monte Carlo harbour's sumptuous yachts
spread below. Monaco is also a tax haven for the rich and famous.
Explore the tiny cobbled streets, see the late Prince Rainier’s Palace
and maybe visit the Oceanographic Museum which contains hundreds
of beautiful species of fish in its aquariums. See the famous street
circuit of the annual Monaco Grand Prix, relax on the luxurious Casino
Square, admire the millionaire’s supercars and maybe try your luck in
the famous casino. 

DAY FIVE: Today we drive to the typical Provencal village of Grasse
from where you can enjoy stunning views of the coast. Grasse is
regarded as the perfume capital of the world and there will be an
opportunity to visit an historic perfume factory in the heart of the old
town. On then to St Paul de Vence, set on a hilltop with amazing views
across the countryside and coast. Its high walls contain a maze of
narrow cobbled streets lined with little galleries and boutiques, a real
haven for numerous famous artists.

DAY SIX: Another day at leisure for relaxing or some further
exploration of the resort. Perhaps take a ride on the Petit Train de
Cannes for a tour around the resort.

DAY SEVEN: We say farewell to Cannes this morning and travel back via
Marseilles and Lyon to Dijon where we have another overnight stay.

DAY EIGHT: Continue north to Calais for our return Eurotunnel journey
to Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

CROISETTE BEACH HOTEL HHHH

The four star Croisette Beach Hotel is
ideally located in the centre of Cannes just a
few minutes from La Croisette promenade
and Rue Antibes, the main shopping street
with its luxury boutiques. Facilities include
a private beach just 150 yards from the
hotel, an outdoor pool and terrace, plus a
restaurant and bar. All bedrooms feature air-
conditioning, satellite TV, complimentary
internet access, telephone, mini- bar and
room safe. Lift available.  

Cannes & The Cote d’Azur 
The ever popular and world-renowned Cote d’Azur, home to stunningly beautiful coastlines set along the sparkling 
blue waters of the Mediterranean Sea. Since the dawn of time the delightful resort of Cannes has been the ‘Jewel in the Crown’ 
of the French Riviera, a favourite haunt of the rich and famous, fashionable and stylish with beautiful beaches and a wonderful warm climate.
Take a stroll on the illustrious palm lined ‘Boulevard de la Croisette’ and explore the chic boutiques and designer shops on the Rue D’Antibes.
Admire the luxury yachts in the marina and discover the quaint narrow streets and inviting restaurants in the old town from where there are also
some great views of the resort.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 05 October 8 £629

Price includes seven nights accommodation with buffet breakfast plus
return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single Room £310
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais, then on to our overnight hotel in the
Champagne city of Reims. 

DAY TWO: We continue south along the French Autoroutes and cross
the border into Switzerland, then on via Zurich into Austria and the
Hotel Arlberg at St Anton where we stay for the next six nights.

DAY THREE: A day at leisure to relax, enjoy the surrounding scenery
and explore the resort. The heart of St Anton has a pleasant pedestrian
area with a variety of shops, bars and restaurants with flower-decked
balconies. There are several cable cars and chair lifts available including
one that takes you to the impressive Valluga Peak, which at a height of
over 9,000 ft gives an unforgettable view across a vast expanse of
peaks and glaciers.

DAY FOUR: Today we travel along the Inn Valley to visit Innsbruck, the
historic capital of the Tyrol. Explore the old quarter with its charming
arcaded streets, ornate architecture and the famous Golden Roof. Other
sights are the Imperial Palace, St Jakob's Cathedral, the bustling Marie
Theresa Strasse and the Olympic ski jump set high above the town.

DAY FIVE: A visit to the popular resort of Seefeld with its picturesque
traffic free centre. Perhaps take a tour of the town by horse drawn
carriage, explore the wide selection of shops and boutiques or maybe
just sit and relax at a café terrace and watch the world go by.

DAY SIX: A spectacular full day excursion travelling via the Paznaun
Valley to visit the lovely village of Ischgl. From here we drive over the
Silvretta High-Alpine Road, described as one of the most beautiful
mountain passes in the Alps, ascending into the ‘Blue Silvretta’
mountain range, surrounded by glaciers and the 3300 metre peak of
Piz Buin.

DAY SEVEN: A day at leisure to relax and enjoy St Anton. 

DAY EIGHT: We depart after breakfast and travel back through
Switzerland, then on into France for another overnight stay at Reims.

DAY NINE: We continue north to Calais for our return Eurotunnel
journey to Folkestone and home to North Wales.

HOTEL ARLBERG HHHH

The Arlberg is an excellent
family run four star hotel, ideally
located just a few of minutes
walk from the pedestrianized
resort centre. Facilities include a
dining room, a lounge and bar
area, plus a leisure suite with
indoor swimming pool, Turkish

steam bath, sauna, and jacuzzi. All bedrooms feature satellite TV,
internet access, telephone, hairdryer and room safe. Lift available.
(All twin bedded rooms at the Arlberg Hotel have one base and two
separate mattress and bedding).

Austrian Tyrol – St Anton
The Austrian Tyrol is one of the most popular scenic areas in Europe and the pretty resort of St Anton lies in a lovely 
picturesque setting in the heart of the Arlberg region of the Austrian Alps. Set against a backdrop of mountain peaks and woodland 
slopes the resort is well known as the host of the winter skiing championships and as one of Austria’s most famous international winter and
summer resorts. The village enjoys an unhurried atmosphere with a nice pedestrian area containing a variety of shops, bars and restaurants all
surrounded by beautiful countryside and magnificent scenery.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 06 July 9 £609

Price includes six nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast at
St Anton, two overnight stays with breakfast at Reims, plus return
Eurotunnel crossings. Supplement: Single Room £120
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais. On arrival we continue on to our
overnight hotel at Lille in Northern France.

DAY TWO: We continue via Belgium and Luxembourg into Germany for
our second overnight stay at Karlsruhe.

DAY THREE: Today we pass Munich and cross into Austria, then on to
the beautiful Ziller Valley and the resort of Mayrhofen for our five night
stay at the Hotel Neue Post.

DAY FOUR: A day at leisure to relax and explore Mayrhofen. You may
wish to take a ride on the Ahornbahn, Austria’s newest and largest
cable car which travels up to the Ahorn Plateau at a height of 2,000
meters above sea level in just six and a half minutes.

DAY FIVE: Some truly stunning scenery today as we travel over the
panoramic Gerlos Alpine Pass to see the Krimml Falls, located in the
Hohe Tauern National Park. Descending a total of 380 metres in three
stages, these waterfalls are the highest in Europe. On then to visit the
resort of Kitzbuhel with its delightful medieval walled town with its
cobbled streets and flower decked picturesque houses.

DAY SIX: Today we visit the city of Innsbruck, the historic capital of the
Austrian Tyrol. Explore the old quarter with its charming arcaded
streets, ornate architecture and the famous Golden Roof. Other sights
are the Imperial Palace, St Jakob's Cathedral, the bustling Marie Theresa
Strasse and the Olympic ski jump set high above the town.

DAY SEVEN: A morning drive to the nearby village of Hintertux, an
opportunity to enjoy a spectacular cable car ride that will whisk you up
to the snow-covered Hintertux Glacier where people are able to ski
throughout the year. Afternoon at leisure in Mayrhofen.

DAY EIGHT: We depart after breakfast and travel through Switzerland
into France and on to our overnight hotel at Metz. 

DAY NINE: We continue north to Calais for our return Eurotunnel
journey back to Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

NEUE POST HOTEL HHHH

A traditional and friendly family run
4 star hotel ideally located right in
the centre of Mayrhofen. The hotel
features a large bar, wine cellar,
lounge areas, restaurant and cafe, all
nicely decorated in a cosy Tyrolean
style. There is a roof-top terrace with
sun loungers and superb leisure
facilities include steam baths, indoor

swimming pool, saunas, and whirlpools, plus body and relaxation
treatments (available at extra charge). All bedrooms feature satellite
TV, telephone and hairdryer. Please note that some of the bedrooms
are in a separate building linked to the hotel by underground
passage. Lift available. 

Mayrhofen & The Ziller Valley
Mayrhofen is one of the prettiest and most popular resorts in the Austrian Tyrol, superbly located in the heart of the 
Ziller Valley surrounded by wonderful Tyrolean scenery with lush green pastures, pine-clad slopes and the majestic Zillertaler Alps. 
A charming resort with excellent facilities including the cable cars that climb up into the mountains where you can enjoy the tranquillity 
and spectacular views. Mayrhofen's centre has some nice terrace cafés and craft shops, plus a good choice of local bars and cafes with musical
entertainment to enjoy in the evenings.  

DATES DAYS PRICE

Saturday 09 August 9 £709

Price includes eight nights accommodation with dinner and buffet
breakfast, plus return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single Room
£70 
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: An early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais, then on to our overnight hotel at Lille.

DAY TWO: Today we travel through Belgium and Luxembourg into
Germany and on to Pforzheim where we have another overnight stay.  

DAY THREE: We continue via Munich to Passau and the Weisser Hase
Hotel where we stay for the next five nights.

DAY FOUR: This morning we have a guided walking tour of Passau and
explore the Old Town. Created by Italian baroque masters in the 17th
century its features include the New Bishop’s Residence, the
magnificent gothic Town Hall, soaring towers, beautiful palaces and
churches, museums and enchanting riverfront promenades. Located on
the old town's highest point is Passau's magnificent St. Steven's
Cathedral with its three characteristic onion-domed towers and the
world's largest cathedral organ with 17974 organ pipes. 

DAY FIVE: We commence a great day out with a boat trip to Linz on
which we see some of the most beautiful areas of the Upper Danube
River Valley, and the famous Schloegen Loop. On arrival in Linz we have
guided walking tour of this beautiful city, the capital of Upper Austria.
The 'Old Town', with its tiny idyllic streets boasts one of the largest
medieval centres in the whole of Europe. Following some free time we
board the coach and travel back to Passau.

DAY SIX: An excursion across the border to the Czech Republic and
delightful Cesky Krumlov, a true gem amongst the UNESCO monuments
in the south of Bohemia. Located on the River Vltava Cesky Krumlov is
dominated by its castle which rises above the picturesque Renaissance

architecture of the town. Entrance to the castle is included where you
will find yourself in a world of elegant buildings and spacious
courtyards. The opposite bank of the Vltava is the home of the old
town with its narrow cobblestone streets, cosy inns and coffee shops.
Once again a guided tour is included.

DAY SEVEN: Today we discover Salzburg – the City of Mozart, one of
the loveliest places in Europe designated a world heritage site by
UNESCO. The Old City on the banks of the River Salzach is a true
architectural delight. Enjoy a guided walk through the countless narrow
streets featuring buildings from the Middle Ages, Romanesque,
Baroque and Renaissance periods as well as the elegant classical
burghers’ houses. The city’s most famous squares include Residence
Square with its splendid fountain, the neighboring Old Market,
University Square, as well as Mozart Square with its memorial.

DAY EIGHT: We leave Passau this morning and travel back through
Germany for another overnight stay at Pforzheim.

DAY NINE: To northern France for our final overnight stay at Lille.

DAY TEN: To Calais for our return Eurotunnel journey to Folkestone and
on home to North Wales.

WEISSER HASE HOTEL HHHH

Located in the heart of the City next
to the historic old town. It has
existed since 1512 and run by the
same family since 1957. Facilities
include a spacious lobby area,
restaurant, bar and a relaxing spa
area with a sauna, solarium and a
hairdresser. All bedrooms are
equipped with hairdryer, flat screen
TV, complimentary internet access,
working desk, telephone, hairdryer
and room safe. Lift to all floors

Blue Danube & The Czech Republic
A superb new coach holiday with included visits to some beautiful historic cities in a picturesque region of the Blue Danube River. 
The itinerary will include three different countries with guided city tours of Linz and Salzburg in Austria, Cesky Krumlov in the Czech 
Republic and our holiday base of Passau, located at the southeast tip of Germany. Situated at the confluence of the rivers Danube, Inn and 
llz, Passau is known as "The Three Rivers City" and with its unique charm and atmosphere is one of the most beautiful and spectacular 
German cities on the Danube, founded more than 2,000 years ago.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Monday 20 October 10 £939

Price includes nine nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
Danube River Cruise, admission to Cesky Krumlov Castle, services of a
guide for all excursions, plus return Eurotunnel journeys.
Supplement: Single room £175
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais, then on through Northern France to
our overnight hotel in the Champagne city of Reims.

DAY TWO: We continue south to Basle and cross the border into
Switzerland, then on via Zurich to the resort of Davos and the Hilton
Garden Inn Hotel where we stay for the next five nights. 

DAY THREE: A full day at leisure in the lovely resort of Davos. There is
excellent shopping with numerous boutiques to explore or for those
who like walking there are miles of trails into the meadows or along the
shores of Davos Lake. Also included in your stay is the ‘Davos Card’
which will permit free and unlimited use of the cable cars and
funiculars, plus the chairlifts that climb up to 8,000 feet with views of
some of the finest mountain scenery in Switzerland. Perhaps take a trip
on the funicular up to the famous Schatzalp Hotel and have lunch in
the panoramic restaurant, then maybe visit the Alpine Gardens. 

DAY FOUR: A morning visit to the nearby resort of Klosters, well
renowned as a favoured destination for members of the British Royal
Family. We continue on to the delightful old city of Chur, the oldest
town in Switzerland where artefacts from both the Bronze and Iron
ages have been found and there are several museums here detailing
the town’s history.  Stroll through the traffic free old winding streets
alleys and fountained squares dating from the 15th and 16th century
and visit the huge 800 year old cathedral that dominates the town.

DAY FIVE: A day of spectacular scenery
as we travel via Tiefencastel and the
Julier Pass to St.Moritz, one of the most
renowned holiday resorts in the world
located in the Upper Engadine. A chic,
elegant and exclusive resort with
numerous luxury hotels, spas and
upmarket designer stores. From here we
continue via Susch and the Fluela Pass
back to Davos.

DAY SIX: A further day at leisure to explore the delights of Davos and
take advantage of the free cable cars, funiculars and chairlifts. 

DAY SEVEN: Sadly we say farewell to Switzerland and head back into
France for another overnight stay in Reims.

DAY EIGHT: To Calais for our return Eurotunnel journey to Folkestone
and home to North Wales.

HILTON GARDEN INN DAVOS HHHH

A brand new four star hotel opened in
November 2012, centrally situated
opposite the Congress Centre.
Facilities include a restaurant, bar,
lounge area and fitness centre. All
bedrooms feature HDTV, free internet
access, fridge, coffee/tea maker,
laptop size safe, plus iron and board.
Lift to all floors

The Magical Swiss Alps
Switzerland is without doubt one of Europe's most spectacular scenic countries, an incredible holiday destination with an 
attractive blend of snow-capped peaks, tranquil glacial lakes, flowery meadows and medieval towns. In the heart of Switzerland's 
Graubünden region lies the town of Davos which at a height of over 5000ft is one of the highest towns in the Alps and Switzerland’s 
largest resort attracting visitors from all over the world. Davos is surrounded on all sides by idyllic countryside and breath-taking mountain
scenery, its blend of natural beauty and urban chic make this resort quite unique.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 08 June 8 £619

Sunday 07 September 8 £619

Price includes five nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast at
resort, two nights accommodation with breakfast at the overnight
hotel, plus return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single room £155
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais, then on through Northern France to
our overnight hotel in the Champagne city of Reims.

DAY TWO: We continue south to Basle and cross the border into
Switzerland, then on to Lake Lucerne and the little town of Hergiswil,
located on the shores of the lake. 

DAY THREE: Today we have a leisurely journey to the lakeside city of
Lucerne, famous for its medieval Chapel Bridge. We spend free time
browsing amongst the exclusive shops and lakeside cafés before
boarding a boat on Lake Lucerne for a cruise to the foot of Mount Pilatus.
From here we take a ride on the world’s steepest cogwheel railway to
the summit of Mount Pilatus at a height of 2132m. We stay a while to
enjoy the fantastic views before descending back down to the lake. 

DAY FOUR: We say goodbye to Lucerne and head to Interlaken, located
between the twin lakes of Thun and Brienz. Here we enjoy another
cogwheel train journey up to the Schynige Platte with panoramic views
of some of Switzerland’s most iconic mountains, including the Eiger and
the Jungfrau. This nostalgic train still operates with carriages and
rolling stock from the 19th century. From here we travel on to Leysin
and the Hotel Central-Residence where we stay for four nights.

DAY FIVE: We spend the day around Lake Geneva and head to
picturesque Vevey to explore the town and the lake shore and marvel
at the lovely lake views. Our next destination is the Lavaux Vinorma

vineyard terraces, registered as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Enjoy
some included wine tasting here then we return along the lake shore to
the elegant town of Montreux, renowned for its jazz festivals. Stroll
along the flower bordered lake promenade, maybe visit the magnificent
13th century Chillon Castle or simply relax at a lakeside bar and enjoy
the excellent views.

DAY SIX: A day at leisure in Leysin, stroll around the village or relax in
the hotel facilities. The Berneuse Cable Car is only a short distance
from the hotel which takes you up to the summit of the mountain for
views of Geneva and Mont Blanc. 

DAY SEVEN: Today we head across the border to France and the chic
mountain resort the Chamonix, lying at the foot of the towering Mont
Blanc. Here there will be an opportunity to take a ride on the cog-wheel
train to Montenvers to see the Mer de Glace, France's largest glacier, or
the Aiguille du Midi Cable Car that climbs to the top station at a height
of 3842m from where the views are really spectacular.

DAY EIGHT: Sadly we say farewell to Switzerland and head back into
France for another overnight stay in Reims.

DAY NINE: To Calais for our return Eurotunnel journey to Folkestone
and home to North Wales.

HOTEL CENTRAL- RESIDENCE HHH

The three star Hotel Central is set at the
resort of Leysin, high in the Lake Geneva
Alps with magnificent views in all
directions. Facilities include nice cosy
lounge and bar areas, a wine cellar,
souvenir shop and library, plus a lovely
traditional style wooden restaurant,
swimming pool, sauna and steam room.
All bedrooms feature satellite TV,
telephone and hairdryer. Lift to all floors.

The Best of Switzerland
A fabulous new two-centre tour to Switzerland, a land of spectacular mountain scenery, cascading waterfalls, sparkling 
lakes and picturesque alpine villages that combine to make it one of the most beautiful holiday destinations. On this tour the itinerary 
covers both the French and German speaking areas of Switzerland and offers an opportunity to experience the delights of this multi-faceted
country. We spend two nights at Hergiswil on the shores of beautiful Lake Lucerne, then a further four nights at Leysin, set high in the Lake
Geneva Alps with magnificent views in all directions. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Thursday 08 May 9 £829

Price includes six nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
two nights accommodation with breakfast at overnight hotels, return
railway journeys to the summit of Mount Pilatus and to Schynige Platte,
a boat cruise on Lake Lucerne, entrance & wine tasting at Lavaux
Vinorama, plus return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single room
£100©
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure to Folkestone for a journey through the
Eurotunnel to Calais and on to our overnight hotel at Lille in Northern
France.

DAY TWO: We continue via Belgium and Luxembourg into Germany for
our second overnight stay near Stuttgart.

DAY THREE: Continue via Munich and the Inn Valley to Innsbruck, over
the spectacular Brenner Pass into Italy and on to Fai Della Paganella in
the Trentino Region of the beautiful Dolomites for five nights at the 
Paganella Hotel.

DAY FOUR: A day at leisure to simply relax and enjoy the mountain 
scenery. Maybe join Fausto, the hotel owner, for a walk and a picnic in
the surrounding countryside. 

DAY FIVE: Today we enjoy a scenic drive through the Western
Dolomites to Merano, one of the most beautiful spa towns in the South
Tyrol, surrounded by a stunning backdrop of mountains and meadows.
Explore the vibrant centre, stroll along the flower lined promenade and
perhaps take the chair lift for some fine views. We return via the Adige
valley wine route and Lake Caldaro.

DAY SIX: Sit back and enjoy some of Italy’s finest panoramas with a
day of spectacular scenery as we travel amongst the jagged peaks of
the Dolomites. We travel to the Gardena valley and the village of
Ortisei, then climb over the Sella Pass with magnificent views of the
Gardena mountain range. We continue via the Pordoi Pass and
Costalunga Pass to Lake Carezza, then down through the Ega valley
with its dramatic narrow gorge.  .

DAY SEVEN: Today we travel south to the tip of Lake Garda for a visit
to the very popular resort of Riva Del Garda, set on the northern point
of this stunningly beautiful Italian lake. Explore the delightful Old
Town, centred around a 12th century fortress and clock tower with a
maze of narrow streets full of inviting little shops and pavement cafés
where you can enjoy some lunch.

DAY EIGHT: We leave the Dolomites this morning and travel back
through Austria and Germany into France for an overnight stay at Metz. 

DAY NINE: Continue northwards to Calais for our return Eurotunnel
journey to Folkestone and home to North Wales.

PAGANELLA HOTEL HHH

A friendly family run 3 star hotel where
a warm welcome can be assured from
Fausto and his family. A typical chalet
style dwelling featuring a cosy bar, a
traditional restaurant, a comfortable
lounge and sitting area, plus a wellness
centre with sauna, jacuzzi and Turkish
bath. Bedrooms are well appointed with

satellite TV, telephone and hairdryer. Lift available. 

Included
drinks

The Italian Dolomites 
The majestic Dolomites, one of Europe’s most spectacular mountain regions with its own unique dramatic scenery, set in a 
beautiful area of Northern Italy. A blend of towering snow-capped mountains, picturesque lakes and lush fertile valleys with fruit 
trees and vines dotted with Tyrolean style hamlets. With breathtaking scenery each and every way you turn this region offers a myriad of 
lovely scenic days out, truly an awe-inspiring area to explore. The Paganella plateau is located in the middle-western area of the Trentino region,
between the mountain bearing its name and the spectacular Brenta Dolomites. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 14 September 9 £659

Price includes eight nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner
including a candelit Trentino dinner with music, one picnic lunch,
unlimited wine & water with dinner, free bar between 6pm – 10.30pm
(at main resort hotel only), quiz/games night, wine tasting evening,
plus return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single Room £110
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Folkestone and
through the Eurotunnel to Calais. We then continue on to our overnight
hotel at Lille in Northern France.

DAY TWO: We continue south along the French autoroutes for our
second overnight stay at Mulhouse.

DAY THREE: We climb through the beautiful Swiss Alps to the Gotthard
tunnel that will take us into Italy, and then continue on to the Venetian
Riviera and the resort of Lido di Jesolo where we stay for the next six
nights.

DAY FOUR: A day at leisure in Lido di Jesolo to relax and explore the
resort.

DAY FIVE: A full day visit to the magical City of Venice commencing
with a short drive from Jesolo to Punta Sabbione from where we
continue by waterbus directly to world famous St. Marks Square.
Admire the historic beauty of Venice, the main monuments in the
square and those nearby such as the Ducal Palace, the Rialto Bridge,
the Library, the island of San Giorgio and of course St. Mark’s Basilica.
(Waterbus fare payable locally).

DAY SIX: A short day visit to Padova, an ancient university city that
conserves numerous testimonies of its glorious artistic and cultural
past that make it a destination for tourists from all over the world. It is
the site of the famous Cappella degli Scrovegni, which houses a
renowned cycle of frescoes by Giotto, considered one of the

masterpieces of Western art. Explore the Botanical Gardens, visit Caffè
Pedrocchi, one of the most famous cafés in the world located in the
heart of the city centre and take a walk in Prato della Valle one of the
largest piazzas in Europe at some 90,000 square metres.

DAY SEVEN: Today we travel to beautiful Lake Garda and visit the
delightful resort of Sirmione in its unique location at the end of a
peninsula. Sirmione is one of Lake Garda’s oldest and most popular
resorts famous for its medieval centre, moated castle and drawbridge
and some lovely piazzas and quaint narrow streets to explore. You may
wish to take a boat trip around the peninsula for some great views of
the castle. 

DAY EIGHT: A further day at leisure to relax and explore in Lido di
Jesolo.

DAY NINE: We say farewell this morning and travel back through the
Gotthard Tunnel and the Swiss Alps into France for another overnight
stay at Mulhouse.

DAY TEN: We continue our journey northwards to Lille for our final 
overnight stay. 

DAY ELEVEN: We head for the Eurotunnel Terminal at Calais for our
return journey to Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

HOTEL PRINCIPE PALACE HHHH

This excellent four star hotel has
been a firm favourite with Arvonia
clients for many years, located right
in the centre of the resort with the
beach just two minutes walk away.
A main feature of the hotel is the
rooftop  pool, with its sun terraces

and a pool bar. Other facilities include a bar, lounge, coffee bar and a
boulevard café. All the air-conditioned bedrooms feature satellite TV,
telephone, hair dryer, fridge and safe box. Lift to all floors.

The Venetian Riviera
The popular resort of Lido di Jesolo is one of the best known resorts on the Venetian Riviera, laced with soft golden sands 
and lapped by the azure waters of the Adriatic. A purpose built resort with lovely tree-lined avenues running parallel to the beach that 
are interspersed with colourful piazzas, tempting shops, bars, cafes, pizzerias and restaurants. Just a short journey away overlooking a sparkling
lagoon, Venice is one of the most beautiful cities in the world built on a network of canals and lagoons lined with architectural masterpieces plus
those dreamy waterways and enchanting gondolas. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Friday 19 September 11 £789

Price includes ten nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast
plus return Eurotunnel journeys. Supplement: Single Room £170
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure to Folkestone for a journey through the
Eurotunnel to Calais and on to our overnight hotel at Lille in Northern
France.

DAY TWO: We continue across the Champagne region and on to our
second overnight stay at Mulhouse. 

DAY THREE: We cross the border into Switzerland and climb up through
the Alps to the St Gotthard Tunnel which takes us into Italy, then on to
the Versilian Riviera and the resort of Viareggio where we stay for the
next five nights.

DAY FOUR: A day at leisure to relax and explore Viareggio, take a stroll
along the palm-lined promenade with its trendy boutiques, fashionable
shops and gelateries. Check out the numerous cafes and restaurants in
which to enjoy some great food and wine and watch the world go by.

DAY FIVE: We travel to world famous Pisa, home to one of the most
recognized buildings in the world. On an immense green lawn there is
quartet of medieval masterpieces in gleaming white marble. Admire the
Duomo and the Baptistery, the Camposanto and the famous leaning
Tower, then stroll around Pisa's arcaded streets filled with Romanesque
churches and squares. Next we visit the medieval walled city of Lucca,
one of the oldest cities in Tuscany with delightful narrow cobbled
streets and beautiful historic churches.

DAY SIX: Today we drive north along the coast to the fashionable
resort of Santa Margherita with its lovely marina, palms, villas and fine
views of the bay. From here you can take a trip by boat to delightful
Portofino, an exclusive haunt for the rich & famous, one of the most
picturesque and secluded spots in Italy with delightful pastel houses
lining the shore of the harbour. A must see when visiting this beautiful
stretch of coastline. 

DAY SEVEN: A short day visit to the lovely thermal spa resort of
Montecatini Terme, an elegant town with delightful tree-lined avenues
surrounding large parks and gardens where you can find the thermal
springs housed in beautiful ornate buildings. Perhaps take a ride on the
funicular railway that climbs up to the delightful square in Montecatini
Alto, the original medieval part of the town from where there are
spectacular views of the Tuscan countryside.

DAY EIGHT: Sadly we leave beautiful Tuscany and travel back through
Switzerland and into France for an overnight stay at Strasbourg.

DAY NINE: Continue north to Calais for our return Eurotunnel journey to
Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

PALACE HOTEL HHHH

Built at the turn of the Century this
lovely 4 star hotel is situated at the
centre of the Viareggio promenade. 

A stylish hotel with spacious,
classically furnished public areas and
facilities that include the Cancello
Restaurant, the American Cocktail
Bar, various lounge areas and a roof
top terrace where you can relax with
a drink and enjoy the views. All
bedrooms are air conditioned and
feature satellite TV, internet access,

fridge, hairdryer and safe box.

Tuscany - Viareggio 
Italy's attractions have been luring visitors for centuries with an abundance of art and architecture, a wealth of 
archaeological treasures and stunning scenery. The countryside of Tuscany is beautiful with a landscape of vineyards, olive groves, 
cypress trees and medieval hill-top towns and villages. Our holiday base for exploring this delightful region is Viareggio, a beautiful seaside 
town located on the Versilian Riviera Coast, graced by many exquisite buildings in Art Decò style lining its streets and boulevards and with clear
seas, fine sandy beaches and the stunning backdrop of the Apennine Mountains.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Thursday 15 May 9 £709

Price includes eight nights accommodation with breakfast & dinner,
plus return Eurotunnel crossings. Supplement per person:  Single Room
£100, Sea View Room at resort £28
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: We depart in the early hours and travel south to Folkestone
for a morning journey through the Eurotunnel to Calais, then continue
south along the French Autoroutes to Dijon for overnight stay. 

DAY TWO: Our journey continues across the Pyrenees and into Spain,
then on to the resort of Salou and the H10 Vintage Salou Hotel where
we stay for the next six nights.

DAY THREE: A day at leisure in Salou to relax and explore the resort.
The town is always buzzing with activity, fronted by the picturesque
wide promenade lined with vibrant flowers, palm-trees, restaurant
terraces and ice-cream parlours. The central Old Town has a nice
traditional feel featuring several historic monuments and boutiques
selling local crafts. 

DAY FOUR: An excursion to Barcelona, a city of magnificent
architecture and beautiful buildings. See the Olympic Stadium and
Gaudi’s famous cathedral the Sagrada Familia, begun in 1882 and still
remaining unfinished. There is excellent shopping in the famous
Ramblas, the wide promenade that separates the narrow streets of the
Gothic Quarter from the modern shopping district and where street
entertainers abound adding to the city’s unique character. The old port
district is also worth exploring and can be reached with a ride on the
cross-harbour cable car. 

DAY FIVE: A further day at leisure in Salou to relax and enjoy the
resort.

DAY SIX: We journey inland through the vineyards and olive trees to
explore some of the traditional villages that make up ‘Real’ Spain. We
visit the delightful historic town of Montblanc with its medieval walls,
then on to the Monastery of Poblet, one of the largest Cistercian
abbeys in Spain that is on the Unesco World Heritage list. Finally we
visit Medieval Tarragona with its magnificent cathedral and Aqueduct,
one of the most important Roman towns outside of Rome itself,
perched on a hill with excellent views over the Mediterranean.

DAY SEVEN: A morning visit the nearby fishing village of Cambrils
where daily life is focused around the sea-front and harbour and
fishermen can be seen bringing in their daily catch. Take a stroll
through the old town with its narrow lanes dotted with shops, bars and
cafés and maybe enjoy some of the delicious seafood specialities in
one of the tempting restaurants along the sea front.

DAY EIGHT: We check out and commence our homeward journey
travelling back into France and on to Dijon for another overnight stay.

DAY NINE: We continue north to Calais for our return Eurotunnel
journey to Folkestone and on home to North Wales.

H10 VINTAGE SALOU HOTEL HHHH

The four star H10 Vintage Salou
(formerly the Europa Park) is in an
excellent location right in the heart
of Salou and just 400m from the
beach. The hotel has recently been
totally refurbished in a captivating,
elegant design which is sure to
please guests. Facilities include the
Les Vinyes buffet restaurant with

show cooking and outdoor terrace, the Aqua pool bar and the new
Azucar cocktail bar, plus indoor & outdoor swimming pools, fitness
room, Wi-Fi corner and cafe bar. All bedrooms feature balcony or
terrace, air-conditioning, satellite TV, hairdryer, room safe and mini-
fridge (extra charge).

Salou – The Sunshine Costa Dorada
Two miles of soft golden beaches and a lovely palm lined promenade are the main features of the lively and popular resort 
of Salou. Located at the southern-most tip of the Cost Dorada, Salou is the largest and one of the most attractive resorts along 
this stretch of coastline. An ideal place for a relaxing seaside holiday with safe bathing, a picturesque Old Quarter to explore, pavement cafés,
bars, restaurants, pedestrian shopping areas and a great choice of nightlife. There’s also a variety of watersports, a nearby aquapark, plus the
superb Port Aventura Theme Park, a great holiday resort with something for all ages.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Wednesday 20 August 9 £719

Price includes six nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner
with included wine & water at resort hotel, two nights accommodation
with breakfast at Dijon, plus return Eurotunnel journeys. 
Supplement: Single Room £200
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early morning departure for our journey south to Portsmouth
where we board the Brittany Ferries flagship the ‘Pont Aven’ for its late
afternoon sailing to Santander. Once on board  its time to start
enjoying the excellent facilities which include a five deck high atrium,
swimming pool, restaurants, bars and lounges with live music and
dancing, plus stylish shopping malls.

DAY TWO: Arriving in Santander late afternoon we cruise in past
golden beaches and the former Royal Summer Palace. After
disembarking we travel along the coast via Bilbao to the resort of San
Sebastian where we stay for the next three nights. 

DAY THREE: A day at leisure to enjoy the delights of San Sebastian,
explore the old quarter and its quaint narrow streets that open out to
the sea at the harbour, home to the local fishing fleet and pleasure
craft. San Sebastian has three beaches including La Concha, considered
to be one of the most beautiful beaches in Europe. There are many
monuments to explore such as the 19th century neo-Gothic Cathedral
and all over the city you will find open-air sculptures by local artists
and parks and gardens with attractive water features. 

DAY FOUR: A further day at leisure to explore the sights of San
Sebastian. Perhaps take an open top bus tour and a ride on the
funicular railway to Monte Igueldo for some great views.

DAY FIVE: We leave San Sebastian and head through the Pyrenees to
the Principality of Andorra and the Nordic Hotel in El Tarter where we
stay for the next three nights. 

DAY SIX: Today we drive through some lovely scenic valleys to reach
the capital town of Andorra La Vella. Explore the tax free shops and
designer boutiques, stroll around the Placa del Poble Square and see
the Barri Antic (old town), the original heart of the town when it was
little more than a
village. After lunch we
head to La Seu d’Urgell,
one of the most
historically important
towns in the Catalan
Pyrenees with its
medieval streets and
historic quarter
containing its 12th
century Cathedral
Santa Maria.  

DAY SEVEN: This morning we have a short drive to Meritxell to see the
Sanctuary and its seven wooden figures representing the seven
parishes of Andorra. We then head to the crystal lake of Engolasters
where you can admire the views and relax on the lakeside or maybe
take a stroll. From here we continue on to see the Church of Santa
Coloma, pre-Romanesque in origin from the early 10th century or
earlier, its circular bell tower is unique in Andorra.

DAY EIGHT: We leave the principality of Andorra and head north
through France via Toulouse and Limoges to Orleans for an overnight
stay. 

DAY NINE: Continue to Calais for a Eurotunnel journey to Folkestone
and on home to North Wales.  

HOTEL SAN SEBASTIAN HHHH

The recently refurbished Hotel San Sebastián
is located in the area of Ondarreta, around
300m from Onderetta Beach and 800m from
the historic old town. Facilities include two
restaurants, an American bar, coffee shop and
Summer Terrace. All bedrooms are air-
conditioned and feature satellite TV,
complimentary internet access and room safe.
Lift Available

HOTEL NORDIC HHHH

This excellent four star hotel is situated in
the small town of El Tarter. It is traditionally
decorated with lots of wooden features,
facilities include a large rustic style lounge,
buffet style restaurant, outdoor & indoor
pools, plus a fitness centre with jacuzzi,
saunas, massage rooms, steam bath and
gymnasium. All bedrooms are large and very
well furnished with satellite TV, hairdryer, and
balcony with mountain views. Lift available.

San Sebastian & Andorra
A great summer holiday which includes a stay in the lovely city of San Sebastian, together with the Principality of Andorra 
set high in the Pyrenées Mountains. The very popular and fashionable resort of San Sebastian is situated on a beautiful section 
of the Bay of Biscay, boasting a grand mixture of ancient and modern. The resort is divided into two by the River Urumea, with lovely sweeping
beaches and grand architecture, plus a charming old quarter with narrow streets, hidden plazas, and medieval houses. In contrast there is a
modern city of elegant shops, wide boulevards, pavement cafes, and excellent restaurants.

DATES DAYS PRICE

Tuesday 24 June 9 £779

Price includes Seven nights accommodation with dinner and breakfast,
single Eurotunnel journey, plus overnight sailing to Spain with
accommodation in 2 berth inside lower bedded cabins. (Does not
include any meals on board ship). Supplement per person: Single room
& cabin £280
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ITINERARY
DAY ONE: Early departure for our journey south to Plymouth where we
board the luxurious ‘Pont Aven’ for its afternoon sailing to Santander.
Once on board it is time to start enjoying the excellent facilities which
include a choice of restaurants and lounges, cinemas, live music and
dancing, stylish shopping malls, plus a swimming pool and leisure area.
Cabins are all air-conditioned and have en suite facilities.

DAY TWO: We arrive in Santander around lunchtime and disembark,
then travel south via Burgos and Madrid to the lovely old city of Toledo
where we stay overnight. Built on a rugged cliff Toledo is dominated by
the Alcazar fortress and the amazing 13th century Gothic cathedral. 

DAY THREE: We continue our journey south travelling through Castille
and into Andalucia, arriving at our hotel in Puerto Banus in the late
afternoon. 

DAY FOUR: A day at leisure to explore Puerto Banus, the playground of
the rich and famous. If shopping is your passion designer names are
here in abundance. Admire the magnificent yachts and sports cars
whilst perhaps enjoying a drink on the waterfront then in the evening
enjoy the buzzing atmosphere with a huge choice of alfresco bars,
restaurants, casinos and piano bars. 

DAY FIVE: Enjoy a spectacular drive into the hills to visit the old
Moorish town of Ronda where quaint whitewashed buildings cling to
the hillsides and the views are spectacular. Take a walk around the
town and see the cathedral, the Old Quarter, the oldest bullring in Spain
and the bridge over the famous Ronda Gorge.

DAY SIX: A visit to the Rock of Gibraltar, the outpost of the British
Empire. Mini bus tours are available or you can take a cable car to the
top of the rock to see the famous St Michael’s Cave and the Barbary
Apes, plus panoramic views of the city below and across to the African
coastline.

DAY SEVEN: A morning visit to Estepona, a picturesque, traditional
town renowned for its fishing with a daily auction that takes place on
the quayside. A pretty town that consists of whitewashed buildings,
many dating back to the last century, set amidst a maze of side streets,
squares and patios. It also boasts a fine beach and promenade lined
with palm trees and colourful flowers. 

DAY EIGHT: A further day at leisure to relax in Puerto Banus.

DAY NINE: A morning visit to the famous resort of Marbella with its
modern exclusive shops and contrasting old town with its delightful
Orange Square. We continue to the enchanting Andalucian village of
Mijas with its whitewashed cottages, delightful gardens and panoramic
viewpoints. Perhaps enjoy a ride in a horse drawn carriage around the
quaint narrow streets.

DAY TEN: We say farewell to the Costa Del Sol and travel north past
Madrid and on to Valladolid for an overnight stay. 

DAY ELEVEN: We continue on to Santander for the evening sailing of
the Pont Aven back to the UK. Relax and enjoy the ship’s facilities once
more. 

DAY TWELVE: We dock in Plymouth this afternoon and commence our
return journey to North Wales.

ANDALUCIA PLAZA HOTEL HHHH

The Andalucia Plaza is a very popular
four star hotel, ideally situated within
ten minutes walk of the town centre
and the Port. This exclusive
Andalucian-style adults only hotel has
recently been revamped with an
avant-garde and modern design. Hotel

facilities include the Cordoba restaurant, the Toledo Lobby Bar
featuring live music most evenings, the Naturalia Poolside Bar and
the Chill Out Terrace Bar, plus outdoor swimming pool and the
Despacio Spa Centre. All bedrooms have a small balcony and feature
satellite TV, telephone, minibar, air- conditioning and room safe. The
Casino of Marbella is located in the hotel building and guests are
granted free admission. Lift to all floors. 

Costa Del Sol – Puerto Banus
The Costa Del Sol basks in almost year round constant sunshine with superb beaches, luxury marinas, numerous golf courses 
and delightful hilltop villages with their quaint white-washed houses. This is also Andalucia, home of the flamenco dance, bull fights, 
Moorish towns, and the picturesque peaks of the Sierra Nevada. This superb holiday includes a mini cruise to and from Northern Spain and 
seven nights at the immensely popular resort of Puerto Banus, the most fashionable resort in Southern Spain. 

DATES DAYS PRICE

Sunday 19 October 12 £839

Price includes nine nights accommodation with breakfast and dinner
plus ¼ Litre of wine & ½ Litre of water, with dinner at main resort hotel,
two nights accommodation in lower bedded en-suite inside cabins (no
bunk beds). (Meals not included on board ship). Supplements per
person: pool view room £65, cabin with window £35, single room &
cabin - on request.
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Autumn/Spring Selection
A selection of British & Continental holidays departing between 
January and March as featured in our Autumn 2013/Spring 2014 
brochure, plus additional departures and special offers. For further 
details of any of these holidays please contact our reservations team 
on 01286 675175 or log on to our website at www.arvonia.co.uk
*Additional Tours – separate details available on request.

January/Ionawr
DATE DESTINATION DAYS PRICE

03-05 Cardiff City Break 3 £119

04-01 Manchester City Break 2 £59

06-10 Paignton 5 £159

10-12 Lincoln Luxury Break* 3 £129

10-13 Looe & Cornish Coast* 4 £129

11-12 Liverpool Super Saver  2 £49

13-17 Loch Lomond all inclusive* 5 £199

17-19 London & Oxford* 3 £99

17-19 Northampton & Cambridge* 3 £99

17-19 Cardiff City Break* 3 £109

18-19 Leeds & York* 2 £49

20-24 Weymouth 5 £175

20-23 York City Break* 4 £169

20-24 Warner Cricket St Thomas* 5 £269

24-27 Cardiff City Break 3 £129

24-26 Floral Southport 3 £109

27-31 Eastbourne 5 £199

31-02 York City Break 3 £99

February/Chwefror
DATE DESTINATION DAYS PRICE

01-02 Liverpool Super Saver * 2 £49

03-06 Northumbria* 4 £169

03-07 Loch Lomond all inclusive 5 £235

03-07 Warner Thoresby Hall* 5 £239

03-07 Torquay 5 £199

07-09 Snowdrops in the Cotswolds 3 £129

10-13 Bristol, Bath & Gloucester 4 £159

10-13 Yorkshire Highlights 4 £169

10-14 Scarborough 5 £179

14-16 London & Oxford* 3 £109

14-16 Cardiff City Break* 3 £109

14-17 Yorkshire Swing Weekend 4 £199

15-16 Manchester City Break 2 £89

17-21 Oban Bay 5 £199

17-21 Warner Nidd Hall* 5 £269

17-21 Bournemouth 5 £205

22-23 Manchester City Break 2 £69

23-27 Scotland’s Highlands 5 £239

23-28 Cosmopolitan Amsterdam 6 £269

23-30 Cote d’Azur & Nice Carnival 8 £529

24-28 Warner Littlecote House* 5 £269

28-30 Cardiff City Break 3 £129

28-30 Lincoln Luxury Break* 3 £139

March/Mawrth
DATE DESTINATION DAYS PRICE

03-06 Yorkshire Highlights* 4 £179

03-07 Sandbanks Dorset 5 £259

03-07 Sandown Mock Cruise 5 £239

07-09 York City Break 3 £109

08-09 Manchester City Break 2 £75

09-13 Co Wexford all inclusive 5 £309

09-16 Lake Como all inclusive 8 £569

10-14 Newquay 5 £239

10-14 Dunoon & Cowal Peninsula 5 £199

14-16 Cotswolds in Springtime 3 £129

16-20 Donegal St Patrick’s 5 £229

16-20 Torquay 5 £189

17-21 Eastbourne 5 £249

17-21 Weymouth Mock Cruise 5 £269

21-23 Cardiff City Break 3 £129

21-23 Edinburgh Luxury Break* 3 £229

22-29 Spectacular Lake Garda 8 £459

24-28 Loch Lomond all inclusive 5 £249

28-30 Floral Southport 3 £125

31-03 Regency Cheltenham 4 £189
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